Call number DVD-5401

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 1, containing episodes 1-5

Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis

1. A New Germany. 1933 - 1939
Director: Hugh Ragget
Associate producer: Jerome Kuehl
Script: Neal Ascherson
Film editor: Alan Afriat
With the participation of: Hans Kehrl, Konrad Morgen, Heinz Reinheimer, Hugh Greene, Ewald von Kleist, Heipke Remer, Werner Pusch, Christabel Bielenberg, Siegmund Weltlinger, Emmi Bonhoeffer
52 minutes 21 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

2. Distant War. September 1939 - May 1940
Producer: David Elstein
Director: David Elstein
Script: Laurence Thompson
Film editor: Peter Lee-Thompson
With the participation of: Lord Butler, Bernard Kops, Lucy Faithfull, Lord Chandos, Lord Boothby, Sir Charles Woodhouse, J.R. Colville, Captain Martin Lindsay
52 minutes 10 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

3. France Falls. May - June 1940
Producer: Peter Batty
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: Alan Afriat
With the participation of: General André Beaufre, Sir Edward Spears, Lawrence Durrell, General Siegfried Westphal, Gordon Waterfield, General Warlimont, General von Monteuffel
52 minutes 45 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND
4. Alone. May 1940 - May 1941
Producer: David Elstein
Director: David Elstein
Script: Laurence Thompson
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
With the participation of: Rear-Admiral John McBeath, Bertie Good, Sir Max Aitken, Lord Avon, J.B. Priestley, J.R. Colville, Adolf Galland, Robert Wright, Ray Holmes
51 minutes 55 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

5. Barbarossa. June - December 1941
Producer: Peter Batty
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: Peter Lee-Thompson
With the participation of: General Warlimont, Albert Speer, Grigori Tokaty, Paul Schmidt, Averell Harriman, Sir John Russell
52 minutes 46 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5402

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 2, containing episodes 6-10

Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis

6. Banzai! Japan 1931 - 1942
Producer: Peter Batty
Director:
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: David Taylor
52 minutes 18 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

7. On Our Way. USA 1939 - 1942
Producer: Peter Batty
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
52 minutes 57 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

Producer: Peter Batty
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: Alain Afriat
With the participation of: Paolo Colacicchi, General David Belchem, General Sir Richard O’Connor, General Sir Francis de Guingand, General Siegfried Westphal, Field Marshal Lord Harding, Lawrence Durrell
52 minutes 40 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles
Director: Hugh Raggett
Script: Jerome Kuehl
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
There are no interviews on this disc
52 minutes 5 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

10. Wolf Pack. U-Boats in the Atlantic 1939 - 1944
Producer: Ted Childs
Director: Ted Childs
Script: J.P.W. Mallalieu
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
With the participation of: Grossadmiral Karl Doenitz, Flotillenadmiral Otto Kretschmer, Captain Robert Sherwood, Captain Eyton-Jones, Captain Gilbert Roberts, Vice Admiral Sir Peter Gretton, Air Vice Marshall Wilfred Oulton, Chief Petty Officer Edward Butler, Captain Thomas Finch, Peter Cremer, Kapt. z. See Hartwig Looks, Commodore Rodney Stone, Captain Raymond Hart
52 minutes 5 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Optional aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5403

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 3, containing episodes 11-15

Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis

11. Red Star. The Soviet Union 1941 - 1943
Producer: Martin Smith
Director: Martin Smith
Script: Neal Ascherson
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
With the participation of: Olga Rybakova, Vsevolod Klokov, Nikolai Volkov, Commander Ivan Ludnikov, Commander Ivan Chistiakov
53 minutes 7 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

12. Whirlwind. Bombing Germany September 1939 - April 1944
Producer: Ted Childs
Director: Ted Childs
Script: Charles Douglas Home
Film editor: Peter Lee-Thompson
52 minutes 36 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

13. Tough Old Gut. Italy November 1942 - June 1944
Producer: Ben Shephard
Script: David Wheeler
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
With the participation of: General Sir Kenneth Strong, Drew Middleton, General Mark Clark, Bill Mauldin, Wynford Vaughan-Thomas, General Siegfried Westphal, Field Marshal Lord Harding, Bill Becket, Walter Davis
50 minutes 44 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

Producer: John Pett
Director: John Pett
Script: John Williams
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
52 minutes 43 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

15. Home Fires. Britain 1940 - 1944
Producer: Phillip Whitehead
Script: Angus Calder
Film editor: Alan Afriat
With the participation of: Alderman G. Hodgkinson, Mrs Gwen Bunt, Lord Chandos, Mrs Herma Wolfgang, Sir Trevor Evans, Lord Shinwell, Cecil King, Tom Driberg, Lord Avon, J.B. Priestley, Bill Roberts, David Hewetson, Michael Foot, Lord Butler
52 minutes 43 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5404

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 4, containing episodes 16-20

Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis

16. Inside the Reich: Germany 1940 - 1944
Producer: Phillip Whitehead
Script: Neal Ascherson
Film editor: Alan Afriat
With the participation of: Marlene Tucking, Hans Kehr;, Christabel Bielenberg, Friedrich Luft, Albert Speer, Ricahrd Schulze-Kossens, Traudl Junge, Hertha Beese, Emmi Bonhoeffer, Dr Otto John, Otto Remer
52 minutes 47 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

17. Morning: June - August 1944
Producer: John Pett
Director: John Pett
Script: John Williams
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
With the participation of: Goronwy Rees, Lord Louis Mountbatten, Kay Summersby, Dr J.M. Stagg, Major General David Belchem, Major General J. Lawton Collins
52 minutes 28 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

18. Occupation: Holland 1940 - 1944
Producer: Michael Darlow
Director: Michael Darlow
Script: Charles Bloomberg
Film editor: Martin Smith
52 minutes 52 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles
AND

19. Pincers: August 1944 - March 1945
Producer: Peter Batty
Script: Peter Batty
Film editor: David Taylor
With the participation of: Wynford Vaughan-Thomas, General Sir Brian Horrocks, General Sir Kenneth Strong, General Sir Francis de Guingand, Averell Harriman, General Siegfried Westphal, General Hasso von Manteuffel, General J. Lawton Collins
52 minutes 41 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

20. Genocide: 1941 - 1945
Producer: Michael Darlow
Director: Michael Darlow
Script: Charles Bloomberg
Film editor: Peter Lee-Thompson
With the participation of: S.S. General Karl Wolff, Dr Wilhelm Höttl, Avraham Kochavi, Rivka Yosilevskia, Primo Levi, Rudolf Vrba, Rita Boas Koupman, S.S. Lance Corporal Richard Böck, Lord Avon, Dov Paisikowic
52 minutes 45 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5405

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 5, containing episodes 21-25

Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis

21. Nemesis: Germany February - May 1945
Producer: Martin Smith
Director: Martin Smith
Script: Stuart Hood
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
52 minutes 32 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

22. Japan: 1941 - 1945
Producer: Hugh Raggett
Director: Hugh Raggett
Script: Courtney Browne
Film editor: David Taylor
With the participation of: Toshikazu Kase, Naoki Hoshino, Commander Yuzuru Sanematsu, Mrs Yonaha
51 minutes 20 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

23. Pacific: February 1942 - July 1945
Producer: John Pett
Director: John Pett
Script: David Wheeler
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
With the participation of: Lieutenant Butch Voris, Lieutenant Frank Manson
50 minutes 58 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND
24. The Bomb. February - September 1945
Producer: David Elstein
Script: David Elstein
Film editor: Peter Lee-Thompson
With the participation of: Averell Harriman, Alger Hiss, Lord Avon, McGeorge Bundy, Colonel Paul Tibbets, General Curtis LeMay, Toshikazu Kase, Marquis Kido, James Byrnes (archive), John McCloy, Robert Oppenheimer (archive), Hisatsume Sakomizu, Charles Sweeney, Yoshio Kodama
52 minutes 39 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

25. Reckoning. 1945... and after
Producer: Jerome Kuehl
Script: Jerome Kuehl
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
With the participation of: Stephen Ambrose, William Robertson, Kay Summersby, Charles Bohlen, Lord Avon, Averell Harriman, Admiral Lord Mountbatten, Lord Shawcross, Noble Frankland, Ursula Gray, Douglas Spencer, Christa Ronke
51 minutes 43 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5406

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 6, containing episode 26 and 3 Special Features

26. Remember
Thames Television, in co-operation with the Imperial War Museum, London, 1973
Series producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Chief historical advisor: Noble Frankland
Series narrator: Laurence Olivier
Music: Carl Davis
Producer: Jeremy Isaacs
Script: Jeremy Isaacs
Film editor: Jeff Harvey
With the participation of: Stanley Drinkwater, Lawrence Durrell, Joe Minogue, John Barne, J. Glenn Gray, Bill Mauldin, Wynford Vaughan-Thomas, Noble Frankland, Jimmy Thomas, Herman Pheffer
52 minutes 16 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

Hitler’s Germany
Part 1: The People’s Community 1933-1939
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Producer: Raye Farr
Script: Jerome Kuehl
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
Narrator: Eric Porter
With the participation of: Ewald von Kleist, Christabel Bielenberg, Werner Pusch, Heinz Reineheimer, Otto John, Hertha Beese, Emmi Bonhoeffer, Heipke Remer, Konrad Morgen, Wilhelm Höttl, Otto Ernst Remer, Johann Deininger, Hans Kehrl
75 minutes 12 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

Hitler’s Germany
Part 2: Total War 1939-1945
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Producer: Raye Farr
Executive producer: Jerome Kuehl
Associate producer: Alan Afriat
Script: Jerome Kuehl
Film editor: Beryl Wilkins
Narrator: Eric Porter
76 minutes 37 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

The Two Deaths of Adolf Hitler
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Producer and director: Martin Smith
Executive producer: Jerome Kuehl
Associate producer: Alan Afriat
Film editor: David Taylor
Photography: Frank Hodge, Peter Lang
Narrator: Eric Porter
With the participation of: Hugh Trevor Roper, Albert Speer, Heinz Linge, Traudl Junge, Elena Reveshkaia, Favst Shkaravskii, Keith Simpson, Reidar Sognnaes
47 minutes 14 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles and with some Russian and German with English voiceover

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5407

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 7, containing these three films:

The Final Solution. Part 1
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Associate producer: Jerome Kuehl
Director: Michael Darlow
Script: Michael Darlow
Film editors: Peter Lee-Thomson, Tony Message, Michael Fox
Narrator: Eric Porter
With the participation of: Karl Wolff, Siegmund Weltlinger, Wilhem Höttl, Avraham Kochavi, Rita Boas-Koopman, Rivka Yosilevska
97 minutes 11 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles with some German and Hebrew with English voiceover

AND

The Final Solution. Part 2
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Associate producer: Jerome Kuehl
Director: Michael Darlow
Script: Michael Darlow
Film editors: Peter Lee-Thomson, Tony Message, Michael Fox
Narrator: Eric Porter
91 minutes 15 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles, with some German, Hebrew and Polish with English voiceover

AND

Warrior
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1975
Reflections of Men at War, compiled from interviews and archive film obtained for The World at War series
Producer: Alan Afriat
Executive producer: Jerome Kuehl
Film editor: Alan Afriat
Poems by: R.N. Currey, Sean Jennet, Ruthven Tod, read by Eric Porter
50 minutes 57 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blu ray disc</th>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>Original aspect ratio 1.33:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Original version, restored in high definition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5408

The World at War

On 8 Blu ray discs

This is Disc 8, containing these five films:

**Secretary to Hitler**
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1974
Traudl Junge speaks to Michael Darlow
Director: Michael Darlow
Producer: Susan McConachy
Executive producer: Jerome Kuehl
Associate producer: Alan Afriat
Film editor: David Taylor
Photography: Peter Lang
23 minutes 46 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

**From War to Peace**
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 2001
An interview with Professor Stephen Ambrose
Producer: Jerome Kuehl
Associate producer: Alan Afriat
Film editor: David Taylor
Photography: Peter Lang
Narrator: Eric Porter
23 minutes 10 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

**The World at War: The Making of the Series**
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Thames Television, 1989
Director: Peter Tiffin
Presenter: Jeremy Isaccs
48 minutes 16 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

AND

**The World at War: Making the Series: a 30th Anniversary Retrospective**
The World at War, A Special Presentation
A&E Television Network, 2003
Director: Peter Kindness
Producer: Peter Kindness
Camera: Erik Jackson
With the participation of: Jeremy Isaacs, Sue McConachy, Neal Ascherson, Liz Sutherland, Alan Afriat, Carl Davis
123 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles with some German and Hebrew with English voiceover

AND

Experiences of War. Previously unseen and extended interviews taken from The World at War archive held at the Imperial War Museum
The World at War, A Special Presentation
Date not indicated
Producer: Peter Kindness
Editor: Peter Kindness
58 minutes 37 seconds
In English with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio Original aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Original version, restored in high definition
Original aspect ratios of newsreel material retained
Gallery of 89 photos and groups of photos from the Imperial War Museum collection, with text
Source Network, Fremantle Video, Talkback Thames
Call number DVD-5409

DWAN, Allan

Manhandled
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, for Paramount Pictures, 1924
Producer: Allan Dwan
Screenplay: titles by Julian Johnson from a screenplay by Frank W. Tuttle from a
story by Sidney R. Kent and Arthur Stringer
Photography: Harold Rosson
Music for this edition composed and performed by Makia Matsumura
Tessie McGuire Gloria Swanson
Jimmy Hogan Tom Moore
Pinkie Doran Lilyan Tashman
Robert Brandt Ian Keith
Chip Thorndyke Arthur Housman
Paul Garretson Paul McAllister
Arno Riccardi Frank Morgan
Bippo Pierre Collosse (as M. Collosse)
Model Marie Shelton
Landlady Carrie Scott
Salesman Frank Allworth
63 minutes

English titles without subtitles, silent with added music score

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 1.33:1 Anamorphic
Languages No subtitles
Features Brand New 2K Master
Audio commentary by film historian Gaylyn Studlar
12-page booklet with an essay by the film historian Peter
Labuza
Source Kino Classics from Kino Lorber
Call number DVD-5410

JOLIE, Angelina

U zemlji krvi i meda [In the Land of Blood and Honey]
GK Films, 2011
Producers: Angelina Jolie, Graham King, Tim Headington, Tim Moore
Executive producers: Holly Goline-Sadowski, Michael Vieira
Co-producer: Simon Crane
Associate producer: David Berenshtein
Screenplay: Angelina Jolie
Photography: Dean Semler
Production design: Jon Hutman
Music: Gabriel Yared

Ajla Zana Marjanović
Danijel Goran Kostić
Nebojša Rade Šerbedžija
Lejla Vanessa Glodo
Darko Nikola Durićko
Aleksandar Branko Đurić
Petar Fedja Stukan
Hana Alma Terzić
Esma Jelena Jovanova
Mehmet Ermin Bravo
Tarik Boris Ler
Mitar Goran Jevtić
Vuc Ermin Sijamija
Durja Miloš Timotijević
Mejrema Jasna Ornela Bery
Marko Aleksandar Đurica
Nadja Đžana Pinjo
Boris Petar Vidović
Miralem Faruk Pruti
Maida Dolya Gavanski
Nikola Tamas Hajdu
Man who throws bomb Gábor Piroch
Bosnian woman shot in head Irena Mulamuhić
Hooker Margareta Szabó
Bosnian prisoner Árpád Csermik
Snipers Nusmir Muharemović, Edis Žilić
UN Soldier Rida Cador
Boys in apartment Efe Sancaktar, Emre Sancaktar
Senior Serb officers Mile Rupčić, Levente Törköly, Ras Rastoder
Police Officer in club Vladimir Grbić
School guards Denés Balind, Janos Kaczor, Zsolt Zágoni
Accordion player Mustafa Santić
Soldier Leon Lučev
Band Leader in club Dado Jehan
Band members in club Yehan Jehan, Tomislav Benson, Samir Foco,
Mirza Halilović, Ivana Papiška
British radio voice: David Clayton
121 minutes
In Bosnian and Serbian with optional Croatian, Serbian and Slovene subtitles

**DVD**
- **Region code**: 2
- **Aspect ratio**: 16:9
- **Languages**: Menu languages: Croatian, Serbian and Slovene
  Optional Croatian, Serbian and Slovene subtitles
- **Features**: ‘In the Land of Blood and money: Making of’, 8 minutes, in
  English with optional Croatian, Serbian and Slovene subtitles
- **Source**: Blitz Film and Video Distribution
Call number DVD-5411

BRASHINSKII, Mikhail

Shopping-tur [Shopping Tour]
Duty-Free Productions, 2012
Producers: Gennadii Mirgorodskii, Mikhail Brashinskii
Executive producer: Aleksei L’vovich
Co-producers: Zaur Bolotaev, Petr Gudkov
Screenplay: Mikhail Brashinskii
Photography: Aleksandr Simonov
Mother Tat’iana Kolganova
Son Timofei Eletskii
Guide Tat’iana Riabokon’
Shuttle Elena Bel’skaia
Bus driver Aleksandr Lutov
Girl Liza Sokolova
Customs man Marko Saatsi
Second customs man Kari Salokoski
First corpse Mikhail Fainshtein
Man killed by a bat Vadim Skvirskii
Blonde Satu Paavola
Hypermarket cashier Aleksandra Nekrasova
Hypermarket guard Jussi Grenvall
Katia Krylova Alena Pervukhina
Petrol station attendant Nanna Mäkinen
Captain Tuivisto Vladimir Nekrasov
Timmonen Fedor Nekrasov
Little girl Liza Sokolova
70 minutes
In Russian, Finnish and English with English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages English subtitles
Features ‘You can’t whittle a hedgehog: the making of Shopping Tour’, 30 minutes 9 seconds, in Russian with English subtitles
Behind the scenes photo gallery
Source Sharp Teeth Films
Call number DVD-5412

OSTOJIĆ, Arsen Anton

Ta divna Splitska noć [A Wonderful Night in Split]
Alka Films, Hrvatska Radio Televizija, 2004
Producer: Jozo Patljak
Associate producer: Arsen Anton Ostojić
Screenplay: Arsen Anton Ostojić
Photography: Mirko Pivčević
Production design: Velimir Domitrović
Music: Mate Matišić
Singer Dino Dvornik
Nike Mladen Vulić
Franky Coolio
Steve Michael Klesić
Maja Marija Škaričić
Marija Nives Ivanković
Blacky Marinko Prga
Luka Vićko Bilandžić
Boy Ante Šimun Majstorović
Andela Ivana Roščić
Sinor Bartut Pero Vrca
Old woman Dara Vukić
Inspector Nikola Ivošević
Redikul Franko Strmotić
Cowboy Mile Vukasović
96 minutes
In Croatian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9 Widescreen
Languages No subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Blitz Film and Video Distribution
Call number DVD-5413

SVILIČIĆ, Ognjen

Armin
Maxima Film, Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, Busse & Halberschmidt Produktion, in co-production with Refresh Production, with the financial support of the Ministarstvo kulture Republike Hrvatske, Filmstiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Filmförderungsanstalt, Ministarstvo za kulturu i sport Federacije Bosne i Hercegovine, Fondacija za kinematografiju Sarajevo, 2007
Producers: Damir Terešak, Mirko Galić, Markus Halberschmidt, Marcelo Busse, Ademir Kenović
Executive producers: Damir Terešak, Markus Halberschmidt
Screenplay: Ognjen Sviličić
Photography: Stanko Herceg, Vedran Šamanović
Production design: Mladen Ožbolt
Music: Michael Bauer, Georg Karger, Peter Holzapfel, Zoran Kesić
Ibro     Emir Hadžihafizbegović
Armin     Armin Omerović
Ulrich, the German director  Jens Münchow
Gudrun, the German actress  Marie Bäumer
Martina     Barbara Prpić
Arpad, the Turkish technician  Orhan Güner
Zoki     Borko Perić
Perić     Boris Svrtnan
Aida     Daria Lorenzi
Nana     Ivana Bolanča
Cameraman     Saša Anočić
Neighbour     Senad Bašić
Traveller with newspaper  Enis Bešlagić
Zlajo     Mesud Dedović
Traveller No. 1   Željko Duvnjak
The boy Bruno  Josip Ganić
Receptionists    Tvrtko Jurić, Frano Masković
Mother    Vanja Matuječ
Bus driver No. 1    Antonio Nuić
Barman     Siniša Popović
Waiter     Ivica Pucar
Bus driver No. 2    Damir Saban
Waiter at breakfast  Sven Šestak
Traveller No. 2   Davor Svedruzić
Father    Ranko Židarić
81 minutes
In Croatian with optional Slovene and English subtitles

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9 Widescreen
Languages  Menu languages: Croatian, Slovene and English
Optional Slovene and English subtitles
Features  ‘Tko je Armin?’ (‘Who is Armin?’), 29 minutes, in Croatian with optional English subtitles
5 deleted scenes

Source  Blitz Film and Video Distribution
Call number DVD-5414

PASSER, Ivan

Intimni osvětlení [Intimate Lighting]
Filmové Studio Barrandov, 1965
Screenplay: Jaroslav Papoušek, Ivan Passer, Václav Šašek
Photography: Josef Střecha, Miroslav Ondříček
Production design: Karel Černý
Music: Dvorák, Mozart, Voytěch Matyáš Jírovec
Peter Zdeněk Bezušek
Bambas Karel Blažek
Kaja Miroslav Cvrk
Štěpa Věra Křesadlová
Young Marie Dagmar Ředinová
Marie Jaroslava Štědrá
Pharmacist Karel Uhlík
Grandmother Vlastimila Vlková
Grandfather Jan Vostrčil
74 minutes
In Czech with optional English subtitles

AND

PASSER, Ivan

Fádní odpoledne [A Boring Afternoon]
Filmové Studio Barrandov, 1964
Screenplay: Bohumil Hrabal, Ivan Passer, from the story by Bohumil Hrabal
Photography: Jaroslav Kučera, Miroslav Ondříček
Production design: Oldřich Bosák
Cast: Jan Tožička, Kamila Turková, Leopold Smolík, Miloš Končický, Josef Vaništa, Ota Hurych, Bohumil Hrabal
14 minutes 9 seconds
In Czech with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code All
Aspect ratio 1:33 full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Intimni osvětlení presented from a new 4K restoration from original materials by the Czech National Film Archive
Filmed interview with the director, Ivan Passer, Los Angeles, December 2005, 19 minutes 25 seconds, in English
Ivan Passer’s short film Fádní odpoledne (A Boring Afternoon) (1964) presented from a new HD transfer from original materials by the Czech National Film Archive (for details see above)
20-page booklet featuring new writing on the film by Trevor Johnston and an essay by Philp Bergson.
| Source               | New and improved English subtitle translation. Second Run, No. BD012 |
Call number DVD-5415

AKIN, Fatih

The Cut
Bombero International, Pyramide Productions, Pandora Film, Corazón International present, in co-production with NDR, ARD Degeto, France 3 Cinéma, Dorje Film, BIM Distribuzionee, Mars Media Entertainment, Opus Film, Jordan Films Inc., Anadolu Kültür, with the support of Filmförderung Hamburg Schleswig-Holstein, Deutscher Filmförderfonds, Filmförderanstalt, Film- und Medienstiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Nordmedia- Film- und Mediengesellschaft Niedersachsen/Bremen, Eurimages, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg, Der Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien,FFA Minitraité, Media Programme of the European Union i2i audiovisual, Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication (Centre National du Cinéma et de l’image animée), with the participation of Canal+, France Télévisions, Ciné+, with the support of Government of Alberta, Alberta Multimdia Development Fund, Polski Instytut Sztuki Filmowej, The Government of Malta, 2014
Producers: Fatih Akin, Karl Baumgartner, Reinhard Brundig
Executive producers: Nurhan Şekerci-Porst, Flaminio Zadra
Co-executive producers: Stéphane Parthenay, Christian Spengler
Co-producers: Fabienne Vonier, Francis Boespflug, Alberto Fanni, Valerio de Paolis, Ruben Dishdishian, Aram Movsesian, Laurette Bourassa, Doug Steeden, Ewa Puszczynska, Piotr Dzieciol, Klaus Maeck
Associate producers: Ali Akdeniz, Ali Betil
Line producer: Marcus Loges
Line producer: Cuba: Claudia Calvino
Line producer: Malta: Joseph Formosa Randon
Service producer: Morocco: Karim Debbagh
Screenplay: Fatih Akin, Mardik Martin
Photography: Rainer Klausmann
Production design: Allan Starski
Music: Alexander Hacke
Nazaret Manoogian    Tahar Rahim
Krikor          Simon Abkarian
Omar Nasreddin    Makram Khoury
Rakel           Hindi Zahra
Hagob Nakashian   Kevork Malikyan
Mehmet          Bartu Küçükçaglayan
Arsinée         Zein Fakhirou
Lucinée          Dina Fakhirou
Orphanage Headmistress  Trine Dyrholm
Mrs Nakashian    Arsinée Khanjian
Hrant           Akin Gazi
Ani             Arévik Martirossian
Peter Edelman   Moritz Bleibtreu
133 minutes
In Armenian, Arabic, Turkish, Kurdish, Spanish and English, with optional English subtitles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.35: 1, 16:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Trailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Soda Pictures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5416

REITZ, Edgar

Die andere Heimat - Chronik einer Sehnsucht [Home from Home. Chronicle of A Vision]


Producer: Christian Reitz
Co-producer: Margaret Ménégoz
Screenplay: Edgar Reitz, Gert Heidenreich
Photography: Gernot Roll, Michael Praun
Production design: Toni Gerg, Hucky Hornberger
Music: Michael Riessler

Jakob Adam Simon    Jan Dieter Schneider
Jettchen Niem        Antonia Bill
Gustav Simon, Jakob’s brother Maximilian Scheidt
Margarethe Simon, his mother Marita Breuer
Johann Simon, his father Rüdiger Kriese
Florinchen Morsch    Philine Lembeck
Lena Zeitz, Jakob’s sister Mélanie Fouché
Hedwig, Jakob’s grandmother Eva Zeidler
Jakob’s uncle        Reinhard Paulus
Frau Niem, Jettchen’s mother Barbara Philipp
Franz Olm, Jakob’s friend Christoph Luser
Dr Zwirner           Reiner Kühn
Pastor Wiegand       Andreas Külzer
Midwife Sophie       Julia Prochnow
Fürchtegott Niem, Jettchen’s father Martin Haberscheidt
Landlady             Kathy Becker
Neighbour Nauert     Dettmer Fischbeck
Teacher              Klaus Meiningen
Mosch brothers       Jan Nowak, Johannes Grosse
Young baron          Konstantin Buchholz
Walter Zeitz, Lena’s husband Martin Schleimer
Margotchen           Zoé Wolf
Innkeeper            Werner Klockner
Emigration advertisers Jeroen Perceval, Jürgen Thelen
Neighbours           Annette Grings-Doffing, Astrid Roth
Schellenmann         Benjamin Krämer-Jenster
Alexander von Humboldt Werner Herzog

231 minutes

In German with optional English subtitles
Blu ray disc
Region code   B
Aspect ratio  2.40:1 Widescreen
Languages     Optional English subtitles
Features      Trailer
Source        Artificial Eye
Call number DVD-5417

SCHLÖNDORFF, Volker

Baal
Hessischer Rundfunk, Frankfurt am Main, in co-operation with Studienprogramme des Bayerischen Rundfunks, Munich, Hallelujah-Film GmbH, Munich, 1969
Producer: Volker Schlöndorff
Screenplay: Volker Schlöndorff, from the play by Bertolt Brecht
Photography: Dietrich Lohmann
Production design: Hanna von Axmann Rezzori
Music: Klaus Doldinger

Baal  Rainer Werner Fassbinder
Ekart  Sigi Graue
Sophie  Margarethe von Trotta
Mech  Günther Neutze
Emilie, Mech’s wife  Miriam Spoerri
Johannes  Marian Seidowsky
Johanna  Irmgard Paulis
Luise  Hanna Schygulla
Young wife  Carla Aulaulu
Mjurk  Wilmut Borell
Woodcutters  Rudolf Waldemar Brem, Peer Raben
Young lady  Andrea Brüdern
Housewife  Irm Hermann
Orgauer  Günther Kaufmann
First sister  Eva Pampuch
Pschierer  Walter Sedlmayr
Young man  Thomas Mahlo
Second sister  Sabine von Maydell
Lupu  András Fricsay Kali Son
Dr Philler  Wilhelm Grasshoff
84 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code  1
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Taken from a 2013 2K digital restoration, supervised by the director, Volker Schlöndorff
          New English subtitle translation
          Interview with Volker Schlöndorff, 2 September 1973, broadcast in Le Ciné Club de la 2-ème chaîne, 4 minutes 57 seconds, in French with optional English subtitles
          Interview with Volker Schlöndorff, recorded in Berlin on 12 February 2015 and broadcast in Fiction Factory as Le poète et le cineaste, directed by Robert Fischer, 48 minutes 4 seconds, in French with optional English subtitles
December 2017 interview with the filmmaker Margarethe von Trotta, 12 minutes, in German with English subtitles
November 2017 interview with the film historian Eric Rentschler, 17 minutes 25 seconds, in English
November 2017 conversation between the actor Ethan Hawke and the playwright Jonathan Marc Sherman about the play and the adaptation, 16 minutes 19 seconds, in English
10-page booklet with an essay by the critic Dennis Lim

Source
The Criterion Collection, 914
Call number DVD-5418

MUNGIU, Cristian

4 luni, 3 săptămâni și 2 zile [4 months, 3 weeks and 2 days]
Mobra Films, with Centrului Național al Cinematografici, with the participation of
Mindshare Media, BV McCann Erickson România, Televiziunii Române, Fundației
Anonimul, co-produced with Saga Film, with the support of the Hubert Bals Fund of
the Rotterdam Film Festival, 2007
Producers: Oleg Mutu, Cristian Mungiu
Co-producer: Alex Teodorescu
Delegate producer: Florentina Onea
Associate producer: Philippe Avril
Screenplay: Cristian Mungiu
Photography: Oleg Mutu
Production design: Mihaela Poenaru

Otilia Anamaria Marinca
Gabriela ‘Găbița’ Dragut Laura Vasiliu
Mr Bebe Vlad Ivanov
Adi Radu Alexandru Potocean
Mrs Radu Luminița Gheorghiu
Dl. Radu Adi Carauleanu
Hotel Unirea receptionists Liliana Mocanu, Teodor Corban
Hotel Tineretului receptionist Cerasela Iosifescu
Night receptionist Tania Popa
Petrol station attendant Doru Ana
Mr Bebe’s mother Eugenia Bosânceanu
Dl. Rusu Ioan Sapdaru
Marie-Jeanne Rusu Cristina Buburuz
Adela Racoviceanu Mărioara Sterian
Doctor Racoviceanu Emil Coșeru
Mrs Aldea Georgeta Păduraru Burdujan
Doctor Aldea Geo Dobre
Dora Mădălina Ghițescu
Mihaela Cătălina Harabagiu
Carmen Sânziana Tarță
Daniela Mihaela Alexandru
Ahmed Hazim E’Layan
Soldiers Monica Alexandrescu, Simona Stoicescu
Man in station Alexandru Conovaru
Porter Ion Grosu
Waiter Traian Tudorica State
Medic Cristian Cinzan
Policemen Iancu Daniel, Robert Emanuel
MARcu Constantin Bojog
Medic Cristina Iosif
Bride Adina Critescu
Smuggler Călin Puia
Găbița’s father Costița Babii
113 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features ‘The Romanian Tour’ featurette, 15 minutes 38 seconds, in Romanian and German with optional English subtitles
Interview 1 with the director, Cristian Mungiu, 2008, 24 minutes 1 second, in English
Interview 2 with the director, Cristian Mungiu, 25 minutes 21 seconds, in Romanian with optional English subtitles
Interview with the actress Anamaria Marinca, 2018, 15 minutes 51 seconds, in English
Interview with the cinematographer and producer, Oleg Mutu, 6 minutes 24 seconds, in Romanian with optional English subtitles
“Alternate and deleted scenes” is 2 alternate versions of the final scene, 3 minutes 12 seconds and 3 minutes 20 seconds
Theatrical trailer

Source Curzon Artificial Eye
Call number DVD-5419

HONKASALO, Pirjo

Betoniyö [Concrete Night]
Bufo, in co-production with Plattform Produktion, Magic Hour Films, with the financial support of Danmarks Radio, Det Danske Filminstitut, Nordisk Film- & TV-Fond, Suomen Elokuvasäätiö, Svenska Filminstitutet, Yleisradio, 2013
Producers: Misha Jaari, Mark Lwoff
Co-producers: Erik Hemmendorff, Marie Kjellson, Lise Lense-Møller, Cecilia Valsted
Screenplay: Pirjo Honkasalo, Pirkko Saisio, from the novel Betoniyö by Pirkko Saisio
Photography: Peter Flinckenberg
Production design: Pentti Valkeasuo
Music: Karl Frid, Pär Frid
Simo Johannes Brotherus
Ilkka Jari Virman
Mother Anneli Karpipinen
The man Juhan Ulfsak
Jusa Alex Anton
Veera Iida Kuningas
Taxi driver Pauli Poranen
Twiggy Mauno Paajanen
Woman Rea Mauranen
Grey haired man Teijo Eloranta
Tsalî Timo Välisaari
Waitress Hannele Nieminen
Bartender Tommi Hiljanen
Drunk Arto Oskar Reunanen
97 minutes
In Finnish with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio 2.35:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Photo gallery
Trailer
4-page booklet
Source Altered Innocence
AĆIMOVIĆ, Dejan

Moram spavat', anđele [I Have to Sleep, My Angel]
DA Film, Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, 2007
Producer: Dejan Aćimović
Screenplay: Tatjana Aćimović
Photography: Sasha Rendulic
Production design: Ivo Hušnjak, Željko Luter
Music: Livio Morosin

Goran Karlo Barbarić
Mother Nataša Dorčić
Father Goran Grgić
Grandmother Vera Zima
Grandfather Miralem Zubčević
Mirjana Olga Pakalović
Biljana Ksenija Marinković
Safija Doris Šarić Kukuljića
Lucija Zrinka Radić
Marija Gordana Gadžić
Tonka Neva Rošić
Gojko Ivan Brkić
Mustafa Žarko Savić
Slavko Siniša Popović
Jorgovan Slaven Knezović
Maca Nives Ivanković
Sergeant Major Petar Mirčevski
Ana Urša Raukar
Nikola Zdenko Jelčić
Teacher Linda Begonja
Mesud Jerko Marčić
Inspector Franjo Dijak
Doctor colleague Ermin Sijamija
Nurse Marija Borić
Santa Claus Ilija Ivezić
Patient Mijo Pavelko
Waiter Draško Zidar
Priest Mladen Čutura
Tobacconist Branko Spajić
Dustman Mesud Dedović
Taxi driver 1 Željko Kirin
Taxi driver 2 Momčilo Nožića
Bar owner Svetoslav Cimbaljević
Danijel Andrej Krivak
Igor Matija Štivić
Edo Mario Vegrić
Suad Tit Medvešek
Doctor Željko Štivić
Market trader Josip Brčić
Doctor Irena Stepić
Sister in Ljubljana Ana Romano
Man with couch 1 Roni Yosef
Man with couch 2 Kasum Cana
Singer Josko Cagalj Jole
Polićeman Vjekoslav Rimac
Man on bench Bojan Navojec
Chestnut seller Krsto Dražen Križanić
Orchestra conductor Zlatko Subotičanec
100 minutes

In Croatian with optional Croatian, Slovene, Serbian, German, English and French subtitles and with Croatian audio description for the visually impaired

**DVD**

Region code 2
Aspect ratio 4:3 Full screen
Languages Menu languages: Croatian, English, German, French, Slovene and Serbian
Optional Croatian, Slovene, Serbian, German, English and French subtitles
Croatian audio description for the visually impaired

Features Trailer
TV ads

Source Blitz
Call number DVD-5421

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 2
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2014
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Daniel Sackheim, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost,
Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producers: Joshua Brand, Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman
Co-producer: Angelina Burnett
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: John Mott
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 2: Daniel Sackheim
Director, Episode 3: Constantine Makris
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stuart Zicherman

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman   Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman   Danny Flaherty
Nina Sergeevna   Annet Mahendru
Frank Gaad   Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Arkady Ivanovich   Lev Gorn
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Andrew Larrick   Lee Tergesen
Jared Connor   Owen Campbell
Kate   Wrenn Schmidt
Anton Baklanov   Michael Aronov
Lucia   Aimee Carrero
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Claudia   Margo Martindale
Vasili Nikolaevich   Peter Von Berg
Annelise   Gillian Alexy
Yousaf Rana   Rahul Khanna
Charles Duluth   Reg Rogers
Lisa   Karen Pittman
Emmett Connors   Jeremy Davidson
Leanne Connors  Natalie Gold
Sanford Prince  Tim Hopper
Fred  John Carroll Lynch
Colonel Renhull  Victor Slezak
Roy Oatway  Daniel London
Records Clerk  Luke Robertson
Stavos  Anthony Arkin
Bruce Dameran  Erik Jensen
Carl  Nick Bailey
Aunt Helen  Kathleen Chalfant
Derek  Dave T. Koeing
Brad Mullin  Jefferson White
Mossad Agent  Cliff Marc Simon
Deputy Attorney General Warren Cotter Smith
Jim Halliwell  John Bedford Lloyd
Thane Rosenbloom  Geoffrey Cantor
Polygraph Administrator  Paul Urcioli
Salesman  John Rue
Lewis Rendell  Graham Winton
AA Leader  Karen Pittman
George  David Adkins
John Skeevers  Željko Ivanek
Amelia  Gracie Bea Lawrence
Bernadette  Dana Eskelson
Woman at cabin  Trish McCall
Matteen  Ryan Shams
Salar  Mohammed Ghaffari
Busboy  Justin Ahdoot
Betsy McLellan  Marlie Hall
Rezidentura officer  Sergei Nagorny
Stuart Batlet  Steven Rishard
Agent Brooks  Aaron Roman Weiner
Agent Samuels  C.J. Wilson
Kelli  Lizzy Declement
Edgar Thompson  Gary Galone
Mr Lia  Brent Langdon
Security Guard  Trevor Dan Nicholson
Nancy  Blair Sams
Rabbi  Adam Heller
Anton’s mistress  Abby Nelson
Guitar player  David Spadora
Mossad agent  Yoni Ben-Yehuda
Cop  Dan Cooney
Radio operator  Stan Demidoff
Agent Loeb  Todd Faulkner
KGB Agent 1  Kirill Nikiforov
KGB Agent 2  Masha Pruss
Linh Gaad  Christine Toy Johnson
Bartender  Jack O’Connell
Bob Tanner  Peter Benson
Bartender   Laurie Folkes
Doug Tanner   Skylar Gaertner
Raymond   Frank Harts
KGB Polygrapher  Mark Havlis
Student    Daniel Johnson
Christy Tanner  Julie Reiber
Seal 1     Will Blomker
David    Brian J. Carter
Zev       Ron Domingo
Guard     Jeremy Holm
Alice    Suzy Jane Hunt
Cook      Ryan McGinnis
Kindly man  Gannon McHale
Aaron     Kelly Miller
Nicaraguan Field Commander  Mauricio Ovalle
Seal 2    Willian Popp
D.O.D. Security   Michael Quinlan
Wade      Tommy Schrider
Lieutenant Commander  Brett Smith
Jack      Dan Truman
Mr Ford  Bob Walton
Girl     Delphina Belle
Officer    William Peden
Phone Company Representative  Ronica Reddick
Javid    Mahadeo Shivray
Mother    Jessica Wortham
Pharmacist   Paul Juhn
Ticket agent  Yassmin Alers
Car salesman  Andrew Dolan
Janitor   Robert M. Jimenez
Abigail   Trish McCall
Vlad        Vitaly Benko
Man        David Hess
Woman   Elena McGhee

Total running time: 582 minutes 45 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional French
and Spanish dubbed versions and optional English subtitles for the hard of
hearing and optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and
Swedish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 1, containing Episodes 1-3:
Episode 1, ‘Comrades’, 44 minutes 57 seconds
Episode 2, ‘Cardinal’, 43 minutes 24 seconds
Episode 3, ‘The Walk In’, 42 minutes 27 seconds

DVD
Region code    2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional French and Spanish dubbed versions
Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing
Optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles
Features Deleted scene, 43 seconds
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5422

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 2
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2014
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Daniel Sackheim, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producers: Joshua Brand, Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman
Co-producer: Angelina Burnett
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: John Mott
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 4: Lodge Kerrigan
Director, Episode 5: Dan Attias
Director, Episode 6: Charlotte Sieling
Director, Episode 7: Kevin Dowling
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 4: Stephen Schiff
Script, Episode 5: Angelina Burnett
Script, Episode 6: Melissa James Gibson
Script, Episode 7: Joshua Brand

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings    Matthew Rhys
Paige Jennings      Holly Taylor
Henry Jennings      Keidrich Sellati
Stan Beeman         Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman       Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman      Danny Flaherty
Nina Sergeevna      Annet Mahendru
Frank Gaad          Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson       Alison Wright
Arkady Ivanovich    Lev Gorn
Oleg Igorevich Burov Costa Ronin
Andrew Larrick      Lee Tergttesen
Jared Connor        Owen Campbell
Kate                Wrenn Schmidt
Anton Baklanov      Michael Aronov
Lucia               Aimee Carrero
Pastor Tim          Kelly AuCoin
Claudia             Margo Martindale
Vasili Nikolaevich  Peter Von Berg
Annelise            Gillian Alexy
Yousaf Rana         Rahul Khanna
Charles Duluth      Reg Rogers
Bartender   Jack O’Connell
Bob Tanner   Peter Benson
Bartender   Laurie Folkes
Doug Tanner   Skylar Gaertner
Raymond   Frank Harts
KGB Polygrapher  Mark Havlis
Student   Daniel Johnson
Christy Tanner  Julie Reiber
Seal 1   Will Blomker
David    Brian J. Carter
Zev   Ron Domingo
Guard  Jeremy Holm
Alice   Suzy Jane Hunt
Cook   Ryan McGinnis
Kindly man   Gannon McHale
Aaron   Kelly Miller
Nicaraguan Field Commander  Mauricio Ovalle
Seal 2    Willian Popp
D.O.D. Security   Michael Quinlan
Wade  Tommy Schrider
Lieutenant Commander  Brett Smith
Jack   Dan Truman
Mr Ford  Bob Walton
Girl  Delphina Belle
Officer   William Peden
Phone Company Representative  Ronica Reddick
Javid   Mahadeo Shivray
Mother   Jessica Wortham
Pharmacist  Paul Juhn
Ticket agent  Yassmin Alers
Car salesman  Andrew Dolan
Janitor  Robert M. Jimenez
Abigail   Trish McCall
Vlad  Vitaly Benko
Man   David Hess
Woman   Elena McGhee

Total running time: 582 minutes 45 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional French and Spanish dubbed versions and optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 2, containing Episodes 4-7:
Episode 4, ‘A Little Night Music’, 44 minutes 47 seconds
Episode 5, ‘The Deal’, 50 minutes 39 seconds
Episode 6, ‘Behind the Red Door’, 46 minutes 35 seconds
Episode 7, ‘Arpanet’, 40 minutes 3 seconds
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Region code  2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional French and Spanish dubbed versions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Deleted scene, 16 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5423

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 2
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2014
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Daniel Sackheim, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producers: Joshua Brand, Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman
Co-producer: Angelina Burnett
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: John Mott
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 8: John Dahl
Director, Episode 9: Alik Sakharov
Director, Episode 10: Stefan Schwartz
Director, Episode 11: Gregory Hoblit
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 8: Peter Ackerman
Teleplay, Episode 9: Tracey Scott Wilson, from a story by Oliver North and Tracey Scott Wilson
Script, Episode 10: Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman
Script, Episode 11: Joshua Brand

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings      Matthew Rhys
Paige Jennings        Holly Taylor
Henry Jennings        Keidrich Sellati
Stan Beeman           Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman          Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman         Danny Flaherty
Nina Sergeevna         Annet Mahendru
Frank Gaad             Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson          Alison Wright
Arkady Ivanovich      Lev Gorn
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Andrew Larrick         Lee Tergesen
Jared Connor           Owen Campbell
Kate                   Wren Schmidt
Anton Baklanov         Michael Aronov
Lucia                  Aimee Carrero
Pastor Tim             Kelly AuCoin
Claudia                Margo Martindale
Vasili Nikolaevich     Peter Von Berg
Annelise               Gillian Alexy
Yousaf Rana            Rahul Khanna
Charles Duluth   Reg Rogers
Lisa   Karen Pittman
Emmett Connors   Jeremy Davidson
Leanne Connors   Natalie Gold
Sanford Prince   Tim Hopper
Fred   John Carroll Lynch
Colonel Renhull   Victor Slezak
Roy Oatway   Daniel London
Records Clerk   Luke Robertson
Stavos   Anthony Arkin
Bruce Dameran   Erik Jensen
Carl   Nick Bailey
Aunt Helen   Kathleen Chalfant
Derek   Dave T. Koeing
Brad Mullin   Jefferson White
Mossad Agent   Cliff Marc Simon
Deputy Attorney General   Warren Cotter Smith
Jim Halliwell   John Bedford Lloyd
Thane Rosenbloom   Geoffrey Cantor
Polygraph Administrator   Paul Urcioli
Salesman   John Rue
Lewis Rendell   Graham Winton
AA Leader   Karen Pittman
George   David Adkins
John Skeevers   Željko Ivanek
Amelia   Gracie Bea Lawrence
Bernadette   Dana Eskelson
Woman at cabin   Trish McCall
Matteen   Ryan Shams
Salar   Mohammed Ghaffari
Busboy   Justin Ahdoot
Betsy McLellan   Marlie Hall
Rezidentura officer   Sergei Nagorny
Stuart Batlet   Steven Rishard
Agent Brooks   Aaron Roman Weiner
Agent Samuels   C.J. Wilson
Kelli   Lizzy Declement
Edgar Thompson   Gary Galone
Mr Lia   Brent Langdon
Security Guard   Trevor Dan Nicholson
Nancy   Blair Sams
Rabbi   Adam Heller
Anton’s mistress   Abby Nelson
Guitar player   David Spadora
Mossad agent   Yoni Ben-Yehuda
Cop   Dan Cooney
Radio operator   Stan Demidoff
Agent Loeb   Todd Faulkner
KGB Agent 1   Kirill Nikiforov
KGB Agent 2   Masha Pruss
Total running time: 582 minutes 45 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional French and Spanish dubbed versions and optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 3, containing Episodes 8-11:
Episode 8, ‘New Car’, 46 minutes 24 seconds
Episode 9, ‘Martial Eagle’, 46 minutes 23 seconds
Episode 10, ‘Yousaf’, 46 minutes 29 seconds
Episode 11, ‘Stealth’, 43 minutes 45 seconds

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages  Optional French and Spanish dubbed versions
Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing
Optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian
and Swedish subtitles
Features  2 deleted scenes, 2 minutes 35 seconds
Source  Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5424

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 2
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2014
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Daniel Sackheim, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost,
Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producers: Joshua Brand, Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman
Co-producer: Angelina Burnett
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowskii
Production design: John Mott
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 12: Andrew Bernstein
Director, Episode 13: Daniel Sackheim
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 12: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 13: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings    Matthew Rhys
Paige Jennings      Holly Taylor
Henry Jennings      Keidrich Sellati
Stan Beeman         Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman       Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman      Danny Flaherty
Nina Sergeevna      Annet Mahendru
Frank Gaad          Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson       Alison Wright
Arkady Ivanovich   Lev Gorn
Oleg Igorevich Burov Costa Ronin
Andrew Larrick      Lee Tergtesen
Jared Connor        Owen Campbell
Kate                Wrenn Schmidt
Anton Baklanov      Michael Aronov
Lucia               Aimee Carrero
Pastor Tim          Kelly AuCoin
Claudia             Margo Martindale
Vasili Nikolaevich  Peter Von Berg
Annelise            Gillian Alexy
Yousaf Rana         Rahul Khanna
Charles Duluth      Reg Rogers
Lisa                Karen Pittman
Emmett Connors      Jeremy Davidson
Leanne Connors      Natalie Gold
Sanford Prince      Tim Hopper
Fred  John Carroll Lynch
Colonel Renhull  Victor Slezak
Roy Oatway  Daniel London
Records Clerk  Luke Robertson
Stavos  Anthony Arkin
Bruce Dameran  Erik Jensen
Carl  Nick Bailey
Aunt Helen  Kathleen Chalfant
Derek  Dave T. Koeing
Brad Mullin  Jefferson White
Mossad Agent  Cliff Marc Simon
Deputy Attorney General  Warren Cotter Smith
Jim Halliwell  John Bedford Lloyd
Thane Rosenbloom  Geoffrey Cantor
Polygraph Administrator  Paul Urcioli
Salesman  John Rue
Lewis Rendell  Graham Winton
AA Leader  Karen Pittman
George  David Adkins
John Skeevers  Željko Ivanek
Amelia  Gracie Bea Lawrence
Bernadette  Dana Eskelson
Woman at cabin  Trish McCall
Matteen  Ryan Shams
Salar  Mohammed Ghaffari
Busboy  Justin Ahdoott
Betsy McLellan  Marlie Hall
Rezidentura officer  Sergei Nagorny
Stuart Batlet  Steven Rishard
Agent Brooks  Aaron Roman Weiner
Agent Samuels  C.J. Wilson
Kelli  Lizzy Declement
Edgar Thompson  Gary Galone
Mr Lia  Brent Langdon
Security Guard  Trevor Dan Nicholson
Nancy  Blair Sams
Rabbi  Adam Heller
Anton’s mistress  Abby Nelson
Guitar player  David Spadora
Mossad agent  Yoni Ben-Yehuda
Cop  Dan Cooney
Radio operator  Stan Demidoff
Agent Loeb  Todd Faulkner
KGB Agent 1  Kirill Nikiforov
KGB Agent 2  Masha Pruss
Linh Gaad  Christine Toy Johnson
Bartender  Jack O’Connell
Bob Tanner  Peter Benson
Bartender  Laurie Folkes
Doug Tanner  Skylar Gaertner
Raymond               Frank Harts
KGB Polygrapher       Mark Havlis
Student               Daniel Johnson
Christy Tanner        Julie Reiber
Seal 1                Will Blomker
David                 Brian J. Carter
Zev                    Ron Domingo
Guard                  Jeremy Holm
Alice                  Suzy Jane Hunt
Cook                   Ryan McGinnis
Kindly man            Gannon McHale
Aaron                  Kelly Miller
Nicaraguan Field Commander  Mauricio Ovalle
Seal 2                 Willian Popp
D.O.D. Security       Michael Quinlan
Wade                   Tommy Schrider
Lieutenant Commander  Brett Smith
Jack                   Dan Truman
Mr Ford                Bob Walton
Girl                   Delphina Belle
Officer                William Peden
Phone Company Representative  Ronica Reddick
Javid                  Mahadeo Shivray
Mother                 Jessica Wortham
Pharmacist             Paul Juhn
Ticket agent           Yassmin Alers
Car salesman           Andrew Dolan
Janitor                Robert M. Jimenez
Abigail                Trish McCall
Vlad                   Vitaly Benko
Man                    David Hess
Woman                  Elena McGhee

Total running time: 582 minutes 45 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional French and Spanish dubbed versions and optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 4, containing Episodes 12-13:
Episode 12, ‘Operation Chronicle’, 41 minutes 42 seconds
Episode 13, ‘Echo’, 45 minutes 10 seconds

DVD
Region code           2
Aspect ratio          16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages            Optional French and Spanish dubbed versions
                     Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing
Optional French, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles

**Features**
- 2 deleted scenes, 1 minute 53 seconds
- Gag reel, 3 minutes 41 seconds
- *Operation Ghost stories: The Real Directorate ‘S’*, 2014, 8 minutes 22 seconds
- *Shades of Red: The Morality of The Americans*, 2014, 9 minutes 14 seconds

**Source**
Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5425

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 3
Twentieth Century - Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2015
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Darryl Frank, Justin Falvey, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg, Daniel Sackheim
Co-executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman, Daniel Sackheim
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Daniel Sackheim
Director, Episode 2: Daniel Sackheim
Director, Episode 3: Thomas Schlamme
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stuart Zicherman

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings    Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings    Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings    Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman    Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman    Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman    Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich    Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna    Annet Mahendru
Oleg Igorevich Burov    Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad    Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson    Alison Wright
Gabriel    Frank Langella
Agent Dennis Aderholt    Brandon J. Dirden
Tatiana Evgenyevna    Vera Cherny
Hans    Peter Mark Kendall
Zinaida Preobrazhenskaya    Svetlana Efremova
Lisa    Karen Pittman
Pastor Tim    Kelly AuCoin
Kimberly Breland    Julia Garner
Yousaf Rana    Rahul Khanna
Anton Baklanov    Michael Aronov
Walter Taffet    Jefferson Mays
Annelise    Gillian Alexy
Tori    Callie Thorne
Claudia
Charles Duluth
Vasili Nikolaevich
Evi Sneijder
Lawrence
Charlotte
Deputy Attorney General Warren
Agent Loeb
Drunkard
Young Paige
Mujahidin Commander
Nicholas
Agent Brooks
Arthur
Igor Burov
Reporter
Elizabeth’s mother
Isaac Breland
Man
Ted Paaswell
Young Elizabeth
Jenny
Reporter
FBI Agent 7
CIA Agent (Memphis)
Realtor
Joan
CIA Agent (Chicago)
CIA Agent (Tucson)
CIA Agent (Toledo)
KGB Man
Maurice
Nicole
Shane
Alice
Erica
Guy
Waitress
Caregiver
Young woman
Mike
Kevin
Woman
Social worker
Tom
Young Philip
Second woman
KGB woman
Guitar player
Reuben Ncgobo

Margo Martindale
Reg Rogers
Peter Von Berg
Katja Herbers
Scott William Winters
Jordan Baker
Todd Faulker
Kate Greer
Jeté Laurence
Abraham Makany
Debrago Sanyal
Aaron Roman Weiner
Remy Auberjonois
Boris Krutonog
Cat Andersen
Masha Borovikova
Frank Deal
Zach Fischer
David Furr
Alice Litvak
Allyson Morgan
Ben Simmoneau
William Broderick
James Georgiades
Liz Larsen
Polly Lee
Jennifer McCabe
Adam Pagdon
David Sumbris
Misha Kuznetsov
Thaddeus Daniels
Dominique Fishback
David H. Holmes
Suzy Jane Hunt
Olivia Nikkanen
Ken Perlstein
Barbara Winn
Cameron Adams
Whitney Maris Brown
Ruari Fay
Christopher Gray
Bari Hyman
Gayle Samuels
George Sheffey
Joshua Warr
Pamela Zwaskis
Mira Rakhmanova
David Spadora
Dwayne Alistair Thomas
Todd Will Pullen
Gene Craft Luke Robertson
Eugene Venter Neil Sandilands
Delivery woman Mieke Stapelberg
Vera Masha Pruss
Betty Lois Smith
Neil Bill Heck
Piano player Roger Anthony
Hotel worker Marty Brown
Abassin Zadran George Georgiu
CIA Officer 1 Michael Bakkeusen
CIA Officer 2 Gregory Jones
Waitress Daniella Rabbani
Abdul Qader Mihran Shloujian
EST Leader David Eichenbaum
Lance Jack Haley
Jennifer Laura Heisler
Elizabeth’s mother Aleksandra Myrna

Total running time: 583 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 1, containing Episodes 1-3:
Episode 1, ‘EST Men’, 46 minutes 37 seconds
Episode 2, ‘Baggage’, 46 minutes 6 seconds
Episode 3, ‘Open House’, 42 minutes 59 seconds

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5426

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 3
Twentieth Century - Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2015
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Darryl Frank, Justin Falvey, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg, Daniel Sackheim
Co-executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman, Daniel Sackheim
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 4: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 5: Kevin Dowling
Director, Episode 6: Kevin Dowling
Director, Episode 7: Noah Emmerich
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 4: Peter Ackerman
Script, Episode 5: Stephen Schiff
Script, Episode 6: Tracey Scott Wilson
Script, Episode 7: Lara Shapiro

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings      Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings        Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings        Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman           Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman         Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman        Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich      Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeeva         Annet Mahendru
Oleg Igorevich Burov  Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad            Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson         Alison Wright
Gabriel               Frank Langella
Agent Dennis Aderholt  Brandon J. Dirden
Tatiana Evgenyevna    Vera Cherny
Hans                  Peter Mark Kendall
Zinaida Preobrazhenskaya  Svetlana Efremova
Lisa                  Karen Pittman
Pastor Tim            Kelly AuCoin
Kimberly Breland      Julia Garner
Yousaf Rana           Rahul Khanna
Anton Baklanov        Michael Aronov
Walter Taffet         Jefferson Mays
Annelise     Gillian Alexy
Tori      Callie Thorne
Claudia     Margo Martindale
Charles Duluth     Reg Rogers
Vasili Nikolaevich     Peter Von Berg
Evi Sneijder     Katja Herbers
Lawrence     Scott William Winters
Charlotte     Jordan Baker
Deputy Attorney General Warren     Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb     Todd Faulker
Drunkard     Kate Greer
Young Paige     Jeté Laurence
Mujahidin Commander     Abraham Makany
Nicholas     Debrago Sanyal
Agent Brooks     Aaron Roman Weiner
Arthur     Remy Auberjonois
Igor Burov     Boris Krutonog
Reporter     Cat Andersen
Elizabeth’s mother     Masha Borovikova
Isaac Breland     Frank Deal
Man     Zach Fischer
Ted Paaswell     David Furr
Young Elizabeth     Alice Litvak
Jenny     Allyson Morgan
Reporter     Ben Simmoneau
FBI Agent 7     William Broderick
CIA Agent (Memphis)     James Georgiades
Realtor     Liz Larsen
Joan     Polly Lee
CIA Agent (Chicago)     Jennifer McCabe
CIA Agent (Tucson)     Adam Pagdon
CIA Agent (Toledo)     David Sumbris
KGB Man     Misha Kuznetsov
Maurice     Thaddeus Daniels
Nicole     Dominique Fishback
Shane     David H. Holmes
Alice     Suzy Jane Hunt
Erica     Olivia Nikkanen
Guy     Ken Perlstein
Waitress     Barbara Winn
Caregiver     Cameron Adams
Young woman     Whitney Maris Brown
Mike     Ruari Fay
Kevin     Christopher Gray
Woman     Bari Hyman
Social worker     Gayle Samuels
Tom     George Sheffey
Young Philip     Joshua Warr
Second woman     Pamela Zwaskis
KGB woman     Mira Rakhmanova
Guitar player    David Spadora
Reuben Ngobo   Dwayne Alistair Thomas
Todd          Will Pullen
Gene Craft    Luke Robertson
Eugene Venter Neil Sandilands
Delivery woman Mieke Stapelberg
Vera           Masha Pruss
Betty         Lois Smith
Neil           Bill Heck
Piano player  Roger Anthony
Hotel worker  Marty Brown
Abassin Zadran George Georgiu
CIA Officer 1 Michael Bakkeusen
CIA Officer 2 Gregory Jones
Waitress       Daniella Rabbani
Abdul Qader    Mihran Shloujian
EST Leader     David Eichenbaum
Lance          Jack Haley
Jennifer       Laura Heisler
Elizabeth’s mother Aleksandra Myrna

Total running time: 583 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 2, containing Episodes 4-7:
Episode 4, ‘Dimebag’, 45 minutes 11 seconds
Episode 5, ‘Salang Pass’, 43 minutes 54 seconds
Episode 6, ‘Born Again’, 46 minutes 59 seconds
Episode 7, ‘Walter Taffet’, 45 minutes 38 seconds

DVD
Region code  1
Aspect ratio  16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features 2 deleted scenes, 2 minutes 12 seconds
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5427

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 3
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2015
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Darryl Frank, Justin Falvey, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg, Daniel Sackheim
Co-executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman, Daniel Sackheim
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 8: Dan Attias
Director, Episode 9: Stephen Williams
Director, Episode 10: Larysa Kondracki
Director, Episode 11: Andrew Bernstein
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 8: Joshua Brand
Script, Episode 9: Joshua Brand
Script, Episode 10: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 11: Stephen Schiff, Tracey Scott Wilson

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings     Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings       Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings       Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman          Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman        Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman       Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich     Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna       Annet Mahendru
Oleg Igorevich Burov  Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad           Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson        Alison Wright
Gabriel              Frank Langella
Agent Dennis Aderholt Brandon J. Dirden
Tatiana Evgenyevna   Vera Cherny
Hans                 Peter Mark Kendall
Zinaida Preobrazhenskaya Svetlana Efremova
Lisa                 Karen Pittman
Pastor Tim           Kelly AuCoin
Kimberly Breland     Julia Garner
Yousaf Rana          Rahul Khanna
Anton Baklanov       Michael Aronov
Walter Taffet         Jefferson Mays
Annelise, Gillian Alexy
Tori, Callie Thorne
Claudia, Margo Martindale
Charles Duluth, Reg Rogers
Vasili Nikolaevich, Peter Von Berg
Evi Sneijder, Katja Herbers
Lawrence, Scott William Winters
Charlotte, Jordan Baker
Deputy Attorney General Warren Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb, Todd Faulker
Drunkard, Kate Greer
Young Paige, Jeté Laurence
Mujahidin Commander, Abraham Makany
Nicholas, Debrago Sanyal
Agent Brooks, Aaron Roman Weiner
Arthur, Remy Auberjonois
Igor Burov, Boris Krutonog
Reporter, Cat Andersen
Elizabeth’s mother, Masha Borovikova
Isaac Breland, Frank Deal
Man, Zach Fischer
Ted Paaswell, David Furr
Young Elizabeth, Alice Litvak
Jenny, Allyson Morgan
Reporter, Ben Simmoneau
FBI Agent 7, William Broderick
CIA Agent (Memphis), James Georgiades
Realtor, Liz Larsen
Joan, Polly Lee
CIA Agent (Chicago), Jennifer McCabe
CIA Agent (Tucson), Adam Pagdon
CIA Agent (Toledo), David Sumbris
KGB Man, Misha Kuznetsov
Maurice, Thaddeus Daniels
Nicole, Dominique Fishback
Shane, David H. Holmes
Alice, Suzy Jane Hunt
Erica, Olivia Nikkanen
Guy, Ken Perlstein
Waitress, Barbara Winn
Caregiver, Cameron Adams
Young woman, Whitney Maris Brown
Mike, Ruari Fay
Kevin, Christopher Gray
Woman, Bari Hyman
Social worker, Gayle Samuels
Tom, George Sheffey
Young Philip, Joshua Warr
Second woman, Pamela Zwaskis
KGB woman, Mira Rakhmanova
Guitar player    David Spadora
Reuben Ncgobo   Dwayne Alistair Thomas
Todd           Will Pullen
Gene Craft      Luke Robertson
Eugene Venter   Neil Sandilands
Delivery woman  Mieke Stapelberg
Vera            Masha Pruss
Betty           Lois Smith
Neil            Bill Heck
Piano player    Roger Anthony
Hotel worker    Marty Brown
Abassin Zadran  George Georgiu
CIA Officer 1   Michael Bakkeusen
CIA Officer 2   Gregory Jones
Waitress        Daniella Rabbani
Abdul Qader     Mihran Shloujian
EST Leader      David Eichenbaum
Lance           Jack Haley
Jennifer        Laura Heisler
Elizabeth’s mother    Aleksandra Myrna

Total running time: 583 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 3, containing Episodes 8-11:
Episode 8, ‘Divestment’, 43 minutes 6 seconds
Episode 9, ‘Do Mail Robots Dream of Electric Sheep?’, 43 minutes 40 seconds
Episode 10, ‘Stingers’, 44 minutes 54 seconds
Episode 11, ‘One Day in the Life of Anton Baklanov’, 42 minutes 56 seconds

DVD
Region code      1
Aspect ratio     16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages        Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features         Deleted scene, 2 minutes 21 seconds
Source           Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5428

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 3
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2015
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Darryl Frank, Justin Falvey, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg, Daniel Sackheim
Co-executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Stuart Zicherman, Daniel Sackheim
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Associate producer: David Woods
Photography: Richard Rutkowski
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 12: Christopher Misiano
Director, Episode 13: Daniel Sackheim
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 12: Peter Ackerman, Stuart Zicherman
Script, Episode 13: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings     Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings       Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings       Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman          Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman         Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman       Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich     Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna        Annet Mahendru
Oleg Igorevich Burov Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad            Richard Thomas
Martha Hanson         Alison Wright
Gabriel               Frank Langella
Agent Dennis Aderholt Brandon J. Dirden
Tatiana Evgenyevna    Vera Cherny
Hans                  Peter Mark Kendall
Zinaida Preobrazhenskaya Svetlana Efremova
Lisa                  Karen Pittman
Pastor Tim            Kelly AuCoin
Kimberly Brelan      Julia Garner
Yousaf Rana           Rahul Khanna
Anton Baklanov        Michael Aronov
Walter Taffet         Jefferson Mays
Annelise              Gillian Alexy
Tori                  Callie Thorne
Claudia               Margo Martindale
Charles Duluth        Reg Rogers
Vasili Nikolaevich  Peter Von Berg
Evi Sneijder  Katja Herbers
Lawrence  Scott William Winters
Charlotte  Jordan Baker
Deputy Attorney General Warren Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb  Todd Faulker
Drunkard  Kate Greer
Young Paige  Jeté Laurence
Mujahidin Commander  Abraham Makany
Nicholas  Debrago Sanyal
Agent Brooks  Aaron Roman Weiner
Arthur  Remy Auberjonois
Igor Burov  Boris Krutonog
Reporter  Cat Andersen
Elizabeth’s mother  Masha Borovikova
Isaac Breland  Frank Deal
Man  Zach Fischer
Ted Paaswell  David Furr
Young Elizabeth  Alice Litvak
Jenny  Allyson Morgan
Reporter  Ben Simmoneau
FBI Agent 7  William Broderick
CIA Agent (Memphis)  James Georgiades
Realtor  Liz Larsen
Joan  Polly Lee
CIA Agent (Chicago)  Jennifer McCabe
CIA Agent (Tucson)  Adam Pagdon
CIA Agent (Tucson)  David Sumbris
KGB Man  Misha Kuznetsov
Maurice  Thaddeus Daniels
Nicole  Dominique Fishback
Shane  David H. Holmes
Alice  Suzy Jane Hunt
Erica  Olivia Nikkanen
Guy  Ken Perlstein
Waitress  Barbara Winn
Caregiver  Cameron Adams
Young woman  Whitney Maris Brown
Mike  Ruari Fay
Kevin  Christopher Gray
Woman  Bari Hyman
Social worker  Gayle Samuels
Tom  George Sheffey
Young Philip  Joshua Warr
Second woman  Pamela Zwaskis
KGB woman  Mira Rakhmanova
Guitar player  David Spadora
Reuben Ncgobo  Dwayne Alistair Thomas
Todd  Will Pullen
Gene Craft  Luke Robertson
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eugene Venter</td>
<td>Neil Sandilands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery woman</td>
<td>Mieke Stapelberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vera</td>
<td>Masha Pruss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Lois Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil</td>
<td>Bill Heck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piano player</td>
<td>Roger Anthony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel worker</td>
<td>Marty Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abassin Zadran</td>
<td>George Georgiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA Officer 1</td>
<td>Michael Bakkeusen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA Officer 2</td>
<td>Gregory Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waitress</td>
<td>Daniella Rabbani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Qader</td>
<td>Mihran Shloujian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EST Leader</td>
<td>David Eichenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance</td>
<td>Jack Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer</td>
<td>Laura Heisler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth’s mother</td>
<td>Aleksandra Myrna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total running time: 583 minutes 11 seconds

In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 4, containing Episodes 12-13:
Episode 12, ‘I am Abassin Zadran’, 43 minutes 6 seconds
Episode 13, ‘March 8 1983’, 48 minutes 15 seconds

**DVD**
- Region code: 1
- Aspect ratio: 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
- Languages: Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
- Features: 2 deleted scenes, 2 minutes 38 seconds
  - *The Cold War for Paige*, 2015, 10 minutes 18 seconds
- Source: Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5429

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 4
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2016
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Co-executive producer: Stephen Schiff
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Co-producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson, David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Alex Nepomniaschy, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 2: Chris Long
Director, Episode 3: Kevin Dowling
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stephen Schiff

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman   Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman   Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich   Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna   Annet Mahendru
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad   Richard Thomas
William Crandall   Dylan Baker
Dennis Aderholt   Brandon J. Dirden
Anton Baklanov   Michael Aronov
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Alice   Suzy Jane Hunt
Tatiana Evgenyevna   Vera Cherny
Kimberly Breland   Julia Garner
Agent Wolfe   Peter Jacobson
Hans   Peter Mark Kendall
Igor Burov   Boris Krutonog
Gabriel   Frank Langella
Claudia   Margo Martindale
Young Hee Seong | Ruthie Ann Miles
Lisa | Karen Pittman
Tori, Stan's girlfriend | Callie Thorne
Vasili Nikolaevich | Peter Von Berg
Don Seong | Rob Yang
Walter Taffet | Jefferson Mays
Agent Brooks | Aaron Roman Weiner
Howard | David Eichenbaum
Young Philip | Aleksi Sefanov
Bully 1 | Peter K.T. Tzotchev
Bully 2 | Tyler Merna
Russian soldier | Ruslan Verkhovsky
Boris, Nina Sergeevna’s husband | Gene Ravvin
Nikolai Timoshev | David Vadim
Czech pilot | Lars Gerhard
Security officer | Izzy Ruis
Hip girl | Chelsea Sheets
Stavos | Anthony Arkin
Woman | Jane Brockman
Don’s sister’s husband | Hugh Cha
Don’s sister | Hye Jin Jang
Investigating magistrate | Alim Kouliev
Sarah | Kasey Lee
Bobby | Zach Lee
Cindy | Roya Shanks
Don’s mother | L.J. Shin
Sue | Blythe Sim
Nephew | Trevor Wu
Niece | Jady Zhao
Joan | Polly Lee
Policeman | Sergey Anikeev
Elizabeth’s mother | Masha Borovikova
Prosecutor | Lev Kotlyar
Young Elizabeth | Alice Litvak
Fr Rivas | David Anzuelo
Secretary | Irina Abraham
Yelena Burova | Snezhana Chernova
Radio operator | Dennis Kisilyov
Elderly super | Lou Bonacki
Deputy Attorney General | Warren Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb | Todd Faulkner
Bill Hanson | Richard Kline
Russian thug | Roman Blat
Jackie | Danielle Lee Greaves
Linh Gaad | Christine Toy Johnson
Zach | David Spadora
Russian man | Ilia Volok
Theresa Rawlings | Marceline Hugot
Security Guard | Jose Alvarez
Man 2 | Walter Brandes
Man 1    Vic Noto
Yelena Burova   Snezhana Chernova
Andy    Mark Lotito
Norm    Russell G. Jones
Agent Ganzel   Joseph Melendez
Female janitor  Ozzie Stewart
Marilyn    Amy Tribbey
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Fyodor    Dimiter D. Marinov
EST Leader   John Schiappa
Guard    Justin Saj
KGB Officer   Misha Suvorov

Total running time: 595 minutes 26 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English
subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 1, containing Episodes 1-3:
Episode 1, ‘Glanders’, 49 minutes 14 seconds
Episode 2, ‘Pastor Tim’, 46 minutes 43 seconds
Episode 3, ‘Experimental Prototype City of Tomorrow’, 42 minutes 55 seconds

DVD
Region code    1
Aspect ratio  16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and
optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features  Episode and chapter selection
Source    Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5430

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 4
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2016
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Co-executive producer: Stephen Schiff
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Co-producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson, David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Alex Nepomniaschy, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 2: Chris Long
Director, Episode 3: Kevin Dowling
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stephen Schiff

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman   Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman   Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich   Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna   Annet Mahendru
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad   Richard Thomas
William Crandall   Dylan Baker
Dennis Aderholt   Brandon J. Dirden
Anton Baklanov   Michael Aronov
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Alice   Suzy Jane Hunt
Tatiana Evgenyevna   Vera Cherny
Kimberly Brelant   Julia Garner
Agent Wolfe   Peter Jacobson
Hans   Peter Mark Kendall
Igor Burov   Boris Krutonog
Gabriel   Frank Langella
Claudia   Margo Martindale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Hee Seong</td>
<td>Ruthie Ann Miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa</td>
<td>Karen Pittman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tori, Stan’s girlfriend</td>
<td>Callie Thorne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasili Nikolaevich</td>
<td>Peter Von Berg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Seong</td>
<td>Rob Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Taffet</td>
<td>Jefferson Mays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent Brooks</td>
<td>Aaron Roman Weiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard</td>
<td>David Eichenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Philip</td>
<td>Aleksy Sefanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bully 1</td>
<td>Peter K.T. Tzotchek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bully 2</td>
<td>Tyler Merna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian soldier</td>
<td>Ruslan Verkhovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boris, Nina Sergeevna’s husband</td>
<td>Gene Ravvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolai Timoshev</td>
<td>David Vadim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech pilot</td>
<td>Lars Gerhard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security officer</td>
<td>Izzy Ruis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip girl</td>
<td>Chelsea Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stavos</td>
<td>Anthony Arkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>Jane Brockman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’s sister’s husband</td>
<td>Hugh Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’s sister</td>
<td>Hye Jin Jang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigating magistrate</td>
<td>Alim Kouliev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Kasey Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobby</td>
<td>Zach Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy</td>
<td>Roya Shanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’s mother</td>
<td>L.J. Shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue</td>
<td>Blythe Sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephew</td>
<td>Trevor Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niece</td>
<td>Jady Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan</td>
<td>Polly Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policeman</td>
<td>Sergey Anikeev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth’s mother</td>
<td>Masha Borovikova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecutor</td>
<td>Lev Kotlyar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Elizabeth</td>
<td>Alice Litvak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr Rivas</td>
<td>David Anzuelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Irina Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelena Burova</td>
<td>Snezhana Chernova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio operator</td>
<td>Dennis Kisilyov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly super</td>
<td>Lou Bonacki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Attorney General</td>
<td>Warren Cotter Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent Loeb</td>
<td>Todd Faulkner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Hanson</td>
<td>Richard Kline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian thug</td>
<td>Roman Blat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie</td>
<td>Danielle Lee Greaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linh Gaad</td>
<td>Christine Toy Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zach</td>
<td>David Spadora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian man</td>
<td>Ilia Volok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Rawlings</td>
<td>Marceline Hugot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Guard</td>
<td>Jose Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man 2</td>
<td>Walter Brandes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Man 1    Vic Noto
Yelena Burova   Snezhana Chernova
Andy    Mark Lotito
Norm    Russell G. Jones
Agent Ganzel   Joseph Melendez
Female janitor Ozzie Stewart
Marilyn    Amy Tribbey
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Fyodor    Dimitar D. Marinov
EST Leader    John Schiappa
Guard    Justin Saj
KGB Officer   Misha Suvorov

Total running time: 595 minutes 26 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 2, containing Episodes 4-7:
Episode 4, ‘Chloramphenicol’, 42 minutes 46 seconds
Episode 5, ‘Clark’s Place’, 48 minutes 3 seconds
Episode 6, ‘The Rat’, 44 minutes 5 seconds
Episode 7, ‘Travel Agents’, 41 minutes 10 seconds

DVD
Region code  1
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features Extended scene, 1 minute 8 seconds
Deleted scene, 1 minute 28 seconds
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5431

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 4
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2016
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Co-executive producer: Stephen Schiff
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Co-producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson, David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Alex Nepomniaschy, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 2: Chris Long
Director, Episode 3: Kevin Dowling
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stephen Schiff

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman   Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman   Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich   Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna   Annet Mahendru
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad   Richard Thomas
William Crandall   Dylan Baker
Dennis Aderholt   Brandon J. Dirden
Anton Baklanov   Michael Aronov
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Alice   Suzy Jane Hunt
Tatiana Evgenyevna   Vera Cherny
Kimberly Breland   Julia Garner
Agent Wolfe   Peter Jacobson
Hans   Peter Mark Kendall
Igor Burov   Boris Krutonog
Gabriel   Frank Langella
Claudia   Margo Martindale
Young Hee Seong  Ruthie Ann Miles
Lisa    Karen Pittman
Tori, Stan's girlfriend  Callie Thorne
Vasili Nikolaevich  Peter Von Berg
Don Seong  Rob Yang
Walter Taffet  Jefferson Mays
Agent Brooks  Aaron Roman Weiner
Howard  David Eichenbaum
Young Philip  Aleks Siyanov
Bully 1  Peter K.T. Tzotchev
Bully 2  Tyler Merna
Russian soldier  Ruslan Verkhovsky
Boris, Nina Sergeevna’s husband  Gene Ravvin
Nikolai Timoshev  David Vadim
Czech pilot  Lars Gerhard
Security officer  Izzy Ruis
Hip girl  Chelsea Sheets
Stavos  Anthony Arkin
Woman  Jane Brockman
Don’s sister’s husband  Hugh Cha
Don’s sister  Hye Jin Jang
Investigating magistrate  Alim Kouliev
Sarah  Kasey Lee
Bobby  Zach Lee
Cindy  Roya Shanks
Don’s mother  L.J. Shin
Sue  Blythe Sim
Nephew  Trevor Wu
Niece  Jady Zhao
Joan  Polly Lee
Policeman  Sergey Anikeev
Elizabeth’s mother  Masha Borovikova
Prosecutor  Lev Kotlyar
Young Elizabeth  Alice Litvak
Fr Rivas  David Anzuelo
Secretary  Irina Abraham
Yelena Burova  Snezhana Chernova
Radio operator  Dennis Kisilyov
Elderly super  Lou Bonacki
Deputy Attorney General  Warren Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb  Todd Faulkner
Bill Hanson  Richard Kline
Russian thug  Roman Blat
Jackie  Danielle Lee Greaves
Linh Gaad  Christine Toy Johnson
Zach  David Spadora
Russian man  Ilia Volok
Theresa Rawlings  Marceline Hugot
Security Guard  Jose Alvarez
Man 2  Walter Brandes
Man 1    Vic Noto
Yelena Burova  Snezhana Chernova
Andy    Mark Lotito
Norm    Russell G. Jones
Agent Ganzel   Joseph Melendez
Female janitor  Ozzie Stewart
Marilyn    Amy Tribbey
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Fyodor    Dimiter D. Marinov
EST Leader   John Schiappa
Guard    Justin Saj
KGB Officer   Misha Suvorov

Total running time: 595 minutes 26 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 3, containing Episodes 8-10:
Episode 8, ‘The Magic of David Copperfield V: The Statue of Liberty Disappears’, 49 minutes 59 seconds
Episode 9, ‘The Day After’, 44 minutes 57 seconds
Episode 10, ‘Munchkins’, 47 minutes 19 seconds

DVD
Region code  1
Aspect ratio  16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features  Episode and chapter selection
Source    Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5432

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 4
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and Bluebush Productions, 2016
Producer: Mary Rae Thewlis
Executive producers: Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Co-executive producer: Stephen Schiff
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Co-producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson, David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Alex Nepomniashchy, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Diane Lederman
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Thomas Schlamme
Director, Episode 2: Chris Long
Director, Episode 3: Kevin Dowling
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Stephen Schiff

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings    Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings      Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings        Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings        Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman           Noah Emmerich
Sandra Beeman         Susan Misner
Matthew Beeman        Daniel Flaherty
Arkady Ivanovich      Lev Gorn
Nina Sergeevna        Annet Mahendru
Martha Hanson         Alison Wright
Oleg Igorevich Burov  Costa Ronin
Frank Gaad            Richard Thomas
William Crandall      Dylan Baker
Dennis Aderholt       Brandon J. Dirden
Anton Baklanov        Michael Aronov
Pastor Tim            Kelly AuCoin
Alice                 Suzy Jane Hunt
Tatiana Evgenyevna    Vera Cherny
Kimberly Breland      Julia Garner
Agent Wolfe           Peter Jacobson
Hans                  Peter Mark Kendall
Igor Burov            Boris Krutonog
Gabriel               Frank Langella
Claudia               Margo Martindale
Young Hee Seong  Ruthie Ann Miles
Lisa    Karen Pittman
Tori, Stan’s girlfriend  Callie Thorne
Vasili Nikolaevich  Peter Von Berg
Don Seong  Rob Yang
Walter Taffet  Jefferson Mays
Agent Brooks  Aaron Roman Weiner
Howard  David Eichenbaum
Young Philip  Aleksi Sefanov
Bully 1  Peter K.T. Tzotchev
Bully 2  Tyler Merna
Russian soldier  Ruslan Verkhovsky
Boris, Nina Sergeevna’s husband  Gene Ravvin
Nikolai Timoshev  David Vadim
Czech pilot  Lars Gerhard
Security officer  Izzy Ruis
Hip girl  Chelsea Sheets
Stavos  Anthony Arkin
Woman  Jane Brockman
Don’s sister’s husband  Hugh Cha
Don’s sister  Hye Jin Jang
Investigating magistrate  Alim Kouliev
Sarah  Kasey Lee
Bobby  Zach Lee
Cindy  Roya Shanks
Don’s mother  L.J. Shin
Sue  Blythe Sim
Nephew  Trevor Wu
Niece  Jady Zhao
Joan  Polly Lee
Policeman  Sergey Anikeev
Elizabeth’s mother  Masha Borovikova
Prosecutor  Lev Kotlyar
Young Elizabeth  Alice Litvak
Fr Rivas  David Anzuelo
Secretary  Irina Abraham
Yelena Burova  Snezhana Chernova
Radio operator  Dennis Kisilyov
Elderly super  Lou Bonacki
Deputy Attorney General  Warren Cotter Smith
Agent Loeb  Todd Faulkner
Bill Hanson  Richard Kline
Russian thug  Roman Blat
Jackie  Danielle Lee Greaves
Linh Gaad  Christine Toy Johnson
Zach  David Spadora
Russian man  Ilia Volok
Theresa Rawlings  Marceline Hugot
Security Guard  Jose Alvarez
Man 2  Walter Brandes
Man 1           Vic Noto
Yelena Burova    Snezhana Chernova
Andy             Mark Lotito
Norm             Russell G. Jones
Agent Ganzel     Joseph Melendez
Female janitor   Ozzie Stewart
Marilyn          Amy Tribbey
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Fyodor           Dimitar D. Marinov
EST Leader       John Schiappa
Guard            Justin Saj
KGB Officer      Misha Suvorov

Total running time: 595 minutes 26 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 4, containing Episodes 11-13:
Episode 11, ‘Dinner for Seven’, 41 minutes 59 seconds
Episode 12, ‘A Roy Rogers in Franconia’, 44 minutes 17 seconds
Episode 13, ‘Persona Non Grata’, 51 minutes 59 seconds

DVD
Region code   1
Aspect ratio  16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages     Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features      Episode and chapter selection
Source        Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5433

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 5
Twentieth Century - Fox Film Corporation and FX Productions, 2017
Executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Mary Rae Thewlis, Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Supervising producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson
Co-producer: David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Daniel Stoloff, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Dan Davis
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 1: Chris Long
Director, Episode 2: Chris Long
Director, Episode 3: Stefan Schwartz
Director, Episode 4: Gwyneth Horder-Payton
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 1: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 2: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 3: Tracey Scott Wilson
Script, Episode 4: Peter Ackerman

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Dennis Aderholt   Brandon J. Dirden
Oleg Iجرоревич Burov   Costa Ronin
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Matthew Beeman   Danny Flaherty
Gabriel   Frank Langella
Claudia   Margo Martindale
Renee   Laurie Holden
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Agent Wolfe   Peter Jacobson
Tuan Eckert   Ivan Mok
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Alexei Morozov   Alexander Sokovikov
Евгения Morozova   Ирина Dvorovenko
Pasha Morozov   Zack Gafin
Sofia Kovalenko   Darya Ekamasova
Kimberly "Kimmy" Breland   Julia Garner
Igor Burov   Boris Krutonog
Yelena Burova   Snezhana Chernova
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruslan</td>
<td>Ravil Isyanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father Andrei</td>
<td>Konstantin Lavash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans</td>
<td>Peter Mark Kendall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatolii Viktorovich</td>
<td>Oleg Stefan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Control Officer</td>
<td>Brandon Despain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm</td>
<td>Russell G. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Attorney General</td>
<td>Warren Cotter Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA Officer</td>
<td>Ted Koch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Streiter</td>
<td>Kingsley Leggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA driver</td>
<td>Ian McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekaterina Rykova</td>
<td>Alla Kliouka (Kliuka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Chilton</td>
<td>Brian McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaso</td>
<td>Zoran Radanovich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marija</td>
<td>Nina Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s father</td>
<td>Alexei Bondar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip’s mother</td>
<td>Natia Dune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirogov</td>
<td>Neil Fleischer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six-year-old Philip</td>
<td>Gabriel Gurevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan</td>
<td>Kushtrim Hoxha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight-year-old Pyotr</td>
<td>Nicky Jacques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatolii</td>
<td>Igor Litwinowicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA Officer</td>
<td>Timothy Smallwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn</td>
<td>Amy Tribbey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deirdre Kemp</td>
<td>Clea Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Stobert</td>
<td>Brett Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslav Guard 1</td>
<td>Aleksandar Filimonović</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslav guard 2</td>
<td>Ivica Marc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaso’s friend</td>
<td>Klemen Novak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stavos</td>
<td>Anthony Arkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan</td>
<td>Polly Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmitri Sharonov</td>
<td>Leonid A. Mandel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EST Instructor</td>
<td>David Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elina Sachko</td>
<td>Lyanka Gryu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Jeffries</td>
<td>Don Guillory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga Nikonova</td>
<td>Karina Kudzina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadejda Savcova</td>
<td>Inna Astakhova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Robert Semel</td>
<td>John Hans Tester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>Candy Buckley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGB Officer</td>
<td>Grisha Reydler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Guard</td>
<td>Sedly Bloomfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGB archivist</td>
<td>Yevgeniy Dekhtyar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis woman</td>
<td>Janine Divita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Kimberley Huie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Kuznetsov</td>
<td>Sacha Slobodyanik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Tabenor</td>
<td>Michael Halling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich</td>
<td>Ian Saint-Germain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris</td>
<td>Mavis Simpson-Ernst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Breland</td>
<td>Frank Deal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linh Gaad</td>
<td>Christine Toy Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Staponov</td>
<td>Aleksey Solodov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CIA Officer Benjamin Pelteson
General Viktor Zhukov Olek Krupa
Howard David Eichenbaum
Lydia Fomina Julia Emelin
Technical Officer David L. Townsend
Natalie Granholm Irina Dubova
John Granholm John Procaccino
Nikita Stass Klassen
KGB Officer Serge Levin
Gennadii Bystrov Yuri Kolokolnikov
Tamara Polina Gorman
Valerie Hannah Hartwell
Supervisor Moti Margolin
Nikolai Ivan Morozov
Pyotr Andre Pushkin
Brian Chris Resto
Lindsey sultana Shoshani
Zach David Spadora
Thomas Clarke Thorell
Volodya Alexander Rapoport
Polygraph administrator Paul Urcioli
Kevin Ephraim Birney
Little Olya Lexie Foley
Nelson James Foster Jr
Linda Rachel Naomi Hilson
Erica Olivia Nikkanen
Teacher 2 Olya Petrovich
Paramedic 1 Stephen Sapienza
Jean Deborah White
Paramedic 2 Dawuan White
Teacher 1 Anna Zicer

Total running time: 614 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 1, containing Episodes 1-4:
Episode 1, ‘Amber Waves’, 48 minutes 51 seconds
Episode 2, ‘Pests’, 47 minutes 22 seconds
Episode 3, ‘The Midges’, 44 minutes 7 seconds
Episode 4, ‘What’s the Matter with Kansas?’, 44 minutes 29 seconds

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5434

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

**The Americans. Season 5**
Twentieth Century - Fox Film Corporation and FX Productions, 2017
Executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Mary Rae Thewlis, Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Supervising producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson
Co-producer: David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Daniel Stoloff, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Dan Davis
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 5: Noah Emmerich
Director, Episode 6: Roxann Dawson
Director, Episode 7: Matthew Rhys
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 5: Joshua Brand
Script, Episode 6: Stephen Schiff
Script, Episode 7: Hilary Bettis

**Season cast:**
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings   Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings   Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings   Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman   Noah Emmerich
Dennis Aderholt   Brandon J. Dirden
Oleg Igorevich Burov   Costa Ronin
Martha Hanson   Alison Wright
Matthew Beeman   Danny Flaherty
Gabriel   Frank Langella
Claudia   Margo Martindale
Renee   Laurie Holden
Pastor Tim   Kelly AuCoin
Agent Wolfe   Peter Jacobson
Tuan Eckert   Ivan Mok
Mischa Semenov   Alex Ozerov
Alexei Morozov   Alexander Sokovich
Evgeniya Morozova   Irina Dvorovenko
Pasha Morozov   Zack Gafin
Sofia Kovalenko   Darya Ekamasova
Kimberly "Kimmy" Breland   Julia Garner
Igor Burov   Boris Krutonog
Yelena Burova   Snezhana Chernova
Ruslan   Ravil Isyanov
Father Andrei   Konstantin Lavish
Hans
Anatolii Viktorovich
Border Control Officer
Norm
Deputy Attorney General
CIA Officer
Alan Streiter
CIA driver
Ekaterina Rykova
Randy Chilton
Vaso
Marija
Philip's father
Philip's mother
Pirogov
Six-year-old Philip
Stefan
Eight-year-old Pyotr
Anatolii
CIA Officer
Marilyn
Deirdre Kemp
Benjamin Stobert
Yugoslav Guard 1
Yugoslav guard 2
Vaso's friend
Stavos
Joan
Dmitri Sharonov
EST Instructor
Elina Sachko
Kevin Jeffries
Olga Nikonova
Nadejda Savcova
Dr Robert Semel
Nancy
KGB Officer
Security Guard
KGB archivist
Memphis woman
Secretary
Major Kuznetsov
Bruce Tabenor
Rich
Chris
Isaac Breland
Linh Gaad
Captain Staponov
CIA Officer
General Viktor Zhukov

Peter Mark Kendall
Oleg Stefan
Brandan Despain
Russell G. Jones
Warren Cotter Smith
Ted Koch
Kingsley Leggs
Ian McLaughlin
Alla Kliouka (Kliuka)
Brian McCarthy
Zoran Radanovich
Nina Bell
Alexei Bondar
Natia Dune
Neil Fleischer
Gabriel Gurevich
Kushtrim Hoxha
Nicky Jacques
Igor Litwinowicz
Timothy Smallwood
Amy Tribbey
Clea Lewis
Brett Tucker
Aleksandar Filimonović
Ivica Marc
Klemen Novak
Anthony Arkin
Polly Lee
Leonid A. Mandel
David Gibson
Lyanka Gryu
Don Guillory
Karina Kudzina
Inna Astakhova
John Hans Tester
Candy Buckley
Grisha Reydler
Sedly Bloomfield
Yevgenyi Dekhtyar
Janine Divita
Kimberley Huie
Sacha Slobodyanik
Michael Halling
Ian Saint-Germain
Mavis Simpson-Ernst
Frank Deal
Christine Toy Johnson
Aleksey Solodov
Benjamin Pelteson
Olek Krupa
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles.

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 2, containing Episodes 5-7:
Episode 5, ‘Lotus 1-2-3’, 47 minutes 24 seconds
Episode 6, ‘Crossbreed’, 43 minutes 56 seconds
Episode 7, ‘The Committee on Human Rights’, 44 minutes 19 seconds

Total running time: 614 minutes 11 seconds
VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 5
Twentieth Century - Fox Film Corporation and FX Productions, 2017
Executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Mary Rae Thewlis, Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Supervising producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson
Co-producer: David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Daniel Stoloff, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Dan Davis
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 8: Kevin Bray
Director, Episode 9: Dan Attias
Director, Episode 10: Sylvain White
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 8: Tracey Scott Wilson
Script, Episode 9: Peter Ackerman
Script, Episode 10: Stephen Schiff

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings    Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings      Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings      Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman         Noah Emmerich
Dennis Aderholt      Brandon J. Dirden
Oleg Igorevich Burov Costa Ronin
Martha Hanson        Alison Wright
Matthew Beeman       Danny Flaherty
Gabriel             Frank Langella
Claudia             Margo Martindale
Renee               Laurie Holden
Pastor Tim          Kelly AuCoin
Agent Wolfe          Peter Jacobson
Tuan Eckert         Ivan Mok
Mischa Semenov      Alex Ozerov
Alexei Morozov      Alexander Sokovikov
Evgheniya Morozova   Irina Dvorovenko
Pasha Morozov       Zack Gafin
Sofia Kovalenko     Darya Ekamasova
Kimberly "Kimmy" Breland Julia Garner
Igor Burov          Boris Krutonog
Yelena Burova       Snezhana Chernova
Ruslan              Ravil Isyanov
Father Andrei       Konstantin Lavysz
Hans     Peter Mark Kendall  
Anatolii Viktorovich Oleg Stefan  
Border Control Officer Brandon Despain  
Norm Russell G. Jones  
Deputy Attorney General Warren Cotter Smith  
CIA Officer Ted Koch  
Alan Streiter Kingsley Leggs  
CIA driver Ian McLaughlin  
Ekaterina Rykova Alla Kliouka (Kliuka)  
Randy Chilton Brian McCarthy  
Vaso Zoran Radanovich  
Marija Nina Bell  
Philip’s father Alexei Bondar  
Philip’s mother Natia Dune  
Pirogov Neil Fleischer  
Six-year-old Philip Gabriel Gurevich  
Stefan Kushtrim Hoxha  
Eight-year-old Pyotr Nicky Jacques  
Anatolii Igor Litwinowicz  
CIA Officer Timothy Smallwood  
Marilyn Amy Tribbey  
Deirdre Kemp Clea Lewis  
Benjamin Stobert Brett Tucker  
Yugoslav Guard 1 Aleksandar Filimonović  
Yugoslav guard 2 Ivica Marc  
Vaso’s friend Klemen Novak  
Stavos Anthony Arkin  
Joan Polly Lee  
Dmitri Sharonov Leonid A. Mandel  
EST Instructor David Gibson  
Elina Sachko Lyanka Gryu  
Kevin Jeffries Don Guillory  
Olga Nikonova Karina Kudzina  
Nadejda Savcova Inna Astakhova  
Dr Robert Semel John Hans Tester  
Nancy Candy Buckley  
KGB Officer Grisha Reydler  
Security Guard Sedly Bloomfield  
KGB archivist Yevgeniy Dekhtyar  
Memphis woman Janine Divita  
Secretary Kimberley Huie  
Major Kuznetsov Sacha Slobodyanik  
Bruce Tabenor Michael Halling  
Rich Ian Saint-Germain  
Chris Mavis Simpson-Ernst  
Isaac Brelord Frank Deal  
Linh Gaad Christine Toy Johnson  
Captain Staponov Aleksey Solodov  
CIA Officer Benjamin Pelteson  
General Viktor Zhukov Olek Krupa
Howard
Lydia Fomina
Technical Officer
Natalie Granholm
John Granholm
Nikita
KGB Officer
Gennadii Bystrov
Tamara
Valerie
Supervisor
Nikolai
Pyotr
Brian
Lindsey
Zach
Thomas
Volodya
Polygraph administrator
Kevin
Little Olya
Nelson
Linda
Erica
Teacher 2
Paramedic 1
Jean
Paramedic 2
Teacher 1

Total running time: 614 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 3, containing Episodes 8-10:
Episode 8, ‘Immersion’, 48 minutes 23 seconds
Episode 9, ‘IHOP’, 49 minutes 17 seconds
Episode 10, ‘Darkroom’, 47 minutes 56 seconds

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features Episode and chapter selection
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5436

VARIOUS DIRECTORS

The Americans. Season 5
Twentieth Century – Fox Film Corporation and FX Productions, 2017
Executive producers: Stephen Schiff, Mary Rae Thewlis, Chris Long, Justin Falvey, Darryl Frank, Graham Yost, Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Consulting producer: Joshua Brand
Supervising producers: Peter Ackerman, Tracey Scott Wilson
Co-producer: David Woods
Associate producer: Crystal Whelan
Photography: Daniel Stoloff, Joseph Bradley Smith
Production design: Dan Davis
Music: Nathan Barr

Director, Episode 11: Steph Green
Director, Episode 12: Nicole Kassel
Director, Episode 13: Chris Long
Creator and writer: Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 11: Joshua Brand
Script, Episode 12: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg
Script, Episode 13: Joel Fields, Joe Weisberg

Season cast:
Elizabeth Jennings   Keri Russell
Phillip Jennings     Matthew Rhys
Henry Jennings       Keidrich Sellati
Paige Jennings       Holly Taylor
Stan Beeman          Noah Emmerich
Dennis Aderholt       Brandon J. Dirden
Oleg Igorevich Burov  Costa Ronin
Martha Hanson         Alison Wright
Matthew Beeman        Danny Flaherty
Gabriel               Frank Langella
Claudia               Margo Martindale
Renee                 Laurie Holden
Pastor Tim            Kelly AuCoin
Agent Wolfe           Peter Jacobson
Tuan Eckert           Ivan Mok
Mischa Semenov        Alex Ozerov
Alexei Morozov        Alexander Sokovikov
Evgheniya Morozova    Irina Dvorovenko
Pasha Morozov         Zack Gafin
Sofia Kovalenko       Darya Ekamasova
Kimberly "Kimmy" Breland  Julia Garner
Igor Burov            Boris Krutonog
Yelena Burova         Snezhana Chernova
Ruslan                Ravil Isyanov
Father Andrei         Konstantin Lavsh
Hans
Anatolii Viktorovich
Border Control Officer
Norm
Deputy Attorney General
CIA Officer
Alan Streiter
CIA driver
Ekaterina Rykova
Randy Chilton
Vaso
Marija
Philip’s father
Philip’s mother
Pirogov
Six-year-old Philip
Stefan
Eight-year-old Pyotr
Anatolii
CIA Officer
Marilyn
Deirdre Kemp
Benjamin Stobert
Yugoslav Guard 1
Yugoslav guard 2
Vaso’s friend
Stavos
Joan
Dmitri Sharonov
EST Instructor
Elina Sachko
Kevin Jeffries
Olga Nikonova
Nadejda Savcova
Dr Robert Semel
Nancy
KGB Officer
Security Guard
KGB archivist
Memphis woman
Secretary
Major Kuznetsov
Bruce Tabenor
Rich
Chris
Isaac Breland
Linh Gaad
Captain Staponov
CIA Officer
General Viktor Zhukov
Peter Mark Kendall
Oleg Stefan
Brandon Despain
Russell G. Jones
Warren Cotter Smith
Ted Koch
Kingsley Leggs
Ian McLaughlin
Alla Kliouka (Kliuka)
Brian McCarthy
Zoran Radanovich
Nina Bell
Alexei Bondar
Natia Dune
Neil Fleischer
Gabriel Gurevich
Kushtrim Hoxha
Nicky Jacques
Igor Litwinowicz
Timothy Smallwood
Amy Tribbey
Clea Lewis
Brett Tucker
Aleksandar Filimonović
Ivica Marc
Klemen Novak
Anthony Arkin
Polly Lee
Leonid A. Mandel
David Gibson
Lyanka Gryu
Don Guillory
Karina Kudzina
Inna Astakhova
John Hans Tester
Candy Buckley
Grisha Reydler
Sedly Bloomfield
Yevgeniy Dekhtyar
Janine Divita
Kimberley Huie
Sacha Slobodyanik
Michael Halling
Ian Saint-Germain
Mavis Simpson-Ernst
Frank Deal
Christine Toy Johnson
Aleksey Solodov
Benjamin Pelteson
Olek Krupa
Total running time: 614 minutes 11 seconds
In English with some Russian with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles

On 4 DVDs

This is DVD 4, containing Episodes 11-13:
Episode 11, ‘Dyatkovo’, 42 minutes 39 seconds
Episode 12, ‘The World Council of Churches’, 49 minutes 38 seconds
Episode 13, ‘The Soviet Division’, 55 minutes 50 seconds

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.78:1 Full frame
Languages Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional French and Spanish subtitles
Features 4 deleted scenes and 1 extended scene, 6 minutes 23 seconds
Gag reel, 5 minutes 22 seconds
First look, 1 minute 38 seconds
Source Twentieth Century - Fox Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5437

IVANDA, Branko

Lea & Darija
Ars Septima presents, in co-production with Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, Hrvatsko narodno kazalište u Zagrebu, Pakt Media, Zagreb Film, in co-operation with Zagreb Film, Alka Film, Jadran Film, 2011
Producer: Lidija Ivanda
Associate producer: Diego Zanco
Screenplay: Branko Ivanda, Drago Kekanović
Photography: Mirko Pivčević
Production design: Ivo Hušnjak
Lea Deutsch  Klara Naka
Darija Gasteiger  Tamy Zajec
Ivka Deutsch  Zrinka Cvitešić
Melita Gasteiger  Linda Begonja
Stjepan Deutsch  Sebastian Cavazza
Tadija Kukić  Vedran Živolić
Darija Gasteiger when old  Žuža Egreny
Rod Riffler  Radovan Ruždijak
Teacher  Ana Vilenica
Tito Strozzi  Dražen Ćuček
Uncle Širola  Ivan Duričić
Quartermaster  Duško Valentić
Rabbi Freiberger  Milan Pleština
Dušan Zanko  Zijad Gracić
Gustav Gasteiger  Branko Završan
Pathé cameraman  Mladen Vasary
Dubravko Dujšin  Goran Grgić
Margareta Jakšić  Bojana Gregorić
Maid / Actress  Miša Elegović
Louis  Marinko Leš
Vjekoslav Afrić  Joško Ševo
Doctor Panac  Otokar Levaj
Josip Dečić  Ivica Gunjača
Višnja  Sara Kišević
Nada Ungar  Ana Herceg
Nina Vavra  Višnja Babić
Saša Deutsch  David Ćuk
Mrs Širola  Sanja Marin
Doorman Mirko  Alan Katić
Priest  Vinko Kraljević
German Officer  Renne Gjoni
Usher  Zvonimir Novosel
Agent  Andelko Struški
Professor  Ivan Herceg
New doorman  Petar Čiritović
Second German Officer  Samir Vujčić
Mrs Jakšić’s assistant  Katarina Perica
Pianist: Đorđe Manojlović
Announcer: Tvrtko Jurić
Darija’s daughter: Mira Kraljević
Ladies in audience: Barbara Nola, Ecija Ojdanić, Urša Raukar, Helena Minić, Ivo Robić, Marko Tolja, Nina Selak, Sanja Doležal, Maja Strozzi, Vlasta Ramljak, Thomas Mann, Kruno Sarić, Igor Stravinski, Dražen Šivak, Balloon seller: Željko Ivanjek, Simon, the cinema owner: Dražen Siriščević

101 minutes
In Croatian with optional English subtitles

**DVD**
Region code: 2
Aspect ratio: 16:9
Languages: Menu languages: Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian and English Optional English subtitles
Features: Making of, 30 minutes, in Croatian with optional Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian and English subtitles
Deleted scenes, 3 minutes 20 seconds, in Croatian with optional Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian and English subtitles
Music video
Source: Blitz
Call number DVD-5438

JELČIĆ, Bobo

Obrana i zaštita [Defence and Protection] [A Stranger]
Spiritus Movens, in co-production with Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, Kadar, with the financial support of Hrvatski Audiovizualni Centar, Fondacija za kinematografiju Srajevo, The Global Film Initiative, 2013
Producer: Zdenka Gold
Executive producer: Petar Krešimir Peras
Co-producers: Josip Popovac, Tomislav Bubalo, Tomislav Topić
Casting director: Oriana Kunčić
Screenplay: Bobo Jelčić
Photography: Erol Zubčević
Production design: Mario Ivezić
Slavko Bogdan Diklić
Milena Nada Đurevska
Zehra Ivana Roščić
Uncle Izudin Bajrović
Milan Vinko Kraljević
Kreso Rakan Rushaidat
Dulaga Nermin Tulić
Dulaga's wife Hadžija Hadžibajramović
Dulaga's brother Šerif Aljić
Hodža Nermin Karačić
Neighbour Sadžida Šetić
Gago Ivo Krešić
Doorkeeper Selma Alispahić
Boss Slaven Knezović
Miralem Velimir Njirić
Tahir Robert Pehar
Hasan Saša Oručević
Enes Mirsad Elezi
Secretary 1 Snježana Martinović
Secretary 2 Maja Lasić
Waiting man Goran Lozo
Azra Merima Ovčina
Milan's wife Sanda Krgo
Whiskey Smuggler Sergej Trifunović
Dulaga's uncle Miralem Kolečić
83 minutes
In Croatian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Menu languages: Croatian and English
Optional English subtitles
Features Interviews with the actor Bogdan Diklić, 10 minutes 37 seconds, the actress Nada Đurevska, 1 minute 43 seconds,
the casting director, Oriana Kunčić, 2 minutes 15 seconds and the director, Bobo Jelčić, 9 minutes 41 seconds, all in Croatian with optional English subtitles

Source
Blitz
Call number DVD-5439

SCHMIDT, Branko

Metastaze [Metastases]
Telefilm and Hrvatska Radiotelevizija present, in co-production with Luks Film, Belgrade, Refresh Film, Sarajevo, with the financial support of Ministarstvo kulture Republike Hrvatske, Ministarstvo culture is porta Kantona Sarajevo, Filmski Centar Srbije, Ministarstvo kulture Republike Srbije, Gradski ured za zdravstvo, rad. socijalnu zaštitu i branitelje grada Zagreba, Gradski ured za obrazovanje, kulturu i šport grada Zagreba, 2009
Producers: Stanislav Babić, Vanja Sutlić
Screenplay: Ognjen Sviličić, with the participation of Ivo Balenović, Vladislav Vojnović, Branko Schmidt, from the novel by Ivo Balenović
Photography: Dragan Ruljančić
Production design: Mladen Ožbolt

Krpa      Rene Bitorajac
Filip     Franjo Dijak
Kizo      Robert Ugrina
Dejo      Rakan Rushaidat
Filip’s father  Ivo Gregurević
Filip’s mother Ljiljana Bogojević
Milica    Daria Lorenci
Krpa’s wife  Jadranka Djokić
Kizo’s mother Ksenija Marinković
Dejo’s father Predrag ‘Predjo’ Vušović
Krpa’s neighbour Franjo Džimi Jurčec
Aunt Zora Vera Zima
Reuf      Emir Hadžihafizbegović
Uncle Brane Ivan Brkić
Dealer Mirza Elvedin Tiro
Doctor    Dražen Šivak
Nurse     Ana Begić
Doorman  Zoran Ćubrilo
Tennis players Luka Dragić, Tena Jeić Gajski
Zombie    Filip Šovagović
Keks      Kristijan Milić
Kina      Robert Roklicer
Cic       Kristijan Ugrina
Girls in betting shop Ana Maras, Anastazija Jankovska
Dugi      Goran Nikić
Treasurer Anita Dora Lipovčan
Saleswoman Iva Babić
Supermarket boss Marko Marković
Policeman Grgo Prskalo
Fat policeman Jerko Marčić
Waitresses Melita Matijević, Masha Prodan Mati
77 minutes
In Croatian with optional Slovenian subtitles
**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>4:3 Full screen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Menu languages: Croatian, Slovenian and English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optional Slovenian subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Trailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Kako su snimali’, 19 minutes 44 seconds, in Croatian with optional Slovenian subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Blitz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5440

ŠERBEDŽIJA, Danilo

Sedamdeset i dva dana [72 Days]
Interfilm, Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, Vans, Lijeni Film, with the financial support of Ministarstvo kulture Republike Hrvatske, Hrvatski Audiovizualni Centar, Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, Ministarstvo kulture Republike Srbije, Autonomna Pokrajina Vojvodina, 2010
Producer: Ivan Maloča
Co-producers: Dejan Vražalić, Predrag Jakovljević
Screenplay: Danilo Šerbedžija
Photography: Sasha Rendulić
Production design: Mario Ivezić
Music: Miroslav Tadić
Mane Paripović  Rade Šerbedžija
Branko  Krešimir Mikić
Joja Paripović  Bogdan Diklić
Todor  Živko Anočić
Grannie Nedja / New Grannie  Mira Banjac
Mile  Dejan Aćimović
Liča  Lucija Šerbedžija
Policeman Dane  Nebojša Glogovac
Postman Luka  Predrag Vušović
Loan shark 1  Dragan Nikolić
Loan shark 2  Pero Močibob
Pero  Marinko Prga
Nana  Mila Manojlović
Cane  Atif Abazov
Mito  Mito Matijević
Doorman Kuzma  Miloš Vujisić
Waiter  Danilo Šerbedžija
Man in café  Dušan Bobić
Railwayman  Tomislav Mršić
Granddad Durad  Predrag Ličina
72 Day singers  Mario Borščak, Andrej Korovljev, Danilo Šerbedžija
89 minutes
In Croatian with optional English and Slovenian subtitles

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  Menu languages: Croatian, Slovenian and English
Optional English and Slovenian subtitles
Features  Kako se snimao film, 17 minutes 13 seconds, in Croatian without subtitles
6 deleted scenes, in Croatian without subtitles
Source  Blitz
Call number DVD-5441

AĆIMOVIĆ, Dejan

Kralj [The King]
DA Film, in co-production with Hrvatska Radiotelevizija, with the financial support of Hrvatski Audiovizualni Centar, 2011
Producer: Dejan Aćimović
Executive producer: Tatjana Aćimović
Photography: Dario Hacek
Music: Livio Morosin
With the participation of: Darko Kralj
76 minutes
In Croatian with optional English and Slovenian subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Menu languages: Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian and English
Optional English and Slovenian subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Blitz
Call number DVD-5442

ŽBANIĆ, Jasmila

Za one koji ne mogu da govore [For Those Who Can Tell No Tales]
Deblokada Produkcija, The Doha Film Institute, The Post Republic, with the support of Fondacija za kinematografiju Sarajevo, Ministarstvo kulture i sporta Kantona Sarajevo, Federalno Ministarstvo kulture i sporta, Zukunftsfonds der Republik Österreich, FederalnaTV, 2013
Producers: Damir Ibrahimović, Jasmila Žbanić
Executive producers: Džemila Arnaoutović, Sabine Derflinger, Joslyn Barnes, Cat Villiers
Associate producers: Amira Lekić, Mirza Hamzić
Co-producers: Rebekka Garrido, Michael Reuter
Screenplay: Kym Vercoe, Jasmila Žbanić, Zoran Solomun,
Photography: Christine A. Maier
Production design: Željka Burić
Kym Vercoe
Police Inspector Boris Isaković
Tim Clancy Simon McBurney
Museum Guide Branko Cvejić
Veljko Leon Lučev
Edina Jasna Duričić
Mum Pamela Rabe
Darko Damir Kustura
Police Interpreter Saša Oručević
Dancer Suvad Veletanlić
Man on the bridge Miroljub Babić
Receptionist Alija Aljovic
Citizen of Sarajevo Almir Smajić
Taxi driver Senadin Hebibović
Jane Jane Phegan
Katia Katia Molino
Arky Arky Michael
Phillip Phillip Mills
Martin Martin del Arno
Deb Deborah Pollard
Ange Angela Bauer
Sean Sean Bacon
Mirabelle Mirabelle Wouters
Waiter Almir Kurt
Police Chief Dino Handžar
Maid Fadila Nura Haver
70 minutes
In English and Bosnian with optional Croatian subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Optional Croatian subtitles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Chapter selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Blitz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5443

CHKONIA, Rusudan

Gaigimet [Keep Smiling]
Nikê Studio presents, in co-production with AGAT Films & Cie, Ex Nihilo, Samsa Film, Alvý Productions, with the co-operation of The Georgian National Film Centre and of the Ministry of Culture and the Protection of Monuments, 2012
Producer: Rusudan Chkonia
Co-producers: Nicolas Blanc, Marc Bordure, Jani Thiltges, Hubert Caillard, Arnaud Bertrand, Dominique Bontonnat
Line producer: Vladimer Katcharava
Screenplay: Rusudan Chkonia
Photography: Konstantin Esadze
Production design: Sopo Bazgadze, Mamuka Esadze
Gvantsa Korinteli  Ia Sukhitashvili
Elene Gabisonia  Olga Babluani
Irina Mgaloblishvili  Tampuna Bukhnikashvili
Inga Toloraia  Nana Shonia
Baya Danelia  Shorena Begashvili
Lizi  Lela Metreveli
Tamuna Sidamonidze  Maka Chichua
Anka  Tamri Bziava
Alina  Eka Qartvelishvili
Dima  Tornike Bziava
Otar, Head of the Jury  Gia Roinishvili
Lizi's mother  Iya Ninidze
Choreographer  Moris Katcharava
Pageant MC  Beka Elbakidze
Nana  Meri Gventsadze
Zura (Baya’s husband)  Davit Qacarava
Irina’s husband  Irakli Solomonashvili
Tornike  Avto Gogeshvili
88 minutes
In Georgian with optional French subtitles and optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

AND

CHKONIA, Rusudan

C’est la vie...
Studio 99 Filmproduktion, 2007
Producers: Jana Sardlishvili, Sophie Damian
Screenplay: Nana Djordjadze
Photography: Giorgi Berídze
Music: Gela Ggelashvili
Iva  David Iashvili
Sopo  Piqria Niqabadze
10 minutes 47 seconds
In Georgian with English subtitles and with optional French subtitles

**DVD**

Region code  
2

Aspect ratio  
1.85:1, 16:9, 4:3

Languages  
Optional French subtitles

Optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Features  
Short feature *C’est la vie*, directed by Rusudan Chkonia (see above)

Interview with the director, Rusudan Chkonia. 2 minutes 8 seconds, in English with French voiceover

Trailer

Source  
Zed
Call number DVD-5444

MUNGIU, Cristian

După dealuri [Beyond the Hills]
Producer: Cristian Mungiu
Co-producers: Pascal Caucheteux, Grégoire Sorlat, Vincent Maraval, Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne, Jean Tabadie, Bobby Paunescu
Line producer: Tudor Reu
Screenplay: Cristian Mungiu, inspired by the non-fiction novels of Tatiana Niculescu Bran
Photography: Oleg Mutu
Production design: Călin Papură, Mihaela Poenaru
Voichiţa Cosmina Stratan
Alina Cristina Flutur
Priest Valeriu Andriuţă
Mother Varvara Dana Tapalagă
Mother Antonia Cătălina Harabagiu
Mother Iustina Gina Țandură
Mother Elisabeta Vica Agache
Mother Pahomia Nora Covali
Mr Valerică Dionisie Vitcu
Ionuţ Ionuţ Ghinea
Mother Elena Liliana Mocanu
Father Nuşu Doru Ana
Doctor Solovăstru Costache Babi
Schoolteacher Luminiţa Gheorghiu
Doctor Radu Alina Berzunţeanu
Police inspector Teodor Corban
Policeman Călin Chirilă
Camelia Cristina Cristian
Female parishoner Tania Popa
Doctor Neagu Petronela Grigorescu
Lieutenant Radu Zetu
Captain Ion Sapdaru
Secretary Diana Chirilă Ignat
Mother Arcadia Liana Petrescu
Mother Eudoxia Alexandra Agavricalaia
Mother Tatiana Alexandra Apetrei
Mother Lavrentia Noemi Gunea
Mother Sebastiana Katia Pascariu
Mother Anastasia Mara Cărutuşă
Doctor DL Cerasela Iosifescu
Nurse Gina Ada Bărleeanu
Nurse Sandra Mariana Liurcă
Ambulance assistant  Gheorghe Ifrim
Watchman       Mircea Florin Jr
Gabi           Marian Adochiței
Head nurse     Ecaterina Țugulea
Patient        Nicoleta Lefter
Passer-by      Adrian Ancuța
Georgiana      Andreea Bosneag
152 minutes

In Romanian with optional English subtitles

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 1, containing the film

DVD
Region code  1
Aspect ratio  2.39:1, 16:9
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  2K digital transfer, approved by the director, Cristian Mungiu, with 2.0 surround DTS-HD Master Audio soundtrack
          New English subtitle translation
          Trailer
          12-page booklet with an essay by the film scholar Doru Pop
Source  Criterion No. 923
Call number DVD-5445

MUNGIU, Cristian

După dealuri [Beyond the Hills]
2012
146 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 2, containing these extras

The Making of “Beyond the Hills”
2013
Producer: Cristian Mungiu
Narrator: Cristian Mungiu
36 minutes 24 seconds
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

Interview with Cristian Mungiu, Bucharest, 2018
35 minutes 44 seconds
In English

AND

Press conference from the 2012 Cannes Film Festival
With the participation of Cristian Mungiu and the actors Cosmina Stratan, Cristina Flutur, Valeriu Andriuță, and Dana Tapalagă
52 minutes 45 seconds
In English with some French with optional English subtitles

AND

12 deleted scenes
19 minutes 37 seconds

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features The extras listed above
12-page booklet with an essay by the film scholar Doru Pop
Source Criterion No. 923
Call number DVD-5446

MUNGIU, Cristian

Bacalaureat [Graduation]
Mobra Films, in co-production with Why Not Productions, Les Films du Fleuve, France 3 Cinéma, with the financial support of Centrului Național al Cinematografiei, Eurimages, with the participation of Canal+, France Télévisions, Ciné+, Wild Bunch, and the contribution of Orange, Catena, Carlsberg, Groupama, 2016
Producer: Cristian Mungiu
Executive producer: Tudo Reu
Co-producers: Pascal Caucheteux, Jean-Pierre Dardenne, Luc Dardenne, Jean Labadie, Vincent Maraval, Grégoire Sorlat
Screenplay: Cristian Mungiu
Photography: Tudor Vladimir Panduru
Production design: Simona Paduretu
Romeo Aldea   Adrian Titieni
Eliza Aldea, his daughter Maria Drăguș
Magda Aldea, his wife Lia Bugnar
Sandra   Mălina Manovici
Chief Inspector   Vlad Ivanov
Exam Commitee President   Gelu Colceag
Marius   Rareș Andrici
Vice-Mayor Bulai    Petre Ciubotaru
Romeo’s mother   Alexandra Davidescu
Prosecutor Ivașcu   Emanuel Pârvu
Albu Marian   Lucian Ifrim
Agent Sandu   Gheorghe Ifrim
Gelu   Adrian Văncică
Csilla   Orsolya Moldován
Doctor Pandele   Tudor Smoleanu
Mrs Bulai   Liliana Mocanu
Matei   David Hodorog
Locksmith   Constantin Cojocaru
Mrs Mariana   Eniko Benczo
Cleaning lady   Claudia Susanu
A girl’s mother   Petronela Grigorescu
A boy’s father   Robert Emanuel
Bodyguard   Mihai Giurițan
Soldier   Andrei Morariu
Suspect no 1   Kim Ciobanu
Suspect no 2   Claudiu Dumitru
Suspect no 3   Mihai Coroianu
Suspect no 4   Valeriu Andriuță
127 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code   1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>2.39:1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>2K digital master, approved by the director, Cristian Mungiu, with 5.1 surround DTS-HD Master Audio soundtrack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New English subtitle translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018 interview with Cristian Mungiu, Bucharest, 29 minutes 31 seconds, in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 deleted scenes, 8 minutes 22 seconds, in Romanian with optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press conference from the 2016 Cannes Film Festival, featuring Cristian Mungiu and the actors Adrian Titieni, Maria Drăguș, Mălina Manovici and Rareș Andrici, 41 minutes 45 seconds, in French with English voiceover with some English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trailer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-page booklet with an essay by the film critic Bilge Ebiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Criterion No. 924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5447

PINTILIE, Lucian

Reconstituirea [La Reconstitution] [Reconstruction]
Studioul Cinematografic Bucuresti, 1968
Producer: Ion Rădulescu
Screenplay: Lucian Pintilie, Horia Pătraşcu, from the novel by Horia Pătraşcu
Photography: Sergiu Huzum
Production design: Aurel Ionescu
Prosecutor George Constantin
Paveliu Emil Botta
Vuica George Mihaita
Nicu Vladimir Gaitan
Policeman Dumitrescu Ernest Maftei
Young woman Ileana Popovici
Dragan Stefan Moisescu
Vlad Nikolaus Wolcz
Toma Ion Rădulescu
99 minutes
In Romanian with optional French subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 4:3
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features Preface by Michel Ciment, 7 minutes 26 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La leçon de cinéma de Lucian Pintilie, 6 minutes 9 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La collection Pintilie’ (trailers for seven of his films)
Source MK2 Éditons
Call number DVD-5448

PINTILIE, Lucian

Prea târziu [Trop tard] [Too Late]
MK2 Productions, Studioul de Creaţie Cinematografică al Ministerului Culturii, La Sept Cinéma, with the participation of Canal+, Le Ministère de la Culture, Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, MK2 Productions 2, Les Productions Traversière, Filmex România, 1996
Producers: Véronique Cayla, Marin Karmitz
Executive producer: Constantin Popescu
Screenplay: Lucian Pintilie, Razvan Popescu, from the novel by Razvan Popescu
Photography: Călin Ghibu
Production design: Călin Papura
Dumitri Costa Razvan Vasilescu
Alina Ungureanu Cecilia Bârbora
Elephant Foot Victor Rebengiuc
The prefect Dorel Visan
Oana Ion Fiscuteanu
Maireanu Florin Calinescu
Munteanu Mircea Rusu
98 minutes
In Romanian with optional French dubbed version and optional French and English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 4:3
Languages Optional French dubbed version
Optional French and English subtitles
Features Preface by Michel Ciment, 4 minutes 19 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La leçon de cinéma de Lucian Pintilie, 13 minutes 44 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La collection Pintilie’ (trailers for seven of his films)

Source MK2 Éditons
Call number DVD-5449

PINTILIE, Lucian

Terminus paradis [Next Stop Paradise]
MK2 Productions, Studioul de Creație Cinematografică al Ministerului Culturii, Filmex România, with the participation of Canal+, Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, Cinematográfica Filmex S.A., Fondazione Montecinemaverità (Locarno), La DDC, Le Département Fédéral des Affaires Etrangères, 1998
Producer: Marin Karmitz
Executive producer: Constantin Popescu
Screenplay: Lucian Pintilie, Razvan Popescu, Radu Aldulescu
Photography: Călin Ghibu, Silviu Stavilă
Production design: Călin Papura
Mitu Costel Cascaval
Noric Dorina Chiriac
Vatasescu Gheorghe Visu
Grigore Cafanu Victor Rebengiuc
Captain Burci Razvan Vasilescu
Nelu Gabriel Spahiu
Gili Doru Ana
Mitu’s mother Coca Bloos
Soldat Marius Calugarita
Nicu Șerban Pavlu
Zache Cosmin Selesi
96 minutes
In Romanian with optional French dubbed version and optional French and English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 4:3
Languages Optional French dubbed version
Optional French and English subtitles
Features Preface by Michel Ciment, 4 minutes 9 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La leçon de cinéma de Lucian Pintilie, 14 minutes 59 seconds, in French without subtitles
Conversation with Marin Karmitz, the film’s producer, 7 minutes 55 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La collection Pintilie’ (trailers for seven of his films)
Source MK2 Éditions
Call number DVD-5450

PINTILIE, Lucian

După amiaza unui tortionar [L'Après-midi d'un tortionnaire] [The Afternoon of a Torturer]
Producer: Yvon Crenn
Executive producer: Constantin Popescu
Screenplay: Lucian Pintilie, from the novel Drumul Damasculi, by Doina Jela
Adviser: Cristi Puia
Photography: Călin Ghibu, Silviu Stavilă
Production design: Călin Papura
Franţ Tandără Gheorghe Dinică
The professor Radu Beligan
The journalist Ioana Ana Macaria
Oarba, Franţ's wife Coca Bloos
The woman commissar Dorina Chiriac
The aunt Cristina Agachi
Ticuţa Şerban Pavlu
Franţ as a child Marius Radu
The father Florin Roată
Franţ’s sister Loredana Stefan
76 minutes
In Romanian with optional French subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 4:3
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features Preface by Michel Ciment, 5 minutes 23 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La leçon de cinéma de Lucian Pintilie, 17 minutes 5 seconds, in French without subtitles
Conversation with Yvon Crenn, the film’s producer, 2 minutes 59 seconds, in French without subtitles
‘La collection Pintilie’ (trailers for seven of his films)
Source MK2 Éditons
Call number DVD-5451

Sergueï Loznitsa. Documentaires

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 1, containing:

LOZNITSA, Sergei AND MAGAMBETOV, Marat

Segodnia my postroim dom [Today We Are Going to Build a House]
Studiia Okno, Kinostudiia VGIK, 1996
Producer: Aleksandr Rafalovski
Photography: Vladimir Bashta
Sound design: Aleksandr Zakrzhevskii
Music: Estonian folk melodies and ‘Vana armei roostata’ and ‘Täna ma luuletan’, performed by Kukerpillid
27 minutes 46 seconds
No dialogue

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Polustanok [The Train Stop] [The Halt]
RTR, Studiia Okno, with the support of Sankt-Peterburgskaia studiiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov, 2000
Producer: Aleksandr Rafalovski
Photography: Pavel Kostomarov
Sound design: Aleksandr Zakrzhevskii
24 minutes 40 seconds
No dialogue

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Poselenie [The Settlement]
Sankt-Peterburgskaia studiiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov, with the support of the Sluzhba kinematografii Ministerstva kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2001
Producer: Viacheslav Tel’nov
Executive producer: Sergei Podshivalov
Editor: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Pavel Kostomarov
Sound design: Valerii Petriashvili
Music: ‘Ave Maria’ by Giulio Caccini
77 minutes 33 seconds
No dialogue

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei
**Pis’mo [Letter]**  
Atoms & Void (The Netherlands), 2011  
Producers: Sergei Loznitsa, Maria Choustova-Baker  
Photography: Pavel Kostomarov  
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii  
Music performed by: Vytautas Leistrumas  
20 minutes 39 seconds  
No dialogue  

**DVD**  
Region code 2  
Aspect ratio 1.33:1  
Languages Optional French subtitles  
Features *Segodnia my postroim dom, Polustanok* and *Poselenie* restored  
Entretien avec Arnaud Hée, 11 minutes, in French  
Source Potemkine Films
Call number DVD-5452

Sergueï Loznitsa. Documentaires

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 2, containing:

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Portrait [Portrait]
Sankt-Peterburgskaia studiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov, with the support of the Sluzhba kinematografii Ministerstva kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2002
Producer: Viacheslav Tel’nov
Executive producer: Sergei Podshivalov
Photography: Pavel Kostomarov
Sound: Valerii Petriashvili
28 minutes, 48 seconds
No dialogue

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Landscape [Landscape] [Peizazh]
ma.ja.de filmproduktion, MDR, in co-production with Arte, with the financial support of Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung, Gessellschaft zur Förderung Audiovisueller Werke in Schleswig-Holstein, Kulturelle Filmförderung Schleswig-Holstein, 2003
Producer: Heino Deckert
Script: Sergei Loznitsa
Editor: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Pavel Kostomarov
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
59 minutes 55 seconds
In Russian with French subtitles

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Factory [Factory]
Sankt-Peterburgskaia studiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov, with the support of the Sluzhba kinematografii Ministerstva kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2004
Producer: Viacheslav Tel’nov
Line producer: Nelli Levitskaia
Editor: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Nikolai Efimenko, Sergei Mikhal’chuk
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
Synchronous sound: Shamil’ Ismailov
30 minutes 23 seconds
No dialogue
AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Artel´ [Artel]
Sankt-Peterburgskaiia studiiia dokumental´nykh fil´mov, with the state financial support of the Federal´noe agentstvo po kul´ture i kinematografii, 2006
Producer: Viacheslav Tel´nov
Editor: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Sergei Mikhal´chuk
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
Synchronous sound: Vitautas Leistrumas, Giedrius Kiela
30 minutes 50 seconds
No dialogue

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages French subtitles on *Landschaft*
Features Entretien avec Arnaud Hée, La Bête Lumineuse, 2017, 11 minutes 33 seconds, in French without subtitles
*Portret* and *Fabrika* restored
Source Potemkine Films
Call number DVD-5453

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Predstavlenie [Performance] [Revue]
Sankt-Peterburgskia studiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov, ma.ja.de filmproduktion, Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk, Inspiration Films, YLE Teema, with the state financial support of the Federal’noe agentstvo po kul’ture i kinematografii Ministerstva kul’tury Rossiiiskoi Federatsii, with the support of Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung, Hubert Bals Fund of the International Film Festival Rotterdam, Filmwerkstatt der Filmförderung Hamburg Schleswig-Holstein, 2008
Producers: Viacheslav Tel’nov, Heino Deckert
Executive producers: Sebastian Gassner, Vladimir Kuchinskii
Line producers: Svetlana Zinov’eva, Nelli Levitskaia, Maike Martens
Editor: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Archival recordings, based on material from the Kinozhurnal Nash krai of the Leningradskaia studiia dokumental’nykh fil’mov
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
Synchronous sound: Vitautas Leistrumas, Giedrius Kiela
Archive research: Sergei Gel’ver, Vladimir Kuchinskii
80 minutes 23 seconds
In Russian with French subtitles

AND

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Sobytie [The Event]
Atoms & Void (The Netherlands), with the support of Cinematek (Belgium), The Netherlands Film Fund, Sundance Institute Documentary Film Program, Against Gravity, 2015
Producers: Sergei Loznitsa, Maria Choustova-Baker
Co-producer: Nicola Mazzanti
Line producer: Maria Choustova-Baker
Script: Sergei Loznitsa
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
Editors: Sergei Loznitsa, Danielius Kokanauskis
Archive research: Sergei Gel’ver
70 minutes 27 seconds
In Russian with French subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.33:1
Languages French subtitles
Features

Sobytie restored
Entretien avec Arnaud Hée, 11 minutes 43 seconds, in French without subtitles

Source
Potemkine Films
Call number DVD-5454

Bombshell. The Hedy Lamarr Story
Reframed Pictures, in association with American Masters Pictures, Submarine, Artenis Rising Foundation, 2017
Producers: Adam Haggiag, Alexandra Dean, Katherine Drew
Executive producers: Susan Sarandon, Regina K. Scully, Michael Kantor
Associate producer: Aaron Duffy
Co-producers: Dan Braun, David Koh
Archival producer: Libby Kreutz
American Masters Pictures Series producer: Julie Sacks
American Masters Pictures Supervising producer: Junko Tsunashima
Director: Alexandra Dean
Script: Alexandra Dean
Photography: Buddy Squires, Alex Stikich
Music: Jeremy Bullock, Keegan DeWitt
With the participation of: Anthony Loder (Hedy Lamarr’s son), Denise Loder-DeLuca (her daughter), Jimmy Loder (her adopted son), Wendy Colton (her granddaughter), Lodi Loder (her granddaughter), Nino Amarena, Charles Amirkhanian, Jeanine Basinger, William J. Birnes, Peter Bogdanovich, Manya Breuer, Mel Brooks, Danijela Cabric, Lisa Cassileth, Major Darrell Grob, Jennifer Hom, Jan-Christopher Horak, David Hughes, Diane Kruger, Guy Livingston, Art McTighe, Fleming Meeks, Robert Osborne, Anne Helen Petersen, Richard Rhodes, Tony Rothman, Stephen Michael Shearer, Michael Tilson Thomas, Roy Windham
88 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional English audio description

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing Optional English audio description
Features Trailer
4-page booklet
Source Dogwoof
Call number DVD-5455

KHABENSKII, Konstantin

Sobibor
Produserskii tsentr Sinema Prodakshn, Fond national´nogo kino Patriot, Produserskaia kompaniia Fetisov Illuzion, in co-production with ArtBox Company, Visual Arts, with the participation of Kinokontsern Mosfil´m, 2017
Producers: El´mira Ainulova, Maria Zhuromskaia, Sergei Bespalov, Gleb Fetisov, Il´ia Vasil´ev
Associate producer: Anton Neichel
Creative producer: Iurii Troiankin
Line producer: Kestutis Drazdauskas
Screenplay: Konstantin Khabenskii, with the participation of Anna Chernakova, Michael Edelstein, Il´ia Vasil´ev and Andrei Nazarov
Photography: Ramunas Greichius
Production design: Jurgita Gerdvilaite
Music: Kuz´ma Bodrov
Aleksandr Pecherskii
Konstantin Khabenskii
Karl Frenzel, the Commandant of Sobibor
Christopher Lambert (voiced by Oliver Stritzel)
Luca
Felice Jankell (voiced by Polina Agureeva)
Leo
Dainius Kazlauskas
Arkadii Weisspapir
Sergei Godin
Boris Cybulski
Roman Ageev
Semen Rozenfel´d
Gela Meskhi
Hanna
Michalina Olszańska
Selma
Mariia Kozhevnikova
Moisei
Iakov Mulerman
Shlomo
Ivan Zlobin
Jakob
Joshua Rubin
Leitman
Evgenii Sarmont
Chaim
Fabian Kocięcki
Backman
Dirk Martens
Gustav Wagner
Wolfgang Cerny
Siegfried
Philippe Reinhardt
Józef
Wiesław Cichy
Neuman
Maksimilian Dirr
Berg
Mindaugas Papinigis
Wulf
Saulius Balandis
Novak
Almutis Raila
Bzecki
Darius Gumauskas
Berlinger
Ramunas Rudokas
Otto
Andrius Paulavicius
Aksel
Mikołaj Krawczyk
Rivka
Aleksandra Vasil´eva
Toivi
Kacper Olszewski
Janek
Maksim Tukhvatullin
Blacksmith
Edvinas Kaminskas
Joseph
Sebastian Lach
Shlomo’s father  Andrius Kalvialis
Shlomo’s mother  Margarita Jemelite
Man who survives  Sarunas Zenkiavicius
Girl  Sewerina Spakowska
SS Man  Jovidas Starkus
German officer  Vilius Aliasius
Voice of cantor  Aaron Gurevich
Narrator  Sergei Burunov
117 minutes

In Russian with some German and Yiddish with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Russianvd.com
SIDOROV, Aleksei

Brigada [The Brigade]
Studiia Avatar Fil’m, Assotsiatsiia kaskaderov Rossii, po zakazu Vserossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Teleradiokompanii, 2002
General producer: Aleksandr Inshakov
Producers: Aleksandr Akopov, Anatolii Sivushov
Producer for RTR: Valerii Todorovskii
Screenplay: Aleksei Sidorov, Aleksandr Veledinskii, Igor’ Porublev
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Valerii Filippov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin, and the music of Wagner, Gounod, Grieg, Mendelssohn, Paganini; V. Agapkin’s march ‘Proshchaniye Slavianki’, and an extract from Kemerovskii’s song ‘Bratva, ne streliate drug v drugu’
Sasha Belov    Sergei Bezrukov
Kosmos        Dmitrii Diuzheev
Pchela         Pavel Maikov
Fil            Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Olia          Ekaterina Guseva
Oper           Andrei Panin
Aleksandr     Aleksandr Inshakov
Belov’s mother Valentina Telichkina
Dog lover     Vitalii Bezrukov
Lena          Natal’ia Panova
Mukha         Sergei Aprel’skii
Farkhad       Farkhad Makhmurov
Katia         Mariia Aronova
Olia’s grandmother Aleksandr Nazarova
Kosmos’s father Nikolai Eremenko
Nadia         Dar’ia Poverennova
Investigator  Oleg Komarov
Lieutenant Nikitin Valerii Troshin
Artur         Ian Tsapnik
Artur’s secretary Svetlana Chuikina
Vvedenskii    Aleksei Kravchenko
Lawyer        Vladimir Dovzhik
Man with scar  Aleksandr Fastovskii
Professor     Petr Merkur’ev
Tamara Filatova (Toma) Mariia Poroshina
MVD General   Leonid Kuravlev
Vvedenskii’s sidekick Anatolii Vaisman
Vitalik       Daniil Strakhov
Maks          Aleksandr Vysokovskii
Viktor Petrovich  Aleksandr Beliavskii
Pchela’s mother Alla Meshcheriakova
Vania         Igor’ Vinogradov
Luka          Mikhail Zhigalov
Farkhad’s father Khodzho Durdy Narliev
Abdula-Nuri  Ali Mukhammad
Leva        Konstantin Spasskii
Bek         Nikolai Leshchukov
Petrovich   Sergei Rubeko
Vvedenskii’s wife Iana Nikolaeva
Kordon      Filipp Feoktistov
Anna        Aleksandra Budanova
Pchela’s father Viktor Pavlov
Shmidt      Dmitrii Gumenetskii
SOBR General Sergei Garmash
15 x 52 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

On 5 DVDs. This is DVD 1, containing episodes 1-3

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages
Features
Biographies and filmographies of the director, Aleksei Sidorov, and the actors Sergei Bezrukov, Vladimir Vdovichenkov, Ekaterina Guseva, Dmitrii Diuzhev, Pavel Maikov, Andrei Panin and Nikolai Eremenko.
Source
SR Digital / Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5457

SIDOROV, Aleksei

Brigada [The Brigade]
Studiia Avatar Fil’m, Assotsiatsiia kaskaderov Rossii, po zakazu Vserossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Teleradiokompanii, 2002
General producer: Aleksandr Inshakov
Producers: Aleksandr Akopov, Anatolii Sivushov
Producer for RTR: Valerii Todorovskii
Screenplay: Aleksei Sidorov, Aleksandr Veledinskii, Igor’ Porublev
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Valerii Filippov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin, and the music of Wagner, Gounod, Grieg, Mendelssohn, Paganini; V. Agapkin’s march ‘Proshchanie Slavianki’, and an extract from Kemerovskii’s song ‘Bratva, ne streliate drug v druga’
Sasha Belov Sergei Bezrukov
Kosmos Dmitrii Diuzhev
Pchela Pavel Maikov
Fil Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Olia Ekaterina Guseva
Oper Andrei Panin
Aleksandr Aleksandr Inshakov
Belov’s mother Valentina Telichkina
Dog lover Vitalii Bezrukov
Lena Natal’ia Panova
Mukha Sergei Aprel’ skii
Farkhad Farkhad Makhmudov
Katia Mariia Aronova
Olia’s grandmother Aleksandr Nazarova
Kosmos’s father Nikolai Eremenko
Nadia Dar’ ia Poverennova
Investigator Oleg Komarov
Lieutenant Nikitin Valerii Troshin
Artur Ian Tsapnik
Artur’s secretary Svetlana Chukhina
Vvedenskii Aleksei Kravchenko
Lawyer Vladimir Dovzhik
Man with scar Aleksandr Fastovskii
Professor Petr Merkur’ev
Tamara Filatova (Toma) Mariia Poroshina
MVD General Leonid Kuravlev
Vvedenskii’s sidekick Anatolii Vaisman
Vitalik Daniil Strakhov
Maks Aleksandr Vysokovskii
Viktor Petrovich Aleksandr Beliavskii
Pchela’s mother Alla Meshcheriakova
Vania Igor’ Vinogradov
Luka Mikhail Zhigalov
Farkhad’s father Khodzho Durdy Narliev
Abdula-Nuri  Ali Mukhammad
Leva       Konstantin Spasskii
Bek        Nikolai Leshchukov
Petrovich  Sergei Rubeko
Vvedenskii’s wife  Iana Nikolaeva
Kordon     Filipp Feoktistov
Anna       Aleksandra Budanova
Pchela’s father  Viktor Pavlov
Shmidt     Dmitrii Gumenetskii
SOBR General Sergei Garmash
15 x 52 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

On 5 DVDs. This is DVD 2, containing episodes 4-6

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages          Optional English subtitles
Features
Biographies and filmographies of the director, Aleksei
Sidorov, and the actors Sergei Bezrukov, Vladimir
Vdovichenkov, Ekaterina Guseva, Dmitrii Diuzhev, Pavel
Maikov, Andrei Panin and Nikolai Eremenko.
Source            SR Digital / Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5458

SIDOROV, Aleksei

Brigada [The Brigade]
Studiia Avatar Fil’m, Assotsiatsiia kaskaderov Rossii, po zakazu Vserossiiskoi
Gosudarstvennoi Teleradiokompanii, 2002
General producer: Aleksandr Inshakov
Producers: Aleksandr Akopov, Anatolii Sivushov
Producer for RTR: Valerii Todorovskii
Screenplay: Aleksei Sidorov, Aleksandr Veledinskii, Igor´ Porublev
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Valerii Filippov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin, and the music of Wagner, Gounod, Grieg, Mendelssohn,
Paganini; V. Agapkin’s march ‘Proshchanie Slavianki’, and an extract from
Kemerovskii’s song ‘Bratva, ne streliiate drug v druga’
Sasha Belov    Sergei Bezrukov
Kosmos        Dmitrii Diuzheev
Pchela         Pavel Maikov
Fil            Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Olia           Ekaterina Guseva
Oper           Andrei Panin
Aleksandr     Aleksandr Inshakov
Belov’s mother Valentina Telichkina
Dog lover     Vitalii Bezrukov
Lena           Natal’ia Panova
Mukha          Sergei Aprel´skii
Farkhad        Farkhad Makhmudov
Katia          Mariia Aronova
Olia’s grandmother Aleksandr Nazarova
Kosmos’s father Nikolai Eremenko
Nadia          Dar´ ia Poverennova
Investigator   Oleg Komarov
Lieutenant Nikitin Valerii Troshin
Artur          Ian Tsapnik
Artur’s secretary Svetlana Chuikina
Vvedenskii     Aleksei Kravchenko
Lawyer         Vladimir Dovzhik
Man with scar  Aleksandr Fastovskii
Professor      Petr Merkur´ev
Tamara Filatova (Toma) Mariia Poroshina
MVD General    Leonid Kuravlev
Vvedenskii’s sidekick Anatolii Vaisman
Vitalik        Daniil Strakhov
Maks           Aleksandr Vysokovskii
Viktor Petrovich Aleksandr Beliavskii
Pchela’s mother Alla Meshcheriakova
Vania          Igor´ Vinogradov
Luka           Mikhail Zhigalov
Farkhad’s father Khodzho Durdy Narliev
Abdula-Nuri  
Ali Mukhammad

Leva  
Konstantin Spasskii

Bek  
Nikolai Leshchukov

Petrovich  
Sergei Rubeko

Vvedenskii’s wife  
Iana Nikolaeva

Kordon  
Filipp Feoktistov

Anna  
Aleksandra Budanova

Pchela’s father  
Viktor Pavlov

Shmidt  
Dmitrii Gumenetskii

SOBR General  
Sergei Garmash

15 x 52 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

On 5 DVDs. This is DVD 3, containing episodes 7-9

**DVD**

**Region code**

**Aspect ratio**

**Languages**  Optional English subtitles

**Features**  Biographies and filmographies of the director, Aleksei Sidorov, and the actors Sergei Bezrukov, Vladimir Vdovichenkov, Ekaterina Guseva, Dmitrii Diuzhev, Pavel Maikov, Andrei Panin and Nikolai Eremenko.

**Source**  SR Digital / Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5459

SIDOROV, Aleksei

Brigada [The Brigade]
Studiia Avatar Fil’m, Assotsiatsiia kaskaderov Rossi, po zakazu Vserossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Teleradiokompanii, 2002
General producer: Aleksandr Inshakov
Producers: Aleksandr Akopov, Anatolii Sivushov
Producer for RTR: Valerii Todorovskii
Screenplay: Aleksei Sidorov, Aleksandr Veledinskii, Igor’ Porublev
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Valerii Filippov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin, and the music of Wagner, Gounod, Grieg, Mendelssohn, Paganini; V. Agapkin’s march ‘Proshchanie Slavianki’, and an extract from Kemerovskii’s song ‘Bratva, ne streliate drug v druga’
Sasha Belov Sergei Bezrukov
Kosmos Dmitrii Diuzhev
Pchela Pavel Maikov
Fil Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Olia Ekaterina Guseva
Oper Andrei Panin
Aleksandr Aleksandr Inshakov
Belov’s mother Valentina Telichkina
Dog lover Vitalii Bezrukov
Lena Natal’ia Panova
Mukha Sergei Aprel’skii
Farkhad Farkhad Makhmudov
Katia Mariia Aronova
Olia’s grandmother Aleksandr Nazarova
Kosmos’s father Nikolai Eremenko
Nadia Dar’ia Poverennova
Investigator Oleg Komarov
Lieutenant Nikitin Valerii Troshin
Artur Ian Tsapnik
Artur’s secretary Svetlana Chukina
Vvedenskii Aleksei Kravchenko
Lawyer Vladimir Dovzhik
Man with scar Aleksandr Fastovskii
Professor Petr Merkur’ev
Tamara Filatova (Toma) Mariia Poroshina
MVD General Leonid Kuravlev
Vvedenskii’s sidekick Anatolii Vaisman
Vitalik Daniil Strakhov
Maks Aleksandr Vysokovskii
Viktor Petrovich Aleksandr Beliavskii
Pchela’s mother Alla Meshcheriakova
Vania Igor’ Vinogradov
Luka Mikhail Zhigalov
Farkhad’s father Khodzho Durdy Narliev
Abdula-Nuri  Ali Mukhammad
Leva   Konstantin Spasskii
Bek    Nikolai Leshchukov
Petrovich Sergei Rubeko
Vvedenskii’s wife Iana Nikolaeva
Kordon Filipp Feoktistov
Anna   Aleksandra Budanova
Pchela’s father Viktor Pavlov
Shmidt Dmitrii Gumenetskii
SOBR General Sergei Garmash
15 x 52 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

On 5 DVDs. This is DVD 4, containing episodes 10-12

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Biographies and filmographies of the director, Aleksei Sidorov, and the actors Sergei Bezrukov, Vladimir Vdovichenkov, Ekaterina Guseva, Dmitrii Diuzhev, Pavel Maikov, Andrei Panin and Nikolai Eremenko.
Source SR Digital / Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5460

SIDOROV, Aleksei

Brigada [The Brigade]
Studiia Avatar Fil’m, Assotsiatsiia kaskaderov Rossii, po zakazu Vserossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Teleradiokompanii, 2002
General producer: Aleksandr Inshakov
Producers: Aleksandr Akopov, Anatolii Sivushov
Producer for RTR: Valerii Todorovskii
Screenplay: Aleksei Sidorov, Aleksandr Veledinskii, Igor’ Porublev
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Valerii Filippov
Music: Aleksei Shelygin, and the music of Wagner, Gounod, Grieg, Mendelssohn, Paganini; V. Agapkin’s march ‘Proshchanie Slavianki’, and an excerpt from Kemerovskii’s song ‘Bratva, ne streliate drug v druga’
Sasha Belov  Sergei Bezrukov
Kosmos  Dmitrii Diuzheev
Pchela  Pavel Maikov
Fil  Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Olia  Ekaterina Guseva
Oper  Andrei Panin
Aleksandr  Aleksandr Inshakov
Belov’s mother  Valentina Telichkina
Dog lover  Vitalii Bezrukov
Lena  Natal’ia Panova
Mukha  Sergei Aprel’skii
Farkhad  Farkhad Makhmudov
Katia  Mariia Aronova
Olia’s grandmother  Aleksandr Nazarova
Kosmos’s father  Nikolai Eremenko
Nadia  Dar’ia Poverennova
Investigator  Oleg Komarov
Lieutenant Nikitin  Valerii Troshin
Artur  Ian Tsapnik
Artur’s secretary  Svetlana Chuikina
Vvedenskii  Aleksei Kravchenko
Lawyer  Vladimir Dovzhik
Man with scar  Aleksandr Fastovskii
Professor  Petr Merkur’ev
Tamara Filatova (Toma)  Mariia Poroshina
MVD General  Leonid Kuravlev
Vvedenskii’s sidekick  Anatolii Vaisman
Vitalik  Daniil Strakhov
Maks  Aleksandr Vysokovskii
Viktor Petrovich  Aleksandr Beliavskii
Pchela’s mother  Alla Meshcheriakova
Vania  Igor’ Vinogradov
Luka  Mikhail Zhigalov
Farkhad’s father  Khodzho Durdy Narliev
Abdula-Nuri  Ali Mukhammad
Leva         Konstantin Spasskii
Bek          Nikolai Leshchukov
Petrovich    Sergei Rubeko
Vvedenskii’s wife Iana Nikolaeva
Kordon       Filipp Feoktistov
Anna         Aleksandra Budanova
Pchela’s father Viktor Pavlov
Shmidt       Dmitrii Gumenetskii
SOBR General Sergei Garmash
15 x 52 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

On 5 DVDs. This is DVD 5, containing episodes 13-15

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages        Optional English subtitles
Features         Biographies and filmographies of the director, Aleksei Sidorov, and the actors Sergei Bezrukov, Vladimir Vdovichenkov, Ekaterina Guseva, Dmitrii Diuzhev, Pavel Maikov, Andrei Panin and Nikolai Eremenko.
Source           SR Digital / Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5461

BALABANOV, Aleksei

Morfii [Morphine]
Kinokompaniia STV, 2008; released 27 November 2008
Producer: Sergei Sel’ianov
Screenplay: Sergei Bodrov Jr, based on stories by Mikhail Bulgakov
Photography: Aleksandr Simonov
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko, Anastasiia Karimulina
Dr Mikhail Alekseevich Poliakov Leonid Bichevin
Anna Nikolaevna Ingeborga Dapkunaite
Anatolii Lukich Dem´ianenko, a medical orderly Andrei Panin
Pelageia Ivanovna Svetlana Pis´michenko
Ekaterina Karlovna Sheffer Katarina Radivoevich
Lev Aronovich Gorenburg, a medical orderly Iurii Gertsman
Vlas Aleksandr Mosin
Aksin´ia Irina Rakshina
Vasilii Osipovich Soborevskii Sergei Garmash
Tania Iuliia Deinega
The officer neighbour Aleksei Poluian
107 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-5462

CHULIUKIN, Iurii

Devchata [The Girls]
Mosfilm, 1961; released 7 March 1962
Screenplay: Boris Bednyi, from his story of the same name
Photography: Timofei Lebeshev
Production design: Irina Shreter
Music: Aleksandra Pakhmutova
Song lyrics: Mikhail Matusovskii

Tosia   Nadezhda Rumiantseva
Il`ia   Nikolai Rybnikov
Katia   Lius`ena Ovchinnikova
Nadia   Inna Makarova
Anfisa   Svetlana Druzhinina
Vera   Nina Men`shikova
Filia   Stanislav Khitrov
Sasha   Nikolai Pogodin
Ksan Ksanych   V. Baikov
Dement`ev   Anatolii Adoskin
Commendant   Mikhail Pugovkin
Churkin, the craftsman   Petr Kiriutkin
Alesha   Aleksei Krychenkov
Vasia   Roman Filippov

92 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

---

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages   Optional English subtitles
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-5463

ESHPAI, Andrei

Unizhennye i oskorblennye [The Insulted and the Injured]
Kinostudiia Globus, Kinostudiia imeni M. Gor´kogo, Leila Films, Switzerland, 1990
Producer: Ibragim Mussa
Screenplay: Aleksandr Volodin, from the novel by Fedor Dostoevskii
Photography: Sergei Iurizditskii, Aleksandr Kazarenskov
Production design: Viktor Vlaskov
Music: Patrick Mimran

Natasha Ikhteneva Nastassia Kinski (voiced by Anna Kamenkova)
Prince Valkovskii Nikita Mikhalkov
Nelli Anastasia Viazemskaia
Ivan Petrovich Sergei Perelygin
Alesha Valkovskii Viktor Rakov
Masloboev Aleksandr Abdulov
Anna Andreeva Ikhteneva Liudmila Poliakova
Nikolai Sergeevich Ikhtenev Boris Romanov
Doctor Heinz Braun
Mavra Valentina Kliagina
Aleksandra Semenovna Ol´ga Prokof´eva
Yardman Viktor Terekhov
Anna Trifonovna Bubnova Varvara Shabalina

100 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5464

GERMAN, Aleksei Alekseevich

Dovlatov
SAGA (Russia), Metrafilms, Apple Film (Poland), in co-production with Message Film, Art and Pop Corn (Serbia), with the participation of Lenfil´m, with the support of Pravitel´stvo Sankt-Peterburga, with the financial support of Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, with the support of Fond kino, Filski Centar Srbije, Polski Instytut Sztuki Filmowej, 2018
Producers (Poland): Dariusz Jabłoński, Isabella Wojcik, Violetta Kaminska
Producer (Serbia): Miroslav Mogorović
General producers: Andrei Savel´ev, Artem Vasil´ev, Konstantin Ernst
Executive producers: Ol´ga Iuntenen, Aleksei L´vovich
Co-producers: Maksim Loevskii, Rushan Nasibulin, Eduard Pichugin, Sergei Titinkov
Associate producers: Vasilii Kirpichev, Shota Boterashvili
Screenplay: Aleksei Alekseevich German, Iuliia Tupikina
Photography: Łukasz Żal
Production design: Elena Okopnaia
Music: Andrei Surotidinov
Sergei Dovlatov  Milan Marić (voiced by Aleksandr Khoshabaev)
Elena Dovlatova, his wife Helena Sujecka
Katia Dovlatova, their daughter Eva Gerr
Iosif Brodskii  Artur Beschastny
Semen Aleksandrovich  Piotr Gąsowski
David  Danila Kozlovskii
Anton Kuznetsov  Anton Shagin
Actress  Svetlana Khodchenkova
Young editor  Elena Liadova
Editor of literary journal  Hanna Śleszyńska
Sholom Shvarts  Igor´ Mitiushkin
Nora, Dovlatov’s mother  Tamara Oganesian
Deputy Factory Director  Anna Ekaterininskaia
Editor of Factory Newspaper  Sergei Tolstov
Finnish tourist  Mari Jarvenhelmi
Dovlatov’s friends  Grigorii Dantsiger, Igor´ Korovin, Nikolai Shatokhin, Ignatii Akrachkov, Pavel Levkin. Leonid Lutsenko, Polina Dudkina, Filipp D´iachkov
Andrei, a friend of Dovlatov’s  Valentin Samokhin
Girl at factory  Polina Sidikhina
“Gogol´”  Igor´ Volkov
“Pushkin”  Grigorii Perel´
“Dostoevskii”  Pavel Sergienko
“Tolstoi”  Andrei Zhukov
“Natasha Rostova”  Alina Korol´
Cameraman  Oleg Grinchenko
Stool pigeon  Sergei Naumov
Girl from Armenia  Arevik Gevorkian
David’s wife  Anna Blinova
Zverev  Aleksandr Ivanov
Deputy Editor of Literary Journal Vladislav Komarov
Writer from Finland Aleksandr Christian Anria
Nina Petrovna Tat’iana Vladimirova
Older writer Nikolai Marton
Leonid Brezhnev (in Dovlatov’s dream) Aleksandr Khachatrian
Brezhnev’s secretary (in Dovlatov’s dream) Polina Krasavina
Fidel Castro (in Dovlatov’s dream) Luis Adrian Meneses Torres
Taxi driver Ramil’ Salakhutdinov
Captain in the zone Anatolii Kondiubov
Estonian in the zone Aleksandr Ivanov
Soldier Aleksandr Krymov
Teacher Ekaterina Filppova
Semen’s friend Svetlana Mamresheva
Members of journal editorial board Denis Kozinets, Liliia Lavrova, Elena Stanchits, Iurii Utkin, Nadezhda Kulakova
Group on the roof Il’ia Borisov, Danila Vachegin, Artem Efremov, Dmitrii Vozdvizhenskii
Metro builders Alena Mitiushkina, Tat’iana Mishina, Maksim Derichev, Genrietta Avtushenko
Guests at Semen Aleksandrovich’s dacha Kirill Ul’ianov, Dmitrii Kochkin, Ivan Val’berg, Mariia Tarnavskaia, Aleksandra Cherkasova
Finnish tourist Antonina Vvedenskaia
Actress at Lenfil’m Svetlana Obidina
Film projectionist Anastasiia Danieliants
Tour guide Sergei Kapustin
126 minutes
In Russian

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5465

KHABENSKII, Konstantin

Sobibor
Produserskii tsentr Sinema Prodakshn, Fond national´nogo kino Patriot,
Produserska kompanii Fetisov IIIluzion, in co-production with ArtBox Company,
Visual Arts, with the participation of Kinokontsern Mosfil´m, 2017
Producers: El´mira Ainulova, Mariia Zhuromskaia, Sergei Bespalov, Gleb Fetisov,
Il´ia Vasil´ev
Associate producer: Anton Neichel
Creative producer: Iurii Troiankin
Line producer: Kestutis Drazdauskas
Screenplay: Konstantin Khabenskii, with the participation of Anna Chernakova,
Michael Edelstein, Il´ia Vasil´ev and Andrei Nazarov
Photography: Ramunas Greichius
Production design: Jurgita Gerdvilaiate
Music: Kuz´ma Bodrov
Aleksandr Pecherskii Konstantin Khabenskii
Karl Frenzel, the Commandant of Sobibor

Christopher Lambert (voiced by Oliver Stritzel)
Luca Felice Jankell (voiced by Polina Agureeva)
Leo Dainius Kazlauskas
Arkadii Weisspapir Sergei Godin
Boris Cybulski Roman Ageev
Semen Rozenfel´d Gela Meskhi
Hanna Michalina Olszańska
Selma Mariia Kozhevnikova
Moisei Iakov Mulerman
Shlomo Ivan Zlobin
Jakob Joshua Rubin
Leitman Evgenii Sarmont
Chaim Fabian Kocięcki
Backman Dirk Martens
Gustav Wagner Wolfgang Cerny
Siegfried Philippe Reinhardt
Józef Wiesław Cichy
Neuman Maksimilian Dirr
Berg Mindaugas Papinigis
Wulf Saulius Balandis
Novak Almutis Raila
Bzecki Darius Gumauskas
Berlenger Ramunus Rudokas
Otto Andrius Paulavicius
Aksel Mikolaj Krawczyk
Rivka Aleksandra Vasil´eva
Toivi Kacper Olszewski
Janek Maksim Tukhvatullin
Blacksmith Edvinas Kaminskas
Joseph Sebastian Lach
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shlomo’s father</td>
<td>Andrius Kalvialis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shlomo’s mother</td>
<td>Margarita Jemelite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man who survives</td>
<td>Sarunas Zenkiavicius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>Sewerina Spakowska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Man</td>
<td>Jovidas Starkus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German officer</td>
<td>Vilius Aliasius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice of cantor</td>
<td>Aaron Gurevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrator</td>
<td>Sergei Burunov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

113 minutes

*In Russian with French dubbed version or French subtitles*

**DVD**

- **Region code**: 2
- **Aspect ratio**: 2.39:1, 16:9, compatible 4:3
- **Languages**: Optional French dubbed version
  - Optional French subtitles
- **Features**: Trailer
- **Source**: Wild Side
Call number DVD-5466

KHLEBNIKOV, Boris

Aritmiia [Arrhythmia]
Mars Media Entertainment, STV, in collaboration with Don Films, Post Control (Finland), Color of May (Germany), with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Eurimages, with the support of the Finnish Film Foundation, YLE, Film- und Medien Stiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, 2017
Producers: Ruben Dishdishian, Sergei Sel´ianov
Executive producer: Tania Bonakova
Executive producer Don Films: Toneli Mustonen
Creative producer, Color of May: Elmar Imamov
Co-producers: Natal´ia Drozd, Aleks K. Hyvärinen, Toni Valla, Eva Blondiau
Screenplay: Nataliia Meshchaninova, Boris Khlebnikov
Photography: Alisher Khamidkhodzhaev
Production design: Ol´ga Khlebnikova
Editing: Ivan Lebedev, Iuliia Batalova
Dr Oleg Mironov    Aleksandr Iatsenko
Katia, his wife    Irina Gorbacheva
Nikolai, the ambulance driver Sergei Nasedkin
Dima Iakushin, a paramedic Nikolai Shraiber
The Head of the Ambulance Substation Vladimir Kapustin
Vitalii Golovko, the new Head of the Ambulance Substation Maksim Lagashkin
Lena, a nurse      Anna Kotova
Tat´iana Mikhailovna, a doctor Nadezhda Markina
Mikhail, Katia’s father Aleksandr Samoilenko
Valentina Semenchuk, a patient Al´bina Tikhanova
Patient’s husband Konstantin Zheldin
Ivan, a doctor    Sergei Udovik
Katia’s mother    Elena Drobysheva
Katia’s grandmother    Elena Susanina
Mikhail’s friend   Nikolai Kovbas
Hooligan    Konstantin Adaev
With: Evgenii Sytyi, Liudmila Motornaia
115 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages    Optional English subtitles
Features    Chapter selection
Source    Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5467

KONCHALOVSKII, Andrei

Belye nochi pochtal´ona Alekseia Triapitsyna [The White Nights of The Postman Aleksei Triapitsyn]

Kinokompaniia Andreia Konchalovskogo, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2014

Executive producer: Olesia Gidrat
Producer: Evgenii Stepanov
General producer: Andrei Konchalovskii
Screenplay: Andrei Konchalovskii, Elena Kiseleva
Photography: Aleksandr Simonov
Production design: Liubov´ Skorina
Music: Eduard Artem´ev

Lekha Aleksei Triapitsyn
Timur Timur Bondarenko
Irina Irina Ermolova
Kolobok Viktor Kolobov
Vitia, the sailor Viktor Berezin
Tat´iana Tat´iana Silich
Tat´iana’s sister Irina Silich
Iura Iurii Panfilov
Kolia Nikolai Kapustin
Local policeman Sergei Iur´ev
Valentina Valentina Anan´ina
Liubov´ Pavlovna Liubov´ Skorina
Lekha’s sister Liubov´ Zykova
Head of town Post Office Natal´ia Semenova
Head of village Postal Department Margarita Titova
General Aleksandr Molchanov
Colonel Viktor Babich
Barwoman Anna Tkach

91 minutes

In Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-5468

KOVALENKO, Kira

Sofichka
Primer intonatsii, with the participation of Kinostudiia Lenfil´m, Fond Vladimira Smirnova, Klub 148, Gosfilmofond Rossii, with the financial support of Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi federatsii, 2016
Screenplay: Anton Sergeev, with the support of Kantemir Balagov, Kira Kovalenko, from the story by Fazil´ Iskander
Photography: Airat Iamilov
Production design: Georgii Kolotygin
Music: Sergei Prokof´ev, Symphony No. 7
Sofichka Lana Basariia AND Tsiala Inapshba
Rouf Sergei Tomashevskii
Nuri Said Kamkiia AND Raul´ Kove
Chunka Inal Alteiba
Shamil´ Gudisa Akhba
Kamachich Irma Gulka
Khamasda Liana Dzhikirba
Khasan Lavrentii Akhba
Kiazym Richard Chkadua
Nutsa Izol´da Arukhaa
Khabug Sergei Gabniia
Brigadier Adgur Maliia
Zarifa Anzhelika Beniia, Salomeia Shamba AND Kamila Kishmariia
NKVD Investigator Arkhip Sipa Labakhuda
Tali Gunda Basariia
78 minutes
In Abkhazian with Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Russian subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5469

KOZLOVSKII, Danila

Trener [The Coach]
Studiia TRITE Nikity Mikhalkova, Kinostuiia Slovo, DK Entertainment, with the support of Fond kino, 2018
Producers: Danila Kozlovskii, Petr Anurov, Leonid Vereshchagin, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Nikita Mikhalkov
Executive producer: Grigorii Stoialov
Production producers: Valeriia Tarasova, Mariia Murashova
Screenplay: Danila Kozlovskii, Andrei Zolotarev, Sergei Chetverukhin
Photography: Fedor Liass
Production design: Sergei Agin
Music: Oleg Karpachev

Iurii Stoleshnikov   Danila Kozlovskii
Valerii Stoleshnikov, his father   Andrei Smoliakov
Adol’f Berger, the children’s coach   Vladimir Il’in
Varia   Olya Zueva
Larisa Vol’skaia   Irina Gorbacheva
Semen Smolin   Rostislav Bershauer
Vladimir Anatol’evich, Larisa’s father   Viktor Verzhbitskii
Dasha, Varia’s sister   Mariia Lobanova
Valdis   Pavel Vorozhtsov
President of Spartak Moscow   Igor’ Gordin
Barman   Aleksandr Il’in
Viktor, the coach   Aleksandr Oblasov
Igor’ Masikov (Masiania)   Dmitrii Chebotarev
Rafael’ Khamitzhanov (Raf)   Askar Il’iasov
Dodin   Dmitrii Sychev
Zuev   Vitalii Andreev
Mel’nikov   Sergei Shatalov
Varennikov   Nikolai Samsonov
Fans   Vilen Babichev, Mikhail Mikheev, Vladislav Ushakov, Andrei Iurtaev, Artur Pavlenko
Meteor’s team doctor   Denis Pirozhkov
Investigator   Aleksei Shutov
Bandits   Egor Kelli, Denis Shlenkov
Coach   Igor’ Kosterin
Physical coach of the Russian team   Aleksandr Kovalev
Technical coach   Oleg Androsov
Commentator for the Russian Cup Final   Nobel’ Arustamian
Journalist   Kristina Arabina
Steward   Mikhail Zubov
Amin   Sakhat Dursunov
132 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code
| Aspect ratio | |
| Languages    | No subtitles |
| Features     | Chapter selection |
| Source       | Russianvd.com |
Call number DVD-5470

KRAVCHUK, Andrei

Viking [The Viking]
Pervyi kanal, Tsentral Partnership, Direktsiia kino, Studiia Trite Nikity Mikhalkova, with the support of Fond kino, 2016
Producers: Anatoliy Maksimov, Konstantin Ernst
Leading producer: Leonid Vereshchagin
Postproduction producer: Anna Asriants
CGI producer: Andrei Emelianov
Screenplay: Andrei Kravchuk, Andrei Rubanov, with the participation of Viktor Smirnov
Photography: Igor Griniakin
Production design: Sergei Agin
Visual Effects: Aleksei Andreev
Sound: Vladimir Litrovnik, Pavel Doreuli
Editing: Il`ia Lebedev, Aleksei Kumakshin, Anna Krutii
Music: Igor Matvienko, with the participation of Dean Valentine

Prince Vladimir, Prince of Novgorod, Grand Prince of Kiev, Baptiser of Russia, the youngest son of Prince Sviatoslav Danila Kozlovskii
Irina, the wife of Prince Iaropolk Svetlana Khodchenkova
Prince Iaropolk, Grand Prince of Kiev, the eldest son of Prince Sviatoslav Aleksandr Ustiugov
Prince Oleg, the middle son of Prince Sviatoslav Kirill Pletnev
Sveneld, governor of the Varangians Maksim Sukhanov
Variazhko, member of Prince Iaropolk’s druzhina Igor´ Petrenko
Fedor, a Varangian Vladimir Epifantsev
Rogneda, daughter of the Polotskian Prince Rogvolod, the first wife of Prince Vladimir Aleksandra Bortich
Rogvolod, Prince of Polotsk Andrei Smoliakov
Sorcerer Anton Adasinskii
Anastas Pavel Delong
Blud, Military Governor for Prince Iaropolk Rostislav Bershauer
Loban Nikolai Reutov
Putiata Aleksandr Lobanov
Einar Harald Tompson Rozenstrem
Liut Nikolai Kozak
Seniia Sof´ia Zaika
Karin, Rogvolod’s wife Khel’ga Filippova
Berserk John DeSantis
Samokha Aleksei Demidov
Sorceresses Anna Budanova, Makhina Dzhuraeva, Elizaveta Polianskaia, Lidiia Kopina
Sorcerer Pavel Alekhin
Hedving, a Viking Joakim Nätterqvist
Torvald, a Viking Ziedonis Lochmelis
Valgard, a Viking Oleg Dobrov
Ulvar, a Viking Aleksandr Armer
Vikings Tom Liepaiknies, Grigorii Levakov, Askhat Nakiev,
Dmitrii Gridnin-Greitfengaten, Igor’ Goishin

Members of Prince’s družina: Andrei Grigor’ev, Valerii Pankov,
Nikita Liushnenko, Vladimir Luk’ianchikov,
Aleksei Kulinkovich, Dmitrii Ivanov,
Roman Stepenskii, Aleksei Pashin,
Ivan Kalinin, Konstantin Adaev,
Dmitrii Vlaskin

Ioann, Fedor’s son: Ivan Shmakov
Erik: Daniil Izotov
Sveneld’s wife: Natal’ia Rychkova
Romai: Dimitras Imelos, Artem Azarian, Pierre Bourel,
Leonidas Georgiadis, Nikolai Kardonis
Kagan: Zhaidarbek Kunguzhinov
Pecheneg centurion: Sultanbek Dikambaev
Sveneld’s son: Platon Kamenev
Hedving’s Vikings: Vilen Babichev, Vladimir Butenko, Dmitrii Murashov
Blud’s wife: Anastasiia Shul’zhenko
136 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code: 2
Aspect ratio: 2.39:1
Languages: Optional English subtitles
Features: ‘Making of’, 3 minutes 39 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
‘Costume design’, 5 minutes 29 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
‘Constructing a world’, 2 minutes 29 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
‘Stunts’, 3 minutes 18 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
‘Viking winter’, 1 minute 45 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
Source: Arrow Films
Call number DVD-5471

LUNGIN, Pavel

Vetka sireni [A Lilac Branch] [Rakhmaninov]
Kompaniia Gemini Enterteinment and Telekanal Rossiia present a Thema
Production film, with the state financial support of the Federal´noe agentstvo po kul´ture i kinematografi Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2007
Producers: Jimmy de Brabant, Mikhail Dunaev, Mikhail Shlikht, Sergei Shumakov
Screenplay: Mikhail Dunaev, with the participation of Lucinda Coxon, Pavel Finn
Photography: Andrei Zhegalov, with the participation of Sergei Astakhov
Production design: Vladimir Svetozarov
Music consultant: Dan Jones
Sergei Evgenii Tsyganov
Natal´ia Viktortia Tolstoganova
Steinway Aleksei Kortnev
Dr Dal´ Igor´ Chernevich
Chaliapin Oleg Andreev
Marianna Miriam Sekhon
Anna Viktoriia Isakova
Satina Evdokiiia Germanova
Zerev Aleksei Petrenko
Anna Sergeevna Liia Akhedzhakova
Ambassador Leonid Mozgovoi
The maid, Anna Svetlana Obidina
Commissar Andrei Eval´dt
Yardman Evgenii Merkuriev
Inspector Hubert Ol´ga Onishchenko
Rimskii-Korsakov Nikolai Ispolatov
Tsezar´ Kiui Lev Eliseev
Tat´iana Mariia Dunaeva
Conductor Alksandr Zav´ialov
Soldier Sergei Amosov
Young Sergei Aleksei Osipov
Sergei aged 7 Ivan Tarkhanov
Director Valerii Kukharshin
Sailor Roman Ageev
Impressario Andrei Sharkov
Natal´ia aged 7 Sonia Tarkhanova
Flower seller Beata Makovskaia
Messenger with lilac Aleksandr Duris
First journalist Oleg Kulikovich
Second journalist Sergei Shiriaev
Third journalist Maksim Zausalin
Woman journalist Munana Gogotidze
Producer Andrei Fedortsov
Sergei’s father Sergei Kuryshhev
Sergei’s mother Natal´ia Nikulenko
Redhead Oksana Surina
Natal´ia’s servant Mariia Nikiforova
Jazz singer Emmi Peters
Sergei’s hands are those of Pavel Raikerus
93 minutes
In Russian with French subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
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Features Musical illumination by Claire-Marie Le Guay, 10 minutes, 19 seconds, in French
24-page booklet
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LUNGIN, Pavel

Dirizher [The Conductor]
Masterskaia Pavla Lungina, with the financial support of Vassilevs Pictures
Production Limited and of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2012; TV
premiere 29 March 2012
Producers: Pavel Lungin, Evgenii Panfilov
Screenplay: Pavel Lungin, Valerii Pecheikin
Photography: Igor´ Griniakin, Aleksandr Simonov
Production design: Ol´ga Kravchenia, Marat Kim
Music: Metropolitan Ilarion (Alfeev)
Viacheslav Petrov Vladas Bagdonas
Alla Inga Oboldina
Nikodimov, her husband Karen Badalov
Nadezhdin Sergei Koltakov
Pushenkov Sergei Barkovskii
Ol´ga Dar´ia Moroz
Senia Arsenii Spasibo
Seva Vsevolod Spasibo
Ania Ania Bukshtein
Dina Liusi Dubinchik
Girl from hostel Denille Jeidlin
Dar´ia Anna Chipovskaia
Dima Andrei Sirotin
Business class passenger Aleksandr Stroev
Stewardesses Ekaterina Malyshenko, Elena Antoshkina
Stewards Igor´ Izokson, Pavel Danilin
Katia Aiala Lifshits
Terrorist Shakhaf Inon
Mikhail Leon Nonin
German Pini Tavger

86 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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LUNGIN, Pavel

Dama Pik [The Queen of Spades] [La Dame de Pique]
Masterskaia Pavla Lungina, Art Pikchers Studio, with the financial support of Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Fond kino, Impedans, Barter, 2016
Valentina Gardani
Executive producer: Marc Bikindou, Christian de Gallegos, Heidi Jo Markel, Luciano Sovena, Elena Muravina
Executive producer, Barter: Salvatore Sansonetti
Screenplay: Pavel Lungin, Aleksandr Lungin, Stephen Walsh, Valerii Pecheikin, from an idea by Pavel Lungin
Photography: Levan Kapanadze
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko
Music: Kuz’ma Bodrov and Chaikovskii’s opera The Queen of Spades
Sofiia Kseniiia Rappoport
Andrei Ivan Iankovskii
Liza Mariia Kurdinevich
Oleg Igor´ Mirkurbanov
Golovin Vladimir Simonov
David Georgievich David Roinishvili
Gagik Benik Arakelian
Fighter Arslan Murzabekov
Aleksei Dmitrii Kulichkov
Stepan Aleksei Kolgan
El´vira Natal´ia Koliakanova
Baglai Evgenii Zelenskii
Lawyer Aleksei Diakin
Soldier Roman Kolotukhin
Andrei as a child Dima Chernov
Croupier Pavel Zaporozhets
Managers in Vietnamese hostel Eduard Iakut, Marat Kim
Players in car workshop Konstantin Ignat´ev, Mikhail Puchkov
Conductor Vladimir Kern
Accompanist Valerii Valiev
Voices in the opera:
German (Andrei’s role) Arsenii Iakovlev
The Countess (Sofiia’s role) Agunda Kulaeva
Liza (Liza’s role) Irina Churilova
Actors on stage:
Chekalinskii Maksim Paster
Eletskii Andrei Iakovtsev
Narumov Sergei Riadchenko
Chaplitskii Oleg Tsybul’ko
115 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles
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</tr>
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MEGERDICHEV, Anton

Metro [Subwave]
Prodiouserskaia firma Igoria Tolstunova Profit, with the financial support of the Fond razvitiia i podderzhki sredstv massovoi informatsii and of the Federal’nyi fond sotsial’noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2012
General producer: Igor´ Tolstunov
Producer: Sergei Kozlov
Executive producer: Kseniia Sokolova
Co-producer: Anna Kagarlitskaia
Line producer: Aleksandr Kozlov
Screenplay: Denis Kuryshhev, with the participation of Viktoriaia Evseeva and Anton Mejeridichev, based on the novel of the same name by Dmitrii Safonov
Photography: Sergei Astakhov, Sergei Shul´ts
Production design: Pavel Novikov
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Andrei Garin Sergei Puskepalis
Irina Garina Svetlana Khodchenkova
Vlad Konstantinov Anatolii Belyi
Ksiusha, Andrei and Irina’s daughter Anfisa Vistingauzen
Denis Istomin Aleksei Bardukov
Alisa Katerina Shpitsa
Galochka Dergach Elena Panova
Mikhail Stanislav Duzhnikov
Sergeich Sergei Sosnovskii
Zimin Iaroslav Zhalnin
Shevchenko Nikolai Riabkov
Oleg Klokov Mikhail Fateev
Aleksei Valeev, the driver of train No. 17 Aleksandr Iakovlev
Vasia Liutin, his assistant Ivan Makarevich
Aleksandr Burov, the Metro chief Vladimir Sterzhakov
Rescuer from Team No. 18 Seliverstov Aleksandr Fisenko
Rescuer from Team No. 18 Aleksandr Lazitskii Maksim Linnikov
Rescuer from Team No. 18 Titov Ivan Lapin
Zuiko, Head of the Ministry of Emergency Situations Oleg Zabolotnyi
Sergei Nazimov, TV reporter Kirill Pletnev
Sergei, TV cameraman Dmitrii Orlov
Mayor Anatolii Kotenev
Smiling policeman Dmitrii Vysotskii
Gloomy policeman Aleksandr Zhurman
Irina’s friend Ekaterina Direktorenko
Sidimych, Irina’s boss Aleksandr Armer
Taxi driver Karen Martirosian
Sveta Kseniia Berezina
Looter Aleksei Gavrilov
Lady with little dog Svetlana Nekhoroshikh
Boria Konstantin Osviannikov
HQ Press Secretary, a Police Major Nadezhda Egorova
Signalman Konstantin Saushkin
Mother with child Mariia Fateeva
Violinist Egor Pezhemskii
Wounded man Mikhail Shkamaridin
Official Sergei Gur’ev
Metro worker Valentin Varetskii
Saleswoman Natal’ia Pikula
Konstantinov’s man Il’ia Zhdanikov
Head of the Moscow Internal Affairs Department Vladimir Iumatov
Lieutenant-General of Ministry of Emergency Situations Aleksandr Taran’zhin
Relative Viacheslav Stepanian
FSB official Aleksei Nesterov
Surviving passenger Sergei Afanas’ev
Policeman Aleksandr Il’in
Rescuer Aleksei Fateev
126 minutes
In Russian with optional French subtitles or in French dubbed version
Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9, compatible 4:3
Languages Optional French subtitles
Optional French dubbed version
Features ‘Making of’, 27 minutes 55 seconds, in Russian with optional French subtitles
Trailer
Source Showshank Films, Condor Video
MEGERDICHEV, Anton

Dvizhenie vverkh [Going Vertical] [Three Seconds]
Studiiia Trite Nikity Mikhalkova, VGTRK, Tsentral Partnership, with the support of Fond kino, 2017
Producers: Leonid Vereshchagin, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Nikita Mikhalkov
Executive producers: Sergei Gurevich, Aleksandr Utkin
Line producers: Vladimir Vasil’yev, Aleksei Dubinin, Ekaterina Iakovleva
Screenplay: Nikolai Kulikov, with the participation of Andrei Kureichik, based on the novel Dvizhenie vverkh, by Sergei Belov and Aleksandr Konovalov
Photography: Igor’ Griniakin
Production design: Sergei Agin
Vladimir Garanzhin, the Soviet coach Vladimir Mashkov
Grigori Moiseev, Chairman of the Soviet Basketball Federation
Andrei Smoliakov
Sergei Pavlov, Chairman of the State Sport Committee Sergei Garmash
Tereshchenko, a State Sport Committee official Marat Basharov
Hank Aiba, the US coach John Savage
Kseniia Garanzhina, Vladimir’s wife Viktoriia Tolstoganova
Aleksandra Sveshnikova Aleksandra Revenko
Shurka, Garanzhin’s son Nikita Iakovlev

The Soviet team:
Sergei Belov Kirill Zaitsev
Aleksandr Belov Ivan Kolesnikov
Ivan Edeshko Kuz’ma Saprykin
Modestas Paulaskas James Tratas
Alzhan Zharmukhamedov Aleksandr Riapolov
Zurab Sakadeliidze Irakli Mikava
Mikhail Korkiia Otar Lortkipanidze
Aleksandr Boloshev Egor Klimovich
Gennadii Vol’nov Aleksandr Belov
Ivan Dvornyi Igor’ Ignatov
Anatolii Polivoda Andrei Vakul’chuk
Sergei Kovalenko Ivan Orlov

The US Team:
Dwight Jones Kibvy Trim
Doug Collins Oliver Morton
Michael Benton Jay Bowdy
Tom McMillan Aleksandr Dedushkin
Jim Brewer Chidi Ajufo
James Forbes Sel Vance
Kevin Joyce Fedor Markin
Ed Ratliff Jan Burris
Bobby Jones Aleksei Murychev
Tom Henderson Lacy Diamond
Kenneth Davis Anton Gorkavchenko
Tommy Burlson Sergei Vaulin

====================
William Jones Marcin Sosnowski
Vsevolod the Soviet team doctor Vasilii Shchipitsyn
Hank Aiba’s assistant Kazimir Liske
Aleksandr Gomel’skii Aleksei Malashkin
Nina Eremina Nataliia Kurdiubova
Coach of the women’s basketball team Sergei Pinegin
Lithuanian tourist Edgar Bekhter
Jonas Andrius Paulavicius
Uncle Iliko Elguzha Burduli
Tony Jameson Konstantin Shpakov
Maître d’Hôtel Jordan Fry
Commentator of the final match in Munich Adam Maskin
Doctor in American hospital Jonathan Salway,
Nurse in American hospital Liza Klimova
Chaikin Sergei Kagakov
Customs Colonel Dmitrii Vysotskii
Customs officials Nikolai Molochkov, Andrei Kharybin
American fans Aleksandr Armer, Dustin Chaviano
American sports commentator Daniel Repko
Main referee Dmitrii Frid
American basketball player’s girlfriend Elena Shelukhina
American basketball player’s friend Ivan Traore
Translator at Munich press conference Irene Muscara
Brazilian team coach Sergei Braude
Cuban team coach Noel Anderson
Ranko Ževariča, Yugoslav team coach Oleg Lebedev - Bovol’skii
Surkova Kseniia lakovleva
Nikolaeva Oksana Surkova
Kanaris Anna Kanaris
Italian commentator Iurii Binelli
Timekeeper Aleksandr Bogush
Officials Mikhail Starodubov, Igor’ Starosel’tsev
Galina Zarina Mukhitdinova
Vol’nov’s wofe Iia Vakhaniia
Girlfriend Eka Gvantsa
Irakli Irakli Kvantrishvili
Referees Aleksandr Strel’tsov, Mikhail Shumkov
Referee of match in America Vladimir Khlopikov
Referee of match against Cuba Aleksandr Sidorchuk
Cheerleaders Tina Kulibali, Ekaterina Kabak
Mike, a reporter Daniil Soldatov
134 minutes

In Russian with some English with Russian subtitles and with optional English subtitles
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MIZGIREV, Aleksei

Dueliant [The Duellist]
Columbia Pictures, Kompaniia Non-Stop Prodakshn, with the support of Fond kino, Fetisoff Illusion, Bank korporativnogo finansirovaniia, 2016
Producers: Aleksandr Rodnianskii, Sergei Mel’kumov
Executive producer: Nataliia Gorina
Co-producer: Gleb Fetisov
Screenplay: Aleksei Mizgirev
Photography: Maksim Osadchii
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Music: Igor´ Vdovin
Petr Petrovich Iakovlev / Kolychev Petr Fedorov
Count Beklemishev Vladimir Mashkov
Princess Marfa Tuchkova Iuliia Khlynina
Baron Staroe Martin Wuttke
Grand Princess Aleksandra Iosifovna Frantsiska Petri
Prince Tuchkov Pavel Tabakov
One-armed nobleman Sergei Garmash
Iakovlev, Petr Petrovich’s brother Aleksandr Iatsenko
Basargin Iurii Kolokol´nikov
Kolychev’s valet Iurii Kuznetsov
Chichagov, an Officer Dmitrii Kulichkov
Captain Liprandi Pavel Kuz´min
Senate Official Dmitrii Lysenkov
Dr Arndt Anatolii Kondiubov
Merchant Armourer Anton Kuznetsov
Lieutenant-Colonel Dmitrii Zhuravlev
Young Non-Commissioned Officer Nikita Kukushkin
Fortress Commander Aleksandr Aravushkin
Prince Rein Pierre Bourel
Carrousel administrator Artur Beschastnyi
Basargin’s Second Sergei Godin
Prince Rein’s Second Igor´ Khripunov
Convoy soldier Sergei Trebesov
Prison Warden Officer Aleksandr Mizev
Convicts Maksim Klimenko, Nikolai Butenin, Petr Skvortsov
Murderers Gleb Temnov, Ian Kuz´min
Boy soloist Nikolai Iakovlev
Ladies in Waiting Svetlana Obidina, Natal´ia Kalinkina
Carrousel servants Aleksei Riabovolov, Il´ia Druzhishchen, Petr Chubko
Aleutian Salchak Achtyty
Old Aleutian woman Nadezhda Naksyl
Aleutian girl Ariuna Buiantueva
Mordvinov Vadim Pavlenko
109 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles
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NIKONOVA, Angelina

Portret v sumerkakh [Twilight Portrait]
Kinokompaniia Baraban, 2011
Producers: Leonid Ogarev, Angelina Nikonova, Ol’ga Dykhovichnaia
Executive producer on set: Mikhail Maksimov
Screenplay: Ol’ga Dykhovichnaia, Angelina Nikonova
Photography: Eben Bull
Production design: Oleg Fedykhin
Marina Sergeevna Ol’ga Dykhovichnaia
Andrei Sergei Borisov
Valera Sergei Goliudov
Iliusha, Marina’s husband Roman Merinov
Sholutko Andrei Manotskov
Maloi Aleksandr Kozyrev
Los’ Vsevolod Voronov
Granddad Aleksei Belousov
Prostitute Alia Timkova
Tania, the doctor Anna Ageeva
Waitress Galina Koren’
Singer Galina Lashko
Musician Aleksandr Pal’tsev
Husband Maksim Bugrimenko
Wife Iuliia Vashkevich
Child Roma Goliudov
Mother in law Raisa Loseva-Pashchenko
105 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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PANFILOV, Gleb

Nachalo [The Beginning] [The Debut]
Lenfilm, Vtoroe tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie, 1970; released 12 October 1970
Screenplay: Evgenii Gabrilovich, Gleb Panfilov
Photography: Dmitrii Dolinin
Production design: Marksen Gaukhman-Sverdlov
Music: Vadim Bibergan
Sound: G. Gavrilova
Pasha Stroganova    Inna Churikova
Valia             Valentina Telichkina
Katia            Tat’iana Stepanova
Arkadii          Leonid Kuravlev
Pavlik            Mikhail Kononov
Zina             Nina Skomorokhova
Toma             Tat’iana Bedova
Film director  Iurii Klepikov
Odinokov        Gennadii Beglov
Stepan Ivanovych   Iurii Vizbor
Stepan Vital’evich      Viacheslav Vasil’ev
Cochon           Evgenii Lebedev
Monsieur        Vsevolod Sobolev
Boriska         Gera Zhukovskii
86 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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RIAZANOV, El’dar

Sluzhebnyi roman [An Office Romance]
Mosfil’ m, Tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie komediinykh i muzykal’nykh fil’mov, 1977; released 26 October 1977
Screenplay: Emil’ Braginskii, El’dar Riazanov, based on their play Sosluzhivtsy
Photography: Vladimir Nakhbatsev
Production design: Aleksandr Borisov, Sergei Voronkov
Music: Andrei Petrov
Song lyrics: El’dar Riazanov, Evgenii Evtushenko, Robert Burns

Liudmila Kalugina (Mymra)  Alisa Freindlikh
Anatolii Novosel’tsev  Andrei Miagkov
Ol’ga Ryzhova  Svetlana Nemoliaeva
Iurii Samokhvalov  Oleg Basilashvili
Verochka, Kalugina’s secretary  Liia Akhedzhakova
Shura  Liudmila Ivanova
Petr Bublichkov  Petr Shcherbakov
Samokhvalov’s wife  Nelli Pshennaia
Alena  Nadezhda Repina
Borovshikh  Viktor Filippov
Vova Novosel’tsev, Anatolii’s elder son  Alik Denisov
Novosel’tsev’s younger son  Gosha Zaranko
Zhora  Georgii Burkov
Cloakroom attendant  Liubov’ Kaluzhnaia
Kalugina’s driver  Vladimir Plotnikov
Verochka’s husband  Aleksandr Fatiushin
Workers in the statistics section
Kseniia Borozdina, Ekaterina Voronina, Inna Vykhodtseva, Lidiiia Dranovskaia, Nina Emel’ianova, Velta Zhigure, Tat’iana Ignatova, Zoia Isaeva, Kseniia Koz’mina, Valentina Ushakova (as V. Kochetkova), Liudmila Kupina, Natal’ia Likhacheva, Klavdia Moiseeva, Marina Petrova, Galina Samokhina, Svetlana Stepanova, Svetlana Travkina, Aleksandra Kharitonova, Liubov’ Reimer, Anna Zhilava, Mikhail Bocharov, Gennadii Doniagin, Nikolai Kuznetsov, Nina Pushkova, Zoia Tolbuzina, Vasilii Tsygankov, Zinaida Bozhko, Petr Trifonov

Members of the inventory commission  Vera Burlakova, Mariia Vinogradova, Olesia Ivanova
Bus passenger  El’dar Riazanov
Narrator  Andrei Miagkov
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In Russian with optional English subtitles
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SEREBRENNIKOV, Kirill

Leto [Summer]
Hype Film, KinoVista, with the financial support of Aide aux cinémas du monde, Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, 2018
Producers: Il´ia Stiuart, Murad Osmann, Pavel Buria, Mikhail Finogenov, Iakov Vasilevitskii, Georgii Chumburidze, Iurii Kozyrev
Executive producer: Ol´ga Zorina
Co-producers: Charles-Evrard Tchekhoff, Il´ia Dzhincharadze
Associate producers: Carole Baraton, Yohann Comte, Pierre Mazars, Galina Malysheva, Sergei Shtern, Ekaterina Iarotskaia
Line producer: Elizaveta Chalenko
Screenplay: Mikhail Idov, Lili Idova, with the participation of Ivan Kapitonov, Kirill Serebrennikov, from an idea of Natal´ia Naumenko and Ivan Kapitonov, based on the memoirs of Natal´ia Naumenko
Cinematography: Vladislav Opel´iants
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Costumes: Tat´iana Dolmatovskaia
Music producers: Roman Bilyk, German Osipov
Maik Roman Bilyk (Roma Zver´)
Natasha, his wife Irina Starshenbaum
Viktor Teo Iu (voiced by Denis Kliaver, vocals by Iurii Pogodaev)
Lenia Filipp Avdeev
Oleg Valinskii Evgenii Serzin
Pank Svin Aleksandr Gorchilin
Isha Vasilii Mikhailov
Sceptic Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Bob Nikita Efremov
Guitar German Osipov
Drummer Valentin Tarasov
Bassist Dmitrii Zhuk
Mikhailov Semen Serzin
Ira Irina Teplukhova
Marina Marina Manych
Ksiusha Kseniia Pliusnina
Lesha Aleksei Fokin
Cameraman Evgenii Grigor´ev
Zhora Georgii Kudrenko
Virus Nikita Elenev
Man on train Aleksandr Bashirov
Little Zhenia Georgii Rumiantsev
Evgenii Pavlovna Mariia Nikiforova
Neighbour Nikolai Danikov
His wife Tat´iana Mishina
Tat´iana Iuliia Aug
Fainshtein Vladimir Dykhovichnyi
Artem Andrei Khodorchenkov
Woman in red Elena Koreneva
Andrei Anton Sevidov
Mar’îana Iulîia Loboda
Flat owner Anton Adasinskii
His mother Liia Akhedzhakova
People’s militia Artem Nemov, Stanislav Nikolaev
128 minutes
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SHIPENKO, Klim

Saliut-7
KinoKompaniia STV, Lemonfilms Studio, Telekanal Rossiiia 1, with the support of the Federal’nyi fond sotsial’noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2017
Producers: Sergei Sel’ianov, Bakur Bakuradze, Anton Zlatopol’skii
Executive producers: Iuliia Mishkinene, Natal’ia Smirnova
Screenplay: Aleksei Chupov, Natal’ia Merkulova, Klim Shipenko, Bakur Bakuradze, from an idea by Aleksei Samoletov
Photography: Sergei Astakhov (space sequences), Ivan Burlakov (earth sequences), with the participation of Kirill Bobrov
Production design: Pavel Novikov, Sergei Tyrin
Costume design: Nadezhda Vasil’eva, Tat’iana Patrakhal’tseva, Elena Lukianova
Music: Vlad Zhukov, Ivan Burliaiev, Dmitrii Noskov, Sviatoslav Kurashov
Vladimir Fedorov Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Viktor Alekhin Pavel Derevianko
Valerii Shubin Aleksandr Samoilenko
Nina Fedorova Mariia Mironova
Svetlana Lazareva Oksana Fandera
Liliia Alekhina, Viktor’s wife Liubov’ Aksenova
Sasha, Shubin’s assistant Aleksandr Ratnikov
Stepanych Valerii Filonov
Shumakov Vitalii Khaev
Boldyrev Igor’ Ugol’nikov
Doctor Natal’ia Kudriashova
Psychiatrist Artur Vakha
Olia, Fedorov’s daughter Polina Rudenko
Igor’ Zaitsev Nikita Panfilov
Shubin’s assistants Kirill Ul’ianov, Artem Semakin
Mission Control Centre workers Ekaterina Novikova, Oksanaa Syrtsova, Il’ia and Andriukov, Sergei Koren’kov, Aleksandr Chistiakov, Valerii Chagin, Aleksandr Vasil’ev, Aleksandr Lenin,
Generals Aleksandr Vontov, Aleksandr Il’in
General from the Centre Vladimir Matveev
Vremia announcer Andrei Tolshchin
Cosmonaut Ivan Korytov
Cosmonaut Plakhov Roman Perelygin
Shumakov’s assistant Andrei Polishchuk
French astronaut Mikhail Sakulin
American astronaut Klim Shipenku
106 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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SHUKSHIN, Vasilii

Kalina krasnaia [Snowball Cherry Red] [The Red Snowball Tree]
Mosfil´m, Pervoe tvorcheskoe ob´édinenie, 1973; released 25 March 1974
Screenplay: Vasilii Shukshin
Photography: Anatolii Zabolotskii
Production design: Ippolit Novoderezhkin
Music: Pavel Chekalov
Egor Prokudin      Vasilii Shukshin
Liuba Baikalova    Lidiia Fedoseeva
Liuba’s father      Ivan Ryzhov
Liuba’s mother      Mariia Skvortsova
Petr              Aleksei Vanin
Zolia, Petr’s wife  Mariia Vinogradova
Kudelikha, Egor’s mother  Efimia Bystrova (as O. Bystrova)
Lidia Viktorovna, the investigator   Zhanna Prokhorenko
Sergei Mikhailovich, the waiter    Lev Durov
Kolia, Liuba’s former husband    Anatolii Gorbenko
Head of penal colony    Nikolai Grabbe
Director of State Farm    Nikolai Pogodin
“Guboshlep”        Georgii Burkov
“Lucienne”           Tat´iana Gavrillova
Shura             Oleg Korchikov
Bul´dia            Artur Makarov
Telephonist        Natal´ia Gvozdikova
Liuba’s friend      Tat´iana Ukharova
Guest of the Baikalovs  Elena Maksimova
Egor’s sister      Iia Arepina
Kolia’s friends    Vadim Kondrat´ev, Vladimir Laptev
Sasha at the Baikalovs  Aleksandr Sarantsev
Man running meeting in restaurant  Aleksei Koniashin
Master of ceremonies in penal colony choir E. Zharov
102 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles
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SNEZHKIN, Sergei

Belaia gvardiia [The White Guard]
Non-Stop Prodakshn, with the participation of Tvin-Media, 2011; premiere 3 March 2012, Rossiia-1
Producers: Sergei Mel’kumov, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Aleksandr Rodnianskii
Executive producer: Nataliia Gorina
Screenplay: Marina Diachenko, Sergei Diachenko, Sergei Snezhkin, from the novel by Mikhail Bulgakov
Photography: Sergei Machil’skii
Production design: Grigoriia Pushkin, Dmitrii Onishchenko
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Aleksei Turbin, Konstantin Khabenskii
Elena Tal’berg, Kseniiia Rappoport
Nikolka Turbin, Nikolai Efremov
Lariosik, Sergei Briun
Sergei Tal’berg, Igor’ Chernevich
Anna Vladimirovna Turbina, Kseniiia Kutepova
Myshlaevskii, Mikhail Porechenkov
Leonid Shervinskii, Evgenii Diatlov
Karas’, Evgenii Stychkin
Aniuta, Iaina Studilina
Mikhail Shpolianskii, Fedor Bondarchuk
Iuliiia Reiss, Ekaterina Vilkova
Ivan Rusakov, Dmitrii Lysenkov
Shchur, Igor’ Vernik
Gorbolaz, Igor’ iatsko
Vasilii Lisovich, Iurii Itskov
Wanda Lisovich, Evgeniia Dobrovol’skaia
Kozyr’-Leshko, Sergei Garmash
Sashko Boiko, Artur Smol’ianinov
Galan’ba, Oleg Volku
Skoropadskii, Sergei Shakurov
Major-General Blokhin, Iurii Stoianov
Hetman’s Majordomo, Andrei Urgant
Hetman’s stenographer, Margatira Bychkova
Mariia Frantsevna Nai-Turs, Irina Skobtseva
Feliks Nai-Turs, Aleksei Serebriakov
Irina Nai-Turs, Mariia Lugovaia
Lidia, their maid, Oksana Bazilevich
Malshev, Aleksei Gus’kov
Studzinskii, Andrei Zibrov
Makism, Ivan Krasko
Pleshko, Vladimir Vdovichenko
Strashkevich, Kirill Zhandarov
Moustachioed officer, Maksim Leonidov
Lieutenant Zamanskii, Artur Vakha
Doctors, Boris Sokolov, Vitalii Kovalenko
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Voice Actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fr Aleksandr</td>
<td>Sergei Barkovskii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iakov Fel’dman</td>
<td>Mikhail Vasserbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor in morgue</td>
<td>Valerii Kukhareshin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volk</td>
<td>Evgenii Efremov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaten officer’s wife</td>
<td>Anna Banschchikova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-bearded yardsman</td>
<td>Vladimir Bogdanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junker Paskevich</td>
<td>Filipp Zhloba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praskov’ia Nikitichna</td>
<td>Tat’iana Rasskazova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard in morgue</td>
<td>Sergei Lysov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chubby Junker</td>
<td>Aleksandr Bykovskii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junker Pavlovskii</td>
<td>Mikhail Gurai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Captain Shekhter</td>
<td>Igor’ Golovin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrant Officer Iutsevich</td>
<td>Grigorii Chaban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrator: Igor’ Kvasha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total running time: 369 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

**DVD**

**Region code**

**Aspect ratio**

**Languages** | Optional English subtitles

**Features** | Chapter selection

**Source** | Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5484

SVETOZAROV, Dmitrii

Prestuplenie i nakazanie [Crime and Punishment]
Kinostudiia ASDS, 2007
Producers: Andrei Sigle, Dmitrii Svetozarov
Screenplay: Mikhail Smolianitskii, from the novel by Fedor Dostoevskii
Photography: Aleksandr Ustinov
Production design: Iurii Pashigorev, Mikhail Suzdalov
Music: Andrei Sigle
Rodion Romanovich Raskol´nikov Vladimir Koshevoi
Sof´ia Semenovna Marmeladova Polina Filonenko
Porfirie Petrovich Andrei Panin
Arkadii Ivanovich Svidrigailov Aleksandr Baluev
Petr Petroich Luzhin Andrei Zibrov
Katerina Ivanovna Marmeladova Svetlana Smirnova
Andrei Semenovich Lebeziatnikov Sergei Bekhterev
Pul´kheriia Aleksandrovna Raskol´nikova Elena Iakovleva
Avdot´ia Romanovna Raskol´n ikova Katerina Vasil´eva
Nastas´ia Zoia Buriak
Semen Zakharovich Marmeladov Iurii Kuznetsov
Alena Ivanovna Vera Karpova
Lizaveta Svetlana Obidina
Dmitrii Prokof´evich Razumikhin Sergei Peregudov
Amaliia Ivanovna (Liudvigovna) Lippevkhzel´ Tat´iana Polonskaia
Dr Zosimov Evgenii Sirotin
Zametov Aleksei Vasil´ev
Meshchanin Evgenii Merkur´ev
Nikodim Fomich Anatoliii Rudakov
Drowned woman Anastasiia Kaptupenko
Porokh Sergei Andreichuk
8 x 52 = 416 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russianvd.com
Call number DVD-5485

UCHITEL´, Aleksei

Matil´da [Matilda] [Mathilde]
Tvorchesko-proizvodstvennoe obˇ´edinenie Rok, with the support of Federal´nyi
fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond
kino) and of Mariinskii teatr, 2017
General producer:
Producers: Aleksei Uchitel´, Vladimir Vinokur, Aleksandr Dostman
Executive producers: Filipp Pastukhov, Elena Bystrova
Co-producers: Kira Saksaganskaia, Valerii Korotkov, Mikhail Shishin
Associate producers: Aleksei Riazantsev, Anna Shalashina
Musical producer: Valerii Gergiev
Screenplay: Aleksandr Aleksandrov, with the participation of Michael Katims,
Aleksei Uchitel´
Photography: Iurii Klimenko
Production design: Elena Zhukova, Vera Zelinskaia
Music: Marco Beltrami
Matil´da Kshesinskaia Michalina Olszańska , voiced by Taisiia Vilkova
Nicholas II Lars Eidinger, voiced by Maksim Matveev
Alexandra Feodorovna Luise Wolfram
Vorontsov Danila Kozlovskii
Aleksandr III Sergei Garmash
Empress Mariia Feodorovna (Dagmar of Denmark) Ingeborga Dapkunaite
Grand Duke Andrei Vladimirovich Grigorii Dobrygin
Doctor Fischel Thomas Ostermeier
Ivan Karlovich, Director of the Imperial Theatres Evgenii Mironov
Vlasov, Head of the Investigative Police Vitalii Kishchenko
Pierina Legnani, a ballerina Sara Shtern
Grand Duke Vladimir Aleksandrovich Vitalii Kovalenko
Konstantin Pobedonostsev Konstantin Zheldin
Assistant Director of the Imperial Theatres Roman Shaliapin
Grand Duchess Mariia Pavlovna Galina Tiunina
Kavakami, a masseuse Ge Ian
Prince Georii Kirill Gorbunov
Princess Kseniia Anastasiia Makaseeva
108 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Russiandvd.com
Call number DVD-5486

ZAITSEV, Andrei

14+ [14 Ans. Premier Amour]
Kinostudiia Sentiabr´, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, and of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2015
Producers: Ol´ga Granina, Andrei Zaitsev
Screenplay: Andrei Zaitsev
Photography: Kirill Bobrov, Shandor Berkeshi
Production design: Ol´ga Khlebnikova
Lesha   Gleb Kaliuzhnyi
Vika   Ul´iana Vaskovich
Lesha’s mother   Ol´ga Ozolappinia
Dron   Dmitrii Barinov
Rusalka   Kseniia Pakhomova
Vitek   Daniil Pikula
Kat´ka   Elizaveta Makedonskaia
Volkov   Aleksei Filimonov
Hooligans   Aleksandr Kononets, Sergei Gabrielian,
            El´dar Kalimulin, Aleksei Kurtsyn
Aunt Sveta   Anna Rud´
Uncle Valera   Dmitrii Blokhin
History teacher   Maksim Palashchenko
Maths teacher   Natal´ia Pikula
Vika’s father   Shandor Berkeshi
Vika’s mother   Irina Frolova
Vika’s brother   Vladislav Goriachkin
Shop assistant   Sof´ia Uritskaia
Bodyguard   Iurii Kolganov
Policeman   Aleksandr Boev
Stefaniia   Aleksandra Vinogradkina
Stepan   Viktor Prusikov
102 minutes

In Russian with optional French subtitles

DVD
Region code   2
Aspect ratio   1.85:1, 16:9, compatible 4:3
Languages   Optional French subtitles
Features   Trailer
            Teaser
Source   Fratel Films, Rimini Éditions
Call number DVD-5487

ZVIAGINTSEV, Andrei

Neliubov´ [Loveless]
Non-Stop Prodakshn, with Fetisoff Illusion, Why Not Productions, Senator Film Produktion, Les Films du Fleuve, Arte France Cinéma, with the support of Eurimages, Arte France, Canal+, WDR, Ciné+, 2017
Producers: Aleksandr Rodnianskii, Sergey Mel´kumov
Executive producers: Vincent Maraval, Pascal Caucheteux, Grégoire Sorlat
Line producer: Ekaterina Marakulina
Co-producer: Gleb Fetisov
Screenplay: Oleg Negin, Andrei Zviagintsev
Photography: Mikhail Krichman
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Costume design: Anna Bartuli
Make-up design: Galina Ponomareva, Elena Dmitrienko
Sound design: Andrei Dergachev
Music: Evgenii Gal´perin, Sasha Gal´perin
Editor: Anna Mass

Zhenia Mar´iana Spivak
Boris Aleksei Rozin
Alesha, their son Matvei Novikov
Masha Marina Vasil´eva
Anton Andris Keišš
Co-ordinator of the search brigade Aleksei Fateev
Operative Sergei Borisov
Zhenia’s mother Nataliia Potapova
Masha’s mother Anna Guliarenko
Kuznetsov Artem Zhigulin
Kuznetsov’s father Maksim Solopov
Co-worker Sergei Badichkin
Estate agent Tat´iana Riabokon´
Buyer Maksim Stoianov
Buyer’s girlfriend Liubov´ Sokolinskaia
Lena Varvara Shmykova
Cosmetologist Natali Starynkevich
Stylist Evgeniiia Dmitrieva
Nurse Irina Krivonos
127 minutes
In Russian with English subtitles, optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional English audio-description

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 2.40:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional English audio-description
Features ‘Making of’, 2017, Non-Stop Prodakshn, 58 minutes 31 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
Q&A with the director Andrei Zviagintsev and the producer Aleksandr Rodnianskii, 32 minutes 33 seconds, (Nottingham Broadway Centre), in English and Russian with English translation for the Russian

Source
Altitude
Call number DVD-5488

DUVIVIER, Julien

Marie-Octobre
Orex Films, Abbey Films Production, Doxa Films, Société Française du Théâtre et Cinéma, 1959
Producer: Lucien Viard
Screenplay: Julien Duvivier, Jacques Robert, from the novel by Jacques Robert
Dialogue: Henri Jeanson
Photography: Robert Lefebvre
Production design: Georges Wakhevitch
Music: Jean Yatove
Marie-Octobre Danielle Darrieux
Julien Simoneau Bernard Blier
Léon Blanchet Robert Dalban
Lucien Marinval Paul Frankeur
Victorine Jeanne Fusier-Gir
Fr Yves Le Guen Paul Guers
Robert Thibaud Daniel Ivernel
François Renaud-Picart Paul Meurisse
Antoine Rougier Serge Reggiani
Etienne Vandamme Noël Roquevert
Carlo Bernardi Lino Ventura
99 minutes
In French with optional English subtitles, optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional French audio-description

Blu ray disc
Region code A,B,C
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Optional French subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional French audio-description
Features 2K restoration from the original negative
‘Une femme en colère: l’histoire de Marie-Octobre’, 17 minutes 1 second, in French without subtitles
Original trailer
Source Pathé
Call number DVD-5489

KOBAYASHI, Masaki

Ningen no jôken. I [The Human Condition. Film 1. No Greater Love]
Ninjin Club, Shôchiku Eiga, 1959
Producers: Shigeru Wakatsuki, Masaki Kobayashi
Screenplay: Masaki Kobayashi, Zenzô Matsuyama, based on the autobiographical novel by Junpei Gomikawa
Photography: Yoshio Miyajima
Production design: Kazue Hirataka
Music: Chûji Kinoshita
Kaji    Tatsuya Nakadai
Michiko   Michiyo Aratama
Jin Tung Fu  Chikage Awashima
Yang Chun Lan  Ineko Arima
Kageyama   Keiji Sada
Okishima   Sô Yamamura
Chen       Akira Ishihama
Kao        Shinji Nanbara
Wang Heng Li  Seiji Miyaguchi
Sergeant Watai Tôru Abe
Kuroki Shochô  Masao Mishima
Okazaki    Eitarô Ozawa
Furuya    Kôji Mitsui
Captain Kôno Akitake Kôno
Head Office Chief  Nobuo Nakamura
Chô Meisan  Kyû Sazanka
204 minutes
In Japanese and Mandarin with optional English subtitles

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Disc 1

DVD
Region code B
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  The Human Condition can be viewed in the 3-part international version or in the 6-part Japanese version
Japanese names are given as they appear in the credits of this edition
Introduction by Philip Kemp, Arrow Films, 4 March 2016, 20 minutes 8 seconds, in English
Two scene commentaries by Philip Kemp, 4 March 2016, ‘A Terrible Cargo’, 7 minutes 43 seconds and ‘The Execution’, 6 minutes 42 seconds, in English
Theatrical trailer
Source  Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-5490

KOBAYASHI, Masaki

Ningen no jôken. II [The Human Condition. Film 2. Road to Eternity]
Ninjin Club, Shôchiku Eiga, 1959
Producers: Shigeru Wakatsuki, Masaki Kobayashi
Screenplay: Masaki Kobayashi, Zenzô Matsuyama, based on the autobiographical novel by Junpei Gomikawa
Photography: Yoshio Miyajima
Production design: Kazue Hirataka
Music: Chûji Kinoshita

Kaji    Tatsuya Nakadai
Michiko  Michiyo Aratama
Sasa Nitôhei  Kinjinji Katsura
Hino Jun’i  Jun Tatara
Yoshida Jōtôhei  Michio Minami
Shinjô Ittôhei  Kei Satô
Obara Nitôhei  Kunie Tanaka
Hashitani Gunsô  Ryôhei Uchida
Tanoue Nitôhei  Kan Yanagiya
Bannai Jōtôhei  Kenjirô Uemura
Tokunaga Kangofu  Kaneko Iwasaki
Obara’s wife  Mayumi Kurata
Tange Ittôhei  Taketoshi Naitô
Kudô Taii  Hideo Kidokoro
Soga Gunsô  Yoshiaki Aoki
Kubo Nitôhei  Rô Ose
Eiseiheichô  Tamotsu Tamura
Mizukami Heichô  Koji Itô
Sawamura Fuchô  Sen Hara
Yamazaki Jōtôhei  Sen Yano
Shûban Shikan  Tôru Takeuchi
Shibata Heichô  Mareo Abe
Shirato Nitôhei  Akio Miyabe
Kanamori - Nitôhei  Takashi Ebata
Ueda Jōtôhei  Shigeru Inagi
Môri Nitôhei  Tadahiko Kuroda
Husband from Manjin  Ten Ai
Wife from Manjin  Ritsusen Oh
Kageyama Shôi  Keiji Sada
Terada Nitôhei  Yûsuke Kawazu
Naruto Nitôhei  Susumu Fujita
Onodera Heichô  Minoru Chiaki
Officer Aspirant  Shôji Yasui
Staff Officer  Fumio Watanabe
Doi Chûi  Jun Hamamura
Nonaka Shôi  Shoji Kobayashi
Hironaka Gochô  Keijirô Morozumi
Heikiko Gunsô  Yoshio Hayano
Akaboshi Jôtôhei       Shôbun Inoue
Tashiro Nitôhei        Shinji Maki
Enji Nitôhei          Shôjirô Ogawara
Nakai Nitôhei         Shôji Ōki
Koizumi Nitôhei       Isao Suenaga
Mimura Nitôhei        Kei Miyata
Takasugi Nitôhei      Shin'ya Mizushima
Asaka Nitôhei         Kenzô Iwayama
Ibara Nitôhei         Hikaru Jinno
Masui Ittôhei         Hisashi Igawa
Inui Jôtôhei          Ryûta Uno
Daitaichô              Tenryû Kimura
Matsushima Gôchô       Jiichi Kitami
Suzuki Gôchô           Takao Shigetomi
Yokota Heichô          Yoshiaki Mizuno
Iwabuchi Jôtôhei      Katsumi Shiina
Heikiko no Hei        Katsu Itô
Heikiko no Hei        Ryô Ono
Jinjikake Gunsô       Kôtarô Mori

178 minutes

In Japanese and Mandarin with optional English subtitles

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Disc 2

DVD
Region code          B
Aspect ratio
Languages            Optional English subtitles
Features
The Human Condition can be viewed in the 3-part international version or in the 6-part Japanese version
Japanese names are given as they appear in the credits of this edition
Two scene commentaries by Philip Kemp, 4 March 2016, ‘A moment of tenderness’, 5 minutes 23 seconds and ‘The Battlefield’, 4 minutes 14 seconds, in English
Theatrical trailer
Source              Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-5491

KOBAYASHI, Masaki

Ningen no jôken III [The Human Condition. Film 3. A Soldier’s Prayer]
Ninjin Club, Shôchikû Eiga, 1961
Producers: Shigeru Wakatsuki, Masaki Kobayashi
Screenplay: Masaki Kobayashi, Zenzô Matsuyama, Koichi Inagaki, based on the autobiographical novel by Junpei Gomikawa
Photography: Yoshio Miyajima
Production design: Kazue Hirataka
Music: Chûji Kinoshita

Kaji    Tatsuya Nakadai
Michiko   Michiyo Aratama
Refugee  Tamao Nakamura
Terada Nitôhei  Yûsuke Kawazu
Old man in Refugee Camp  Chishû Ryû
Tange Ittôhei  Taketoshi Naitô
Tatsuko   Kyôko Kishida
Russian officer  Ed Keene
Chapayev  Ronald Self
Woman in Refugee Camp  Hideko Takamine
Umeko    Reiko Hitomi
Hironaka Gôchô  Keijirô Morozumi
Hikita Ittôhei  Kôji Kiyomura
Kirihara Gôchô  Nobuo Kaneko
Nagata Taïi  Fujio Suga
Dôkutsu Taichô  Tatsuya Ishiguro
Kitagô Sôchô  Kazuo Kitamura
Chôsen e Iku Heichô  Toshio Takahara
Kira Jôtôhei  Akira Yamanouchi
Noge Shôsa  Hiroshi Nihon’yanagi
Minagawa Tsûyaku  Kôichi Hayashi
Rôkyôshi  Kô Mihashi
Sekitan’ya  Kichijirô Ueda
Zakkaya    Saburô Bôya
Chôsenjin  Masahiko Naruse
Ogura Heichô  Takashi Sue
Dôro no Hinanmin  Kin Sugai
Zakkaya no Tsuma  Miyoko Nakamura
Rôkyôshi no Tsuma  Yoshi’e Minami
Sekitan’ya no Tsuma  Noriko Ishimoto
Hinanmin no Shônen Takayuki Shindô
Buraku no Hinanmin Fumi’e Kitahara
Heitai A  Gen’ya Nagai
Heitai B  Hideo Fukuhara
Ide Ittôhei  Tadayoshi Hirosawa
Hoshô    Tetsuo Mizôi
Ikken’ya no Rônôfu  Daijirô Minami
Hatake no Chûgoku Nômin  Kanji Ôsugi
Fukumoto Jôtôhei  Mamoru Hirata
Heitai C   Hideo Hirosawa
Heitai D   Takao Tsuge
Dassò Suru Heitai A  Kôtarô Hirasawa
Dassò Suru Heitai B   Masatoshi Kanematsu
Ujii'e Jôtôhei  Yûichi Kikuchi
Tsûyaku   Hachirô Maruyama
Chûgokujin no Wakamono Akira Kimura
Naganuma - Chûi   Yasuo Minami
Refugee woman  Hideko Aki
Refugee woman  Mikiko Suzuki
Refugee woman  Yumiko Oguri
Refugee woman  Kazuko Hirano
Refugee woman  Yoshiko Watanabe
Refugee woman  Yôko Hayashi
Chôsenjin no Tsuma  Fumiko Kondô
Sorengun Shôkô  Edo Kîn
Chabâefu   Ronarudo Serufu
Tôbatsutai no Shikikan  Pôru Rafaero
Shisatsu Sareru Hoshô Wiriamu Bassun
Manjûya  Henrí Ban
Refugee woman  Hideko Takamine
190 minutes

In Japanese, Mandarin and Russian with optional English subtitles

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Disc 3

DVD
Region code B
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features The Human Condition can be viewed in the 3-part international version or in the 6-part Japanese version Japanese names are given as they appear in the credits of this edition
Two scene commentaries by Philip Kemp, 4 March 2016, ‘The Village’, 4 minutes 56 seconds and ‘The Trial’, 3 minutes 14 seconds, in English
Theatrical trailer
Source Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-5492

**Man Hunt**
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, 1941
Associate producer: Kenneth Macgowan
Screenplay: Dudley Nichols, from the novel *Rogue Male* by Geoffrey Household, first published in serial form in *Atlantic Monthly Magazine*
Photography: Arthur Miller
Production design: Richard Day, Wiard B. Ihnen
Music: Alfred Newman

Captain Alan Thorndike    Walter Pidgeon
Jerry             Joan Bennett
Quive-Smith    George Sanders
Mr Jones           John Carradine
Vaner             Roddy McDowall
Doctor            Ludwig Stossell
Lady Risborough   Heather Thatcher
Lord Risborough   Frederick Worlock
Captain Jensen    Roger Imhof
Jeweller          Egon Brecher
Major             Lester Matthews
Farnsworthy       Holmes Herbert
Postmistress      Eily Malyon
Police Lieutenant Arno Frey
Ambassador        Fredrik Vogeding
Umbrella man      Lucien Prival
Reeves            Herbert Evans
Bobby             Keith Hitchcock
102 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Dual format edition: this is the Blu ray disc
Blu ray disc
Region code    B
Aspect ratio   1.37:1
Languages     Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features      Feature commentary by Patrick McGilligan
‘The Biggest Game’, Jan-Christopher Horak on *Man Hunt* and Hollywood anti-Nazi films, Fiction Factory, 2016, 20 minutes
57 seconds, in English
‘The Woman is Dangerous’, Vanessa Wanger Hope on Joan Bennett, Walter Wanger and Fritz Lang, Fiction Factory, 2016, 26 minutes 30 seconds, in English
‘Rogue Male: The Making of “Man Hunt”’, 2008, 16 minutes
37 seconds, in English
Promotional Gallery
Stills Gallery
Original Theatrical Trailer

Source       Signal One Entertainment
Call number DVD-5493

LANG, Fritz

Man Hunt
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, 1941
Associate producer: Kenneth Macgowan
Photography: Arthur Miller
Production design: Richard Day, Wiard B. Ihnen
Music: Alfred Newman

Captain Alan Thorndike Walter Pidgeon
Jerry Joan Bennett
Quive-Smith George Sanders
Mr Jones John Carradine
Vaner Roddy McDowall
Doctor Ludwig Stossell
Lady Risborough Heather Thatcher
Lord Risborough Frederick Worlock
Captain Jensen Roger Imhof
Jeweller Egon Brecher
Major Lester Matthews
Farnsworthy Holmes Herbert
Postmistress Eily Malyon
Police Lieutenant Arno Frey
Ambassador Fredrik Vogeding
Umbrella man Lucien Prival
Reeves Herbert Evans
Bobby Keith Hitchcock

98 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Dual format edition: this is the DVD

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.37:1
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features Feature commentary by Patrick McGilligan
‘The Biggest Game’, Jan-Christopher Horak on Man Hunt and Hollywood anti-Nazi films, Fiction Factory, 2016, 20 minutes 6 seconds, in English
‘The Woman is Dangerous’, Vanessa Wanger Hope on Joan Bennett, Walter Wanger and Fritz Lang, Fiction Factory, 2016, 25 minutes 26 seconds, in English
‘Rogue Male: The Making of “Man Hunt”’, 2008, 16 minutes 38 seconds, in English
Promotional Gallery
Stills Gallery
Source

Original Theatrical Trailer
Signal One Entertainment
Call number DVD-5494

LANG, Fritz

Ministry of Fear
Paramount Pictures, 1943; released 16 October 1944
Producer: Buddy G. DeSylva
Associate producer: Seton I. Miller
Screenplay: Seton I. Miller, from the novel by Graham Greene
Photography: Henry Sharp
Production design: Hans Dreier, Hal Pereira
Music: Victor Young
Stephen Neale           Ray Milland
Carla Hilfe     Marjorie Reynolds
Willi Hilfe     Carl Esmond
Mrs Bellane No. 2 Hillary Brooke
Inspector Prentice Percy Waram
Cost / Travers the tailor Dan Duryea
Dr J.M. Forrester Alan Napier
George Rennit Erskine Sanford
Mrs Bellane No. 1 Aminta Dyne
Martha Penteel Mary Field
Blind man     Eustace Wyatt
87 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing

Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard-of-hearing
Features  2K Restoration
Original mono audio
The BFI interview with Fritz Lang, (Lang interviewed by Stanley Reed at the National Film Theatre on 8 January 1962), audio interview, played over the film, 79 minutes 24 seconds
Audio commentary for selected scenes by Neil Sinyard, 35 minutes 14 seconds
‘Between Two Worlds’, Tony Rayns on Ministry of Fear, (Powerhouse Films, 2018), 20 minutes 55 seconds
‘Creative Allies’, Adrian Wootton on Ministry of Fear, (Powerhouse Films, 2018), 24 minutes 53 seconds
Original theatrical trailer
Image gallery: promotional photography and publicity material
40 -page booklet with a new essay by Neil Sinyard, an overview of contemporary critical responses and historic articles on the film

Source  Indicator No. 102
Call number DVD-5495

WELLMAN, William

The Iron Curtain
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, 1948
Producer: Sol C. Siegel
Screenplay: Milton Kiggs, based on the personal story of Igor Gouzenko
Photography: Charles G. Clarke
Production design: Lyle Wheeler, Mark-Lee Kirk
Music: Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Khachaturian, Miaskovskii, conducted by Alfred Newman
Igor Gouzenko Dana Andrews
Anna Gouzenko Gene Tierney
Nina Karanova June Havoc
John Grubb, also known as ‘Paul’ Berry Kroeger
Mrs Albert Foster, a neighbour Edna Best
Colonel Ilya Ranev, the embassy attaché Stefan Schnabel
Major Semyon Kulin Eduard Franz
Dr. Harold Preston Norman, also known as ‘Alec’ Nicholas Joy
Colonel Aleksandr Trigorin Frederic Tozère
Leonard Leitz Mauritz Hugo
Narrator Reed Hadley
87 minutes
In English without subtitles

Dual format edition: this is the Blu ray disc

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.37:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Signal One Entertainment
Call number DVD-5496

WELLMAN, William

The Iron Curtain
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation, 1948
Producer: Sol C. Siegel
Screenplay: Milton Krics, based on the personal story of Igor Gouzenko
Photography: Charles G. Clarke
Production design: Lyle Wheeler, Mark-Lee Kirk
Music: Shostakovich, Prokof’ev, Khachaturian, Miaskovskii, conducted by Alfred Newman
Igor Gouzenko Dana Andrews
Anna Gouzenko Gene Tierney
Nina Karanova June Havoc
John Grubb, also known as ‘Paul’ Berry Kroeger
Mrs Albert Foster, a neighbour Edna Best
Colonel Ilya Ranev, the embassy attaché Stefan Schnabel
Major Semyon Kulin Eduard Franz
Dr. Harold Preston Norman, also known as ‘Alec’ Nicholas Joy
Colonel Aleksandr Trigorin Frederic Tozère
Leonard Leitz Mauritz Hugo
Narrator Reed Hadley
83 minutes
In English without subtitles

Dual format edition: this is the DVD

Blu ray disc
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.37:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Signal One Entertainment
Call number DVD-5497

BLAIR, David

Hurricane
Rakuten Cinema, Prospect 3 and Lipsync Productions present, in association with Head Gear Films, Metrol Technology, Film Slate One Ltd., Stray Dog Films, 2018
Producers: Krystian Kozlowski, Matt Whyte
Executive producers: Norman Merry, Peter Hampden, Michael Paszko, Phil Hunt, Compton Ross, Spencer Pollard, Milí Cumic, Nigel Szembel, Philip Ryner, Charlie Wood, Jeff K. Clarke
Associate producers: Robert Chadaj, Tom Harberd, Anthony Buckner, Victor da Cunha, Tiernan Hanby, Piotr Mularus, Paula Crickow
Line producer: Tiernan Hanby
Screenplay: Robert Ryan, Alastair Galbraith
Photography: Piotr Sliskowski
Production design: Michael Fleischer
Music: Laura Rossi
Jan Zumbach Iwan Rheon
John Kent ‘Kentowski’ Milo Gibson
Witold Urbanowicz ‘Kobra’ Marcin Dorociński
Mirosław Ferić, ‘Ox’ Filip Plawiak
Josef František Kryštof Hádek
Zdzisław Henneberg ‘Dzidek’ Christopher Jaciow
Phyllis Lambert Stefanie Martini
Georgina Rosie Gray
Kate Emily Wyatt
Rollo Hugh Alexander
Henry Rod Arthur
Dacre Dan Burman
Horobin Drew Cain
Jimmy Daniel Cech-Lucas
Favier Raphael Desperez
Weber Michel Diercks
Betty Grable Anastasia P. DiLoreto
Witold Lokuciewski ‘Tolo’ Slawomir Doliniec
Jewish boy Lucian Drake
Jacek A. Baczewski ‘Bruce’ Damian Dudkiewicz
Magda Kowalik Maria Estevez-Serrano
Dowding Nicholas Farrell
Ludwik Rafael Ferenc
Zumbach’s wife Malgorzata Galczynska
Mrs Smythe-Bingham Jan Goodman
Osbourne James Henri-Thomas
Kellett Sam Hoare
Duty Sergeants Matthew Houston, Michael Houston
Ellis Marc Hughes
Zdzisław Krasnodebski ‘Król’ Radoslaw Kaim
Queenie Joan Kempson
Warden Mark Kempson
W.O. Jones    Michael Keogh
Trost       Manuel Klein
Met Officer  Jamie Langlands
Siudak      Kamil Lipka
Landlord    Daniel Maggott
McCormack   Teresa Mahoney
Ziggy       Matt Malecki
Higgins     Phil McKee
Medical Officer Stuart Packer
Rawlings    Graham Padden
Harry Keating Kit Patrick
Gabriel’s father Pete Phillips
Blue Leader  Torin Pocock
Park        Robert Portal
Senior Controller Andrew Sweet
The Dispatcher Adam Ward
Holland     Tam Williams
Sergeant Kowalczyk James Yeates
Baczewski crew 1 Piotr Chadaj
Baczewski crew 2 Lukasz Rycaj
Baczewski crew 3 Damian Mruk
Baczewski crew 4 Paul Morgan
Baczewski crew 5 Krzysztof Rozborski
Baczewski crew 6 Atanas Gancev
Civilian 3  Paulina Koch
German Officer 2 Chris Wilson
German Soldier 1 Roy Peters
German Soldier 2 Gary Edwards
German Soldier 3 Phil Dray
German Soldier 4 Chris Gilbert
German Soldier 5 Benjamin Tofts
German Soldier 6 Mikhail Kleptsov
German Pilot Tristan Tarabas
Civilian 1  Karolina Zajac
Civilian 2  Monika Walczak
Civilian 3  Paulina Koch
Civilian 4  Claudine Metkowski
103 minutes

In English with some Polish, German and French with English subtitles

**DVD**
- **Region code**: 2
- **Aspect ratio**: 2.35:1, 16:9
- **Languages**: English subtitles for the Polish, German and French
- **Features**: Q&A with the director, David Blair, 15 minutes
  - ‘Behind the scenes’, 11 minutes, 34 seconds
  - Interview with the actor Iwan Rheon, 13 minutes, 3 seconds
  - Interview with the actor Milo Gibson, 1 minute, 57 seconds
  - On set with Rosie, Stefanie and Emily, 2 minutes, 8 seconds
  - Trailer
Source: Kaleidoscope Home Entertainment, Rakuten Cinema
Call number DVD-5498

SZKOPIAK, Piotr

The Last Witness
Vicarious Productions and GFM Films present, in association with Silver Lining Productions, Freebie Films, Joppa Films and Film Polska, 2018
Producer: Carol Harding
Executive producers: Guy Collins, Michael Ryan, Fred Hedman, Edoardo Bussi, Joe Osunsanmi, Grant Bradley, Steve Hodges, Natasha Carlish, Maggie Monteith, Chris Reed, Laurence Brown
Associate producer: Annabelle Mackenzie,
Co-producers: Alex Pettyfer, Krzysztof Solek
Line producer: Neil Jones
Screenplay: Paul Szambowski, Piotr Szkoipiak, based on a stage play by Paul Szambowski
Photography: Edward Ames
Production design: Nick Turner
Music: Bartosz Chajdecki
Stephen Underwood Alex Pettyfer
Michael Loboda Robert Więckiewicz
Jeanette Mitchell Talulah Riley
Frank Hamilton Michael Gambon
Police Sergeant Charles De’Ath
Rose Miller Holly Augustine
Joan Caldercott Anita Carey
Andrzej Nowak Piotr Stramowski
Colonel Janusz Pietrowski Will Thorp
DP Camp Sentry Paddy Wallace
Lieutenant Zygmunt Horniak Marko Leht
Sergeant Ekundayo Osunsanmi Akemnji Ndifornyen
Captain John Underwood Gwilym Lee
Polish DP Mateusz Mirek
Mason Mitchell Henry Lloyd-Hughes
Stanley Hicks Sam Marks
Bill the farmer Bill Fellows
Kings Arms landlord David Sterne
Gerrard Chris Walker
Ellison Colin Buchanan
Polish waiter Marek Kossakowski
Philip Edwards Ian Midlane
Corporal Amitabh Shah Ragevan Vasan
Coroner Michael Byrne
Court Officer Sean Gleeson
PC William Reynolds Adam Lawrence
Thomas Derrick Luke de Woolfson
Polish Cadet (voice) Rafael Ferenc
Sir Alexander Cadogan / Anthony Eden / Owen O’Malley (voice) Oliver Ford Davies
Foreign Office Telephone Operator (voice) Dido Miles
90 minutes
In English with some Polish and Russian with English subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.40:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English subtitles for the Polish and Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Signature Entertainment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5499

KOBIELA, Dorota AND WELCHMAN, Hugh

Loving Vincent
BreakThru Productions, Trademark Films, with Odra Film, Centrum Technologii Audiowizualnych, RBF Productions, Sevenex Capital Partners, in association with Silver Reel, with the financial support of Polski Instytut Sztuki Filmowej, 2017
Producers: Sean Bobbitt, Hugh Welchman, Ivan Mactaggart
Executive producers: Claudia Bluemhuber, Gerd Schepers, Ian Hutchinson, Charlotte Ubben, Laurie Ubben, Edward Noeltner, David Parfitt
Associate producers: Jonathan Feroze, Richard Londesborough
Line producers: Hugh Welchman, Tim Dennison
Screenplay: Dorota Kobiela, Hugh Welchman, Jacek Dehnel
Photography: Tristan Oliver, Łukasz Żal
Production design: Matthew Button, Piotr Dominiak, Maria Duffek, Andrzej Rafal Waltenberger
Music: Clint Mansell
Voice cast:
Armand Roulin  Douglas Booth  The Zouave  Josh Burdett
La Mousme  Holly Earl  Lieutenant Milliet  Robin Hodges
Postman Joseph Roulin  Chris O'Dowd  Père Tanguy  John Sessions
Louise Chevalier  Helen McCrory  Adeline Ravoux  Eleanor Tomlinson
The Boatman  Aidan Turner  Marguerite Gachet  Saoirse Ronan
Young man with a cornflower  Joe Stuckey  Old peasant  James Greene
Gendarme Rigaumon Martin Herdman  Doctor Mazery  Bill Thomas
Doctor Gachet  Jerome Flynn  Vincent van Gogh  Robert Gulaczyk
Paul Gaugin  Piotr Pamula  Theo van Gogh  Cezary Łukaszewicz
Jo van Gogh-Bonger  Bożena Bryżek  Vincent Willem van Gogh  Anastazja Seweryn
Young Vincent  Borys Dominiuk  Theodorus van Gogh  Bartłomiej Sroka
Anna Cornelia Carbentus Kamila Dyoubari  Emile Bernard  Przemysław Furdak
Henri Toulouse-Lautrec  Adam Pabudziński  Camille Pissaro  Keith Heppenstall
Old Ravoux  Graham Pavey  Germaine Ravoux  Nina Supranionek
René Secretan  Marcin Sosiński
91 minutes
In English or in Polish with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing, optional Polish subtitles and optional English audio-description

**DVD**
- Region code: 2
- Aspect ratio: 1.33:1
- Languages:
  - Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
  - Optional Polish subtitles
  - Optional English audio-description
- Features:
  - ‘Bringing Loving Vincent to life’, 6 minutes 7 seconds, in English
  - Interview with Douglas Booth, 13 minutes 7 seconds, in English
- Source: Altitude
Call number DVD-5500

GRISEBACH, Valeska

Western


Producers: Jonas Dornbach, Janine Jackowski, Maren Ade, Valeska Grisebach, Michel Merkt

Co-producers: Borislav Chouchkov, Viktor Chouchkov Jr., Bruno Wagner, Antonin Svoboda

Screenplay: Valeska Grisebach

Photography: Bernhard Keller

Production design: Beatrice Schultz

Meinhard Meinhard Neumann
Vincent Reinhardt Wetrek
Adrian Syuleyman Alilov Letifov
Veneta Veneta Frangova
Vyara Vyara Borisova
Wanko Kevin Bashev
Mancho Aliosman Deliev
Mancho’s grandfather Momchil Sinanov

Tommy Robert Gawellek
Jens Jens Klein
Boris Waldemar Zang
Helmuth Detlef Schaih
Marcel Sascha Diener
Wolle Enrico Mantei
Gulzet Gulzet Zyulfov
Kostadin Kostadin Kerenchev
Elena Katerina Dermendzhieva

116 minutes

In German and Bulgarian with optional English subtitles

DVD

Region code

Aspect ratio 1.85:1, 16:9

Languages Optional English subtitles

Features Trailer

Source New Wave Films